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HOLLAND, MICHIGAN* THURSDAY, APRIL 29, 1954

Hope Track

Sign for Polio

Trounces Albion

Defeats Otiyet,

Vaccine to Date

By Lopsided Score

Total

number of

The Hope

in the

MIAA

as they cooly trounced

highly rated Albion College at the
13th St courts, 6-L
It

was the MIAA

lid-lifter for

both teams, and proved to be about
the most important for both squads.

Seventy schools had reported
Thursday night out of 150 or about
half the number. Dates for first

Both colleges are

Department

Hope Professor
Dies Unexpectedly

It is estimated that 50 per cent
-the 5,000 children eligible in the

literally at

681 while Olivet could only make
eight. Scoring waa on a. 5-3-2-1

each

basis.

other’s throats as they come down
to the wire in the hot race for the
All-Sport’s award.
Bill Boeskool, as head man, made
it eight straight as he chalked up
two more victories. In the singles,
Boeskool whisked by Bin Vincent in

UV. HENRY ERNEST SCHOON

I Wet weather once again made

two sets, 6-3, 7-5.
Following Boerkool’sfootsteps,
Bill Coventry tallied another vic*tory at No. 2 as he defeated Joe

Roberts 6-1, 6-2.
John Schrier, at No. 3 for Hope,
was forced into three sets by Brod
31* Rev. Henry Ernest Schoon, Ungrodt, but Schrier cooly finished
on top of a 6-2, 1-6, 6-2 score.
professor of Greek and German at
Albion claimed its only victory
Hope College, died unexpectedly of the day at No. 4 position. Dick
Friday afternoon at his home in Jones, a Briton sophomore,
Waukazoo. Death was caused by a smoothly stroked his way to a 6-1,
heart attack. Rev. Schoon, who 6-0 score over Monte Dyer. Art
Bieri, playing at No. 5 for the
was 62, had had a heart ailment
Dutchmen, made up for the loss by
for some time.
cruisingpast Don Malton of Albion
Surviving are the wife, Helen in two sets 6-0, 7-5.
Haberland Schoon, also a member
The Dutchmen went on to run
of the Hope faculty; two* sisters, away with the match in the douMrs. Herman Dreesman of Teton* bles department as Boeskooland
ka, Iowa, and Mrs. Alvin Hayenga Coventry easily polishedoff Vincent
of Phoenix, Ariz., and a brother, and Roberts, 6-3, 6-2.
Jerry Schoon of Buffalo Center, Down 4-0 in the first set of the
No. 2 doubles, Bieri and Schrier of
Iowa.
Rev. Schoon, born, in Lennox, Hope put on a sndppy rally which
S.D., Dec. 1, 1891, attended Pleas- copped the next six games and
ant Prairie Academy, German Val- won the first set over Ungrodt and
ley. 111., and received his A.B. de- Jones 6-4. The two locals went on
gree from Hope College in 1915 to snatch the second set 6-3 to comand his B.D. from New Brunswick plete one of Hope’s most impresTheological Seminary in 1922., He sive and most desired victoriesof
was ordained to the Reformed the season.

Of Heart Attack

first, second and third grades will

be given the shots, and vaccine for
that amount was ordered today by
Dr. Ralph Ten Have, county health
officer, and is expected to arrive
next MondayParents of pupils in several
schools in south Ottawa failed to
sign the “yes” slips. Two schools,
McDermen in Wright township and
Harrisburgin Chester, have -turned in 100 per cent each.
Following is a list of schools in
the Holland area showing the number of children eligible and the
number of parents who signed
“yes” on the consent slips distributed through the health depart-

ment:
Beechwood, 165 eligible, 51 yes;
Vriesland, 32 eligible, 9 “yes”;
Drenthe, 25 eligible, two “yes";
West Drenthe, none cooperating;
Townline, none; East Crisp, none
out of nine eligible; West Crisp, 15
eligible, four “yes"; New Groningen, 48 eligible, 12 “yes."
Out of 51 in Van Raalte school
on East 16th St., 10 are cooperating; six “yes" of a possible13 at
Noordeloos school; South Blendon,
seven “yes" out of 17 eligible;
three out of eight at Sherboume
school, and one out of 37 at Bor-

FIRST CHRISTIAN REFORMED CHURCH of Zttlond (top) wo* s Bottom picturo shows RegistrationClerk Louis Monnes of
taxed beyond capacity for the big inspirationalmass meeting of . Zeeland welcoming some delegates who came greater distances,
the Mens Federation conventionWednesday night. Convention Standing,left to right, are Andrew Porter of Phoenix, Aril.,
leaders said 1,593 men were crowded into the auditorium
Andrew Yskamp of Paterson, NJ., and John L Donk of Denver,
cm nori fni* 1 AAH
Aft wir it
^
_
signed for 1,040. Most visitors came from a radius of 200 miles.
kit
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Banquet Tonight

18

Chicken Barbecue
SetatOverisel’
ZEELAND (Special) work comes play." At

•

“After

least that’s

into four zones and have appointed
volunteer workers who will visit
people living on tulip lane to encourage the planting of annuals
after tulips have died. The work
will get under way soon.
Benson also reported on what
other cities have been doing in
beautification programs, emphasizing successful plantings of dogwood, rhododendrun, roses, lilacs,

at Overiselauditorium Wednes- but this year’s projects are expectday, May 19, for the barbecue. ed to be continued next year in
Falls Oat of
According to instructors,barbe- addition to new projects.
cuing starts at 4

pm,

and people
are urged to turn out early to
help butter, season, and turn the Miss Lena Nienhuis
chicken.
Succumbs at Age 70
Barbecung will be done on
grates above a three-foot wide Miss Magdalene (Lena) Nienhuis,
“pit” with charcoal heat
70, died early this rooming at the
An evening program, rain or home of her brother and sister-inshine, is being planned. An esti- law, Mr. and Mrs. John Nienhuis,
mated 400 persons are expected route 2, Holland.
Miss Nienhuis was bom in Holland to the late Mr. and Mrs.
10 Girls Apprehended
Wyba Nienhuis. She was employed
For Breaking Windows
as a private secretary of Dr. A. M.
Campbell and Dr. J. D. Miller in
GRAND HAVEN, (Special)
Grand Rapids for 38 years, having
Ten teen-age girls, one 18, 15 and retiredin 1950. She attended Centhe others all 16 years old, are to tral Reformed Church of Grand
report to Chief Lawrence De Witt Rapids but had retained memberSaturday morning after being ship at First Reformed at Holland.
picked up by city police officers at
Surviving are two brothers, John
9:45 p.m. Wednesday night after and George Nienhuis, both of Holallegedly breaking some windows land; 12 nieces and nephews.
in “The Castle," a residence on
Funeral services will be held
Emmett St Hill near the oval.
Saturday at 2 pjn. at NibbelinkIt is reported the girls broke Notier Funeral Chapel with the
four windows in the French doors Rev. Elsworth Ten Clay, pastor at
on the south side of the home with North Holland, officiating. Burial
? “i™* taken ,rom the top of a will be at North Holland Cemebird bath. The bird bath also was tery. Friends may meet the family
broken. AU the girls wer* riding at the funeral chapel Friday from
in one caft
3 to 5 and 7 to 9 pro.

-

it:. .

Mrs. Robert Kouw and John
Benson have organized the city

Car

-

(Special)
Carpenter, who will

Diana Lynn
be two years old in June, was
treated in Municipal Hospital
Wednesday afternoon after she
fell out of a car driven by her
mother, Mrs. Robert Carpenterof
FerrysbOIfc. The child fell face
down on the pavement when the
car door flew open at Seventh and
Fulton Sts. Diana Is a sister of
four-year-old Lila Carpenter who
narrowly escaped death in an ice
box at the Carpenter home last
Oct 5. Lila’s companion suffocated in the*ordeaL

V

the

Zeeland Conclave

day.
Results In order of finish:
100— Carey (H), DeBoer (C),

ZEELAND

(Special)- The 34th

Federation

of Reformed Men’s

Hendrickson (H), Vandenburg

Time

22.3.

,

^ ^

880 — Tubergen (C), Hamilton
day night in which First Chris tan (H), Aldrich (H), Dykstra (C).
Reformed Church, which holds Time 2:09.
Mile— Den Uyl, (H), King (H),
1,040 persons, was crowded to
Steen (C), Beezhold (C). Time
accommodate 1,593.
4:53.2.
Highlight of today's Closing set- (H), Steen (O, Beezhold (C).
sesion is the convention banquet Time 10:59.
120 high hurdles— DeGraff (C),
at 6 :30 p.m. in Zeeland high school
gymnasiumfor a sellout crowd of DeYoung (H), Bechtel (H), Vanmore than 400, Tonight's speaker denburg (C). Time 17.0.
180 low hurdles — Vandenburg
will be the Rev. William Masselink, instructor at the Reformed C), Hondorp (H), Adams (H),
Bible Institutein Grand Rapids. Veenstra (C). Time 20 JS
Javelin— Kooatera (C), Kubitz
Prof. R. B. Kuiper of Calvin
Seminary in his keynote address (O), Adams (H), Craig (O). DisWednesday night on “Meeting To- tance 189’.
Shot-Koopa (C), Hendrickson
day’s Challenge,"told the large
audience that they must aggres- (H), Ribbons (C), Tadayon (H).
sively witness for God if they are Distance 41’4r.
Discuss— Brannock ((H), Koopi
meet the challenge of tpday
“We cannot knmv God unless we (C), Duyst (C), Spala (O). Diafjrst know about God, and we must tance 1174".
Pole vault
DeVries (H),
meet today’s challenge contempor-

—

Mrs. Nellie Barnes, 66,

Succumbs

at

Her

Megan

Home

Mro. Nellie Bames, 66, wife of
Charles F. Bames, of 49 West 10th
St. died Wednesday noon at
her home following an illnessof
several months. She was bom
July 18, 1888 in Holland where
she spent her entire life. She was
the daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Peter De Feyter.
Surviving are the husband;two
sisters, Martha De Feyter and
Jean De Feyter, both of Muskegon
and the following nieces and nephews: Mrs. June Nordhof, Mrs.
Fern Chapman, Jessie De Feyter
and Peter De Feyter.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at 2 p.m. from the Dykstra
Funeral Chapel with the Rev.
company record, John O. Hagans, pastor of First

Record

*

•

—

—

company’s sales force and the ad- ink, a newly-purchasedpitcher
option of a selling program based from the National League, planned
upon preseot day economic realito join the Detroit Tigers Tuesties."
day in Philadelphia.
•

The Tigers announced Monday
they had purchased Zuverink, a
native of Holland, Mich., from the
Cincinnati Redlegs for some cash
“in excess of the $10,000 waiver
price.”

Zuverink, a 27-year-old rightMore than 200 eighth grade students from 34 suburban schools hander, chalked up a 13-8 record
visited Junior High School Wed- at Indianapolis last year, but his
nesday afternoonto become ac- fortunes have been less impressive
quainted with the facultyand program of the school most will attend next fall. Present Junior High
studentswere dismissed at noon
because of the event.
The orientation program began
with a general meeting in the
school gym, with music provided
by the Junior High band directed
by Granville Cutler. Miss Bernice
Bishop, principal, welcomed the

in two relief assignments this year.

He

allowed 10 hit nod six runs

in six innings.

The purchase give* Detroit 12
pitchers. The squad now has 29
players, but three, must be lopped
off the rolls before May 13, the
deadline for conforming with the
player limit.

aneously, honestly and aggressively.” He warned that the church
will deteriorateif people
discern between truth and error.
At the convention last year, _
communicationwas sent to PresiALLEGAN (Special) A re- dent Eisenhowercommending him
for his devotion to religious ideals.
solution calling for
special
This year an acknowledgmentwas
county electionon . propel for read from one of the Preildentk

Defers

Court House Vote
a

a special two-mill tax to finance secretaries. Greetingsalso came
construction of a new court house from the Canadian Federation of
or combined court house and jail Men's Societies.
was tabled until the June session. ^vcnUo

W^rUu

lnvitation8d ,or

^

.

,

Jump-Fowler(H), Gritter

and Koster (C) tie, Hondorp (H).
Height 57”.
Broad Jump-DeVriea (H), Gritter (C), Armstrong (H), Carey
(H). Distance 197!".
Mile relay— Calvin, Hope, Olivet
not entered. Time 3:45.3.

Big

Mp

fiine

committee.

Ariz.

The Rev. A. A. Hoekema of Horsemen from throughout
The committee reported that a Alger Park Christian Reformed Michigan are expected to enter
two mill tax, levied for five years, Church in Grand Rapids addressed The Marquis of, Queensbury
would provide sufficientfunds to the convention this morning on Show scheduled for May 22 at
start the building
“Meeting Today's Challenge in Our the grounds across from Park
The board approved a preli- Homes.” He said, “We are wit- Township Airport
minary county budget totaling nessing today the breakdown of The sponsoring Waukazoo Sad$551,000 which would call for a the home as a divine institution.” dle and Hunt Club is sponsoring
71 mill levy for county purposes. He pointed to increased divorce the entire affair and will pay
Tliis budget will be submittedto rates, the increase of parents out for ribbions and prizes as well as
the tax allocation board at pre- of the home, juvenile delinquency any other fees. There will be no
liminary hearings next Monday, and breakdown of parental author- admission fee for exhibitors.
Claims totaling .$4,177.34were ity. He said the present day chalThis annual affair is gaining to
allowed and $199.50 was rejected. lenge is to keep the home intact popularity and usually draws enThe aviation committee was and to strengthen it spiritually and tries from Holland, Zeeland, Batgiven until June to study a re- prayerfullymaintain its sacred- tle Creek, Jackson, Kalamazoo
quest for financial aid from the ness.
and many other sections of the
Civil Air Patrol
The Christian home must stand state. .
Persons planning to enter are
on its own feet through Christ.We
cannot rely on outward restraints asked to write to Jerry Helder in
Motorist Ticketed
but must use our own resources care of the Warm Friend Tavern
Following Collision
to call for a greater spirituality. for a prize list.
buildings

project.

-

We must not only exercise prohiOne motorist was issued a ticket billon but put more emphasis on Reserved Tickets Now
following a three car accident at our inner spirituality in our desire
21st and State Sts. early Saturday for good,” he said.
Available (or Talip Time
af!5noon-,
The Rev. William Kok of ImThomas Haiker, 24. of 501 Wash* manuel Christian Reformed Reserved seat tickets for the
ington Ave., was given a summons Church of Grand Rapids was Tulip Time band review and the
for failure to yield the right of way scheduled to address the afternoon SaturdayNight Varieties went on
after his car struck one driven by session today on "MeetingToday's sales Monday at Tuilp Time headWinnifred Bos, 35, of 780 Columbia Challenge In Our Work." A guided quarters at the rear of the Chamtour of local points of interestat ber of Commerce office. Tickets
The unpact forced Mrs. Bos’ car 3:30 p.m. scheduled visits to also were available for the Hope
into one owned by William Zonne* schools and churchesand some Chapel concert Wednesday night.
belt, 27, of 86 West 26th St. which factories in Zeeland, the athletic May 12, and the Parade of Quarwas parked in the curb. The Zon- field and memorials. The caravan tes on May 14, but these do not
06 belt car received minor damage, also will come to Holland to visit require reservations.
Tickets for "Tour the Town,"
Police estimated damage to the some churchesand schools,the
52 model Haiker car at $150 and hospital and Hope Memorial Cha- the High School musical, along
to 48 model car driven by Mrs. pel, Centennial and Kollen Park with the flower show and Dutch
Bos at
and Macatawa Hold and toe boat Fantasies will be available later.
‘Tour the Town" will be predocks. The return trip will take the
sented two nights in toe new Civic
Board Hosts
delegates past the stone marker
Center where the Barbershop
Qty council member,
quartet parade also will take
guest, of the Board of
Wedne- place. It was determined today

$500.
Dinner
were
Publio

0i Inr

m

Low

££

—

•

_

High

tie,

Horse Shew Set

Browed

Hopkins,chairman of the county nix,

—

-

Kuyers (H) and Koster (C)
Johnson (H). Height 10*.

.1955

^

Detroit win be permitted to
carry 26 men this year because
group and introduced Walter of the returned-serviceman
status
Scott, superintendent of schools; of Catcher Frank House. The
High School Principal J. J. Rie- normal player limit is 25.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
mersma; Dale Shearer, head footRobert Lee Stroven, 8, route 2,
present operation and htture plan,.
ball coach; R. Slocum of the inCoopersville is in Butterworth
Electne
Cable
Cut
dustrial arts department, and W.
ident, both for two-year terms. The
Hospitalwith -a concussion and Drost, teacher of farm problems.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
rlane rues
Rev. Arthur Hoogstrateof Hoipossibleskull fracture after being
Each spoke about various courses Modi court house offices were
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
knd will remain president for anstruck by a car driven by Del- offered in the junior high curricu- without lights for a short time
State police investigated a com- other yew* His term did not expire
bert John Zimmer, 43, route 1, lum.
Wednesdayafternoon when work- plaint received from Mrs. William this year.
Conklin, at -5:40 pro Wednesday
Studentswefe divided into five men ( mistook an underground Maachewske, route 1, West Olive, It also was decided to study
on US-16 in Polkton , township. "home room" groups under five cable* for a rbot of a large tree
---- of a low flying plane near West Biblical parables for Bible discusState Police report the child wai home room teachers,who presentwhich was being cut down. Re- Olive about 4 pm. Wednesday. In- sion next year. The Rev. P. Y.
following hif dog and running ed general information. Refreshmoval of
tree will enab!* vestigationrevealed that the plane De Jonge of Iowa was i
v the-----across the intersectionwhen ments, provided by the Junior
trucks to back up to outside steps was piloted by Carl Dernier who tor of the Bible stud?
struck. Zimmer was given a ticket High Student Council, were servfor having defective brakes.
ed.
«
^ th‘ buUdtag
^
a j-

BoyHithyCar

be

Grand Rapida JC Relays on Satur-

55.3.

-

GRAND HAVEN

will

ToCfimaxBig

spirationalmass meeting Wednes-

Property

the idea of members of the Adult
Poultry classes of Zeeland and
Overisel who are planning a big
barbecue.
Members of classes taught by
Howard Bernson and in Overisel
by Herbert De Kleine have at- flowering crabs, forsythia and gressing for building a modem
tended 10 sessions on aspects of Japanesecherry trees.
new plant on an undeterminedsite
poultry raising.
Plans for weed control in Hol- and negotiations are underway at
Last session was a lesson in land city are under consideration present for new property.The firm
barbecuing, a technique they will by the council, along with other is operated by A. P. Kleis and his
put into operation at the coming projects such as beautifying gas sons.
event.
stations and motels.
The state started negotiations
Members of the classes, and
Wednesday’s ’meeting was the for the RenderingWorks property
the general public, will turn out last of the season for the council, in 1947.

j

I

the coyncil,presided.

crown.

The next meet

440— Duyst (C), Hondorp (H).
Societiesmoved into its final day
Spala (O), Van Ark (H). Time
today following an impressive in-

blished a new
according to Cheff. Total for the Methodist Church, officiating.
month was $2,380,000,approxima- Burial will be at Pilgrim Home
Holland Rendering Works Wed- tely 15 percent greater than the Cemetery. Friends may call at
nesday received a check for $83.- $2,023,000 of sales produced, dur- Dykstra Funeral Chapel Thursday
from 7 to 9 p.m.
523.96 from the state of Michigan ing March, 1953.
‘The attainmentof a $6-milfor its property just east of Holland which lies in the path of the lion-plusfirst quarter in our businew US-31 relocation.The check ness is an excellent achievement
was signed by Auditor General oh the part of our sales organizaJohn B. Martin.
tion,” Cheff said. “With so good
A. P. Kleis said the amount re- a start, we are hopeful that the
presents,the award of $80,220.10, remainder of 1954 will continue
plus $347.80 costs and $2,956.06 to produce similarlygood results.
interest.
Cheff attributed the record
DETROIT
George ZuverHe added that plans are pro- sales to reorganizationof the

for

the main challengesto Hope's

(C). Time 10.5.
220— Carey (H), DeGraff (C),
annual convention'of the National Hendrickson (H), Carrigan (O).

Rendering Works Gets
Check

takeoffs soft and the track loose,
keeping down the winning marka.
Another factor waa the use of
South Field instead of the faster
Houseman track.
Carey, who Coach Larry Green
la setting up as the successor to
Ron Bos, broke the tape in both
the 100 and 220. Den Uyl took
the grueling mile and two mQa
runs. DeVries was a surpriaewinner in the broad jump and also
copped the pole vault
John Brannock and Joe Fowler
in the discus and high Jump notched the other blue ribbona. Fowler
and DeVries, in the pole vault
aach needed only three jumps.
The Dutchmen have shown their
prowess to both Hillsdaleand Calvin, who along with Albion are

MIAA

On

I

_ I

i

Sales

n

deOAA

1

Holland Furnace

a

^

ill

Church ministry in 1922. Hope College conferred the M.A. degree upon him for his work at New Brunswick.
A veteran of World War I, he became principalof Pleasant Pfairie
eulo.
Academy in 1923 and held that poApple Avenue school at Holland, sition until 1946 when he came to
two out of 14 eligible; Federal, six Hope College. He was made dean
Continuing their winning streak,
out of 45; North Holland, five out of the chapel at Hope in 1952.
Holland High netters shut out Musof 30; Pine Creek, 19 out of 78;
Rev. Schoon served on the Hope
Waverly, seven out of 28; Mon- Board of Trustees from 1925 to kegon Heights Tuesday, 7-0. They
boys looked impressiveas they
tello 25 out of 83.
1946 and was a member of New
In Park township, Lake view, 16 BrunswickSeminary Board of Sup- worked over the visitors at the 21st
St courts.
out of 62; none in South Olive erintendents from 1935 to 1945. He
Henry Visscher had a little trouChristian. In Port Sheldon, Con- served on the Board of Education,
ble talcing out Leonard Hartman.
well, four out at I; Robert school, RefOrme<LChurch in America, for
Leonard won the first match 5-7,
six out of 23.
several years and at one time was but Henry came back, 6-1, 6-0.
In Georgetown three schools out vice chairman of the General SyPaul Mack disposed of Eugene
of seven have very low participa-nod’s committee on International
Fethke in like manner, 63, 6-4.
tion percentages. ,
Goodwill.
In No. 3 singles Bill Japinga
In North Ottawa returns show a
During World War I, he served in trounced Bruce Schneider, 6-1, 6-0
general 50 per cent cooperation by the infantry and saw action in
and in No. 4 singles Duane Teuthe parents.
three major battles.He .received sink nicely leveled M. C Burton,
In the Grand Haven area the list the Silver Star for gallantry.Dur64, 6-1.
thus far reads : Grand Haven Cen- ing the summer of 1937, he reHit
In the No. 1 doubles spot, Phil
tral, 133 yes out of 259 eligible; turned to Europe, spending most of
Boersma and Dave Bosch knocked
Ferry school,132 “yes" out of 228 his time in Germany conferring
First quarter sales in 1954 of
off Gordon Murray and Bob Thorneligible; Christian school, 67 out of with educational leaders. The proley 6-1, 6-2.
Holland Furance Co. reached a
112 eligible; Spring Lake, 132 fessor was author of "History Of Mark de Velder and Bob Saunrecord high, P.T. Cheff, president,
“yes" out of 262 eligible. St. Pat- the Pleasant Prairie Classis" and
ders didnt give Ed Furgeson and
said today.
rick’s, 67 "yes" out of 98 eligible. “Historyof the PleasantPrairie
Dave Lambrix a scoring chance,
In Lansing,State Health Com- Academy."
the basis of preliminary
but pounded in all the way for 6-0,
missionerAlbert E. Heustis said
figures,sales for the first three
today that shipments of Salk polio
The Grissen twins did likewise months of 1954 were $6,050,000, a
vaccine for Ottawa, Lenawee and Civic Beauty Council
against Carl Thome and Rich Hav- gain of almost 10 percent over the
Kent counties have been received, Promotes Lane Planting
son 6-0, 6-0.
same period in 1953. The figure
and supplies for eight other counIn No. 4 doubles, Roger Doolittle
. inco
ties are expected soon. He expectThe Holland Coyncil for Civic and Tom Sanger pushed over Mike ,or 016 fl”* quarter of 5953 was
ed to announce later today the Beauty made further progress for Franks and Ron Jones, 6-1, 6-1. $5,534,000, ”'u:”u
which was ‘u"
the prestarting dates for vaccinations in keeping tulip lanes colorful all
vious first quarter high.
all 11 counties.
during the summer at a meeting
Sales during March also estaWednesday night in Holland High
School. Lida Rogers’, chairman of

Runners

Tom Carey, John De Vries and
Ron Den Uyl were double winners
Wednesday as Hope won eight of
15 events and swept to a triangular track win over Calvin and
Olivet at Grand Rapids.
Hope gathered a total of 86i
points. Calvin waa second with

noon that they were out for blood

in the county is about 5,000.

of

Calvin

Team

College tennis team

firmly established Thursday after-

children eligible

inoculations cannot be set uptil
data from all the schools has been
corapUed at polio headquarters in
Grand Haven, according to Florence Vander Woude, supervising
nurse of the Ottawa County Health

'

EIGHT PAGES — PRICE TEN CENTS

Hope Tennis Team

-

I*

W2

About 50 Per Cent

, GRAND HAVEN (Special)
First reports from the consent
slips for the polio vaccine test
trials to be conductedin Ottawa
county show 1,010 children signed
up by parents out of a possiljle
2,350 or approximately 50 percept

A

The News Hot Bee*

M

x:

^

sr* ^

du,ting

that the auditorium, exhibit room
and lobby will be ready for Tulip
Time. Other sectionsof Civic Center will be roped off.

School

Window Broken

—

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)
‘State police are Investigating a
case in which '
*
glass windows

day]-'

)
THE

HOUAND Cmr NEWS, THURSDAY, APRIL

Van Raalte Bats

Christian Trims

Chix

in

Baseball

At Local

Holland to

Diamond

Holland Christian's baseball
afternoon when

Win

Pinch hitter John Van Raalte’s
home run with the bases loaded in
the sixth inning provided the insurance that preserved a 10-4 victory for Holland High against the
Grand, Haven Bucs Friday afternoon at Riverview Park.
The win was the second of the
season for ths Dutch against one
setback.
What makes Van Raalte’s clout
more spectacular is the fact that
when Coach Ned Stuits tabbed
him to bat the husky Van Raalte
didn't even have a baseball shirt.
He quickly switched with Regains
and with the count a two and two,
belted one past the left fielder
and into the stands. *
Holland started off with a 3-0
lead in the first inning with Okrei,

squad took its second victory ot the

week Thursday

29, 1954

it

downed the Zeeland Chix, 8-4. The
game was originallyscheduled to
be played in Zeeland, but was
switched to Holland because the
Chix diamond was not playable.
Christian had an 8-0 tell game
until the final inning when Zeeland
exploded for four runs in the last
half of the seventh frame. L^fty
Harve Westenbroekhad handcuffed the Zeelanders with no runs and
just two hits until the final frame.
He tired in the last inning and had
to be replaced by Wayne Alofs who
retired the side.
Once again the Maroons showed

Zeeland Runners
ZEELAND

(Special) —Zeeland

High’s track team bowed to Coop*

hits.

A SIG NIFIC ANT MILEPOST « Holland's IndustrialUfa
was narkod Wsdotsdaywhoa ffct Gontral Efectrie
Company brako ground lor a now maltJ-iiiIftoa
dollar

bonnotie motor doportwontH. A. Kaclinnon.a Gonoral
Ehctrte tJco prasidonLand ofitrs,
to right
MacKinnon. Map* Hany Harrington. Chambor Pros*,

plant lust oast of tbo dty. Zator, roprosontattro dtlsons
eatimrod In tbo Warn Friond Tarom lor a lunch son

dsot

and

to

UH

C

Vendor

C. Wood.

an

•

Ab

Martin. I. /. Lahbors and Walfrr
•
(Ponna-Sasphoto)

Hoar.

noon in a Ken-New-Wa League
test that was switched to Zeeland
because the track was in no condi
tion at Coopersville.
The winners scored first! to 10
of 12 events.
Results in order of finish: ••
120 high hurdles— Stevens (C)
Boonstra (Z). Vollink (Z). Time

Bob Van Dyke and Ragains each
16.1:5.
. '
drawing walks.*
100 yardj dash— Lambregt*e (C),
In the second inning Okrei got Looman (Z), Bruursema (Z).
on base through an error. Starting
Time 10.6.
pitcher Uroy Fogerty drew
Mile run— Luurtsma (Z), Potwalk. Bob Van Dyke hit a line geter (C), Marltok (Z). Time 5>
drive over third to bring in both
15.8.
runs and run the score up to 5-0.
440 yard dash— Lemeiux (C);
A wild throw in the third inning Zwyighuizen (Z), tied for third.
put Grand Haven’s Teasley on and
Oldebekking (Z), tied for third.

boar moro about plans by Ab Martin, hood of tbo

family of Ypsilanti were guests
Friday night In the home of the
former’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Mosier. They were en
route to Iowa to visit relativesof
Mrs. Mdsier.
Easter Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Martin Meldrem were
Mr. and Mrs. John Schlosser of
Grand Rapids and Mr. and ^frs.
Harry Letts and children of

he later crossed the plate to

make Time

5-1.

Library Adventures

up.

By Arnold Mulder

On

61.

«

180 low hurdles— Stevens (C),
As Fogerty’s arm started to tire Brower (Z), Phasler (C). Time
in the fourth, four men got on
21.3.
via the walk route and Coach
220 yard dash— Lambregtse (C),
Stuits started Jim Boeve warming Looman (Z), Brower (Z). Time

it

In the first half ot the sixth, the

the last page ot his book,

The Roman Commonwealth,”

Ottawa County

Let’s Plant Beauty - Japanese

Shrub

ersville70-34 here Friday after-

'

improvement as they committed
just one error and collected eight

A big feature in the Holland
attack was the fact that the Dutch
hit with men on base and turned
most of their runners into scores.
Zeelander's Knoper went all the
way and hurled creditable ball with
a fair amount of control. Zeeland
collected five hits and committed
two miscues in the field.
The locals lost little time in getting started as they pushed two
runs across in the first inning. A
walk, and error and singles by
Bill Vryhof and Vance Bouman
did the damage. Coach John Ham’s
dub collected two more markers in
the fourth frame on one base blows
by Vryhof and Dick Lenters sandwiched in between a walk and an
error.
Zeeland threatened in the fifth
inning when Westenbroek walked
three batters, but he regained his
control to retire the side without

Coopersviie Trins

Buck managed to get another run
adross and the count was 5-4. It
was anybody’s game.
In the sixth, Boeve singled. Ron
Van Dyke got another and Plagenhoef came up with a hit Sandahl,
batting for Ragains,tapped out

.

'

23.9.
•
880 yard run— Datema (Z), Bennink (C), Evink (Z). Time 2:15.1.
880 relay— Coopersville.Time 1:

44.4.

n

'

One

ot

Most Beautiful Evergreens

The aristocraticbroadleaf evergreen Pleris japonica, (pronounced Pi-eer-is), or JapaneseAndromeda, aa It is sometimes called,
is now to full bloom. This is the

heavy mulch of oak leaves aids
in keeping the ground soft and
moisture availableand In preventing leaf burn.

shrub of which Donald Wyman

The

Pieris needs

also a peaty soil in our sandy
area to hold moisture. It has no

Arnold Arboretum to his book, serious diseases or pests.
'Shrubs and Vines fofr American Both types of Pieris may be seen
Gardens,” says, "A . well grown in the garden of Mr. and Mrs.
specimen of Japanese Andromeda, Henry Ketel, 783 South Shore
covered with lustrous leaves and Drive, in the formal garden to

of

pendulous flower clusters,is the west of the house along a
about as beautiful an evergreen woodland walk, thickly bordered
with violets. 'You are Invited to
as it is possible to grow.”
All through we winter the buds park your car and walk down
of the Pieris,formed in the fall,' the drive to see them. Miss Dena
have carried the promise of spring. Muller, across the road, also has
Now, they have opened into tiny a Pieris japonica in the west
creamy white, ; lUy-of-the valley side of her garden. This and her
like flowers in drooping clusters, other interesting plantings need
four to six inches long at the ends to be seen from the lawn to be
of the branches. Thq new foliage appreciated.
will come out soon, and form
Spring is painting the town
whorls of pinky bronze shiny with the first big splash of cheer
leaves, turning deqp green. The in the sunshine color of fforsythia
shrub grows to live or six feet, and narcissi. If your own garden
in upright form. Its "little sis- isn’t having a part in this color
ter,” Pieris,floribunda,reaches parade plan now what you will
only three feet, and has duller plant for next spring. This is the
foliage but its flowers are like least expensive, easiest to cart
those of the taller variety. The for garden picture you can create,

Ralph W. Moore, a British writer,
Shot put— Phasler (C), Scott
headmaster of Harrow School,
(C), Gross (C). Distance 40’8V\
makes a strong protest against
Pole vault —HUbble (C) and
what he calls the "decline and
Smith (C), tied for first; Brink
Casco.
fall” complex in our attitude toanother hit.
two shrubs combine well to a and one of the most thrilling,
iC). Height 9’.
Miss Janet Compton of South ward the history of Rome. The
That set the stage for Van
High jump — Phasler (C) and group planting.
coming as it does to break the
Haven was a weekend guest in average citizen in England— and
Raalte’s circuit blow.
Brink (C) and Stevens (C), all
In
our climate these shrubs grey of winter days. The newer
any damage.
the home oi her grandparents, this is doubtless true of America
The box score shows Holland with tied. Height 5’.
need a protected location and, forsythiasare the arching "Spring
Raven, Kramer and Raven
Two walks, a couple of balks and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Green:
as well— things of Rome as
10 runs and eight ' hits. Grand
Broad jump — Stevens (C). Wis- like most evergreens, appreciate Glory” with pale yellow blossoms
worMCUpower*about
nine
tOTthsl^e^
P.
Ka^eraad
and
\vf
Vryhof s third bit* a double, acMr. and Mrs. Arthur Colby and
Haven had five hits and four runs. sink (Z), Phasler (C). Distance some winter shade. All ever- and the deeper yellow upright
J8,
counted for Holland’s fifth and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Colby, Jr., of whose history was marked by
[Grand Haven made three errors 17’ 10".
grefens constantly lose moisture "Lynwood Gold.” You will find
sixth runs in file sixth inning. Then and family of Chicago spent Eastthrough th?ir leaves, and warm many daffodils and narcissi which
they added two more insurance tal- er weekend here at their farm
winter afternoons often cause you may use at the base of the
lies in the final inning on a brace of home.
faster evaporation of moisture shrubs, and they will multiply in
tingles, a walk and a hit batsman.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gooding
than the plant’s roots can re- number as the bushes grow to
my'
own
mental
image
of
the
hisFranklin
Essenburg
sxA
wf
to
Zeeland really started the final were Easter Sunday guests in the
Illinois
place from the frozen ground. A size.
(From Friday’sSentinel)
inning in earnest as they connected home of the latter’s parents, Mr. tory of Rome. When I was a stu- Lawrence E. Towe and wf. Pt. Lot
dent
in
college
I
used
to
spout
in
26
A.
G
Van
Raalte
s
Add.
No.
2
for two straight hits and loaded and'Mrs. Jesse Runkel of Hopkins
Keith Landsburg flew to Saraspeeches and write in essays about City of Holland.
the bases with no one out Anothsota, Fla., Saturday, called by the
Easter weekend guests in the
Walter Glueck and wf. to Harry
er single and a couple more walks home of Mr. and Mis. HilbertHill- the decline and fall of Rome;
illness of his father, Alex Landssent four runners across the plate. man were the former’s sister and all did that more or less as a Goldberg and wf. Lots 38, 39, 40
burg, 79, who with his wife, .was
Aloft settled down sufficiently, family, Mr. and Mrs. Norval matter of course. The result was High School Add. City of Grand EVANSTON ILL. (Special)
wintering there. His fatb»r died
55th
George Reilly, senior at Illinois early Sunday morning and his
however, to put out the fire and Saunders and son Charles, of Ann that I developed a completelyHaven.
unbalancedconception erf the his- Anna' Weigl to Albert E. Strahs- College, was named top orator body is being returned to his home
win the ball game.
Arbor.
Me. and Mrs. Robert Pelon of
Vryhof paced the winners with
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Wolbrink tory of one of the greatest and burg and wf. PL WH SWtt 8-7-15 in the men’s divisionat the an- at Deckerville for burial.
nual Interstate Oratorical Asroute 5, Holland,marked their
three hits in five trips to the plate. spent Easter Sunday in Holland longest-livedempires of all time. Twp. Robinson.
Thomas Hanson of Minneapolis,
Ron Wetherbee collectedtwo hits guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Later I read Edward Gibbon’s Raphael J. Carmody and wf . to sociationfinal competition Friday Minn., is spending 10 days with his Donald Thurston, who serves the 55th wedding anniversary Monday,
"Decline and Fall of the Roman Carl Theodore Phillips and wf. Pt. night on the Northwestern Uni-'
Department of Corrections as pa- April 26. Although no special celein three tries for the Zeelanders.
son, Walter and two children.
Wolbrink and family.
Empire,” a work in five volumes NW% 22-8-13Twp. Wright,
versity
Campus.
Mrs. Ida Martin of Kalamazoo role eligibility examiner,spoke to bration is planned,friends and
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Atwater rethat since the eighteenth century Peter Jay Elenbaas and wf . to
Michigan-representative Bruce ^spent Sunday with her children, Holland Rotarians Thursday noon relativesare invitedto call at the
turned Friday from Florida where
hat unintentionally strengthenedEarl J. Haminger Jr. and wf. Pt. Van Voorst, was named fifth in
Pelon home on Monday.
they had spent the past few
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Martin.
the mistaken notion that the Sec. 21-6-13 Twp. Georgetown,
the contest ' between representa- Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd McCarty at the Warm Friend Tavern. ThurMr.NPelon, who will be 77 May
months.
history of Rome was largely a . Jacob Essenburg and wf. to tives of 13 colleges throughout
ston, a graduate of Albion College, 1, has lived all his life on the same
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Reimink
and Mrs. Clyde Kibell of Otsego
record of degeneration. John Aalderinkand wf. Lots 88, the nation. Each representative
were Sunday visitorsof Mr. and at present is working toward a farm where he and Mrs. Pelon
were in Chicago Saturday where
But when Gibbon’s record starts 89, 90 Essenburg’s Sub. No. 3 Twp. had won the right to compete by
have lived since their marriage.
doctorate in sociology and clinical
they attended the wedding of Miss
Mrs. Carl Hogmire.
Rome
had had a history of some Holland. •
winning
in
a
state
contest.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Johnson left psychology at Michigan State Col- She is the former Lena Naber and
Margaret Schmidgall whose mar700 years as a republic and
Harvey Mast and wf. to Harold Two preliminarycontests had
will be 76 years old in July.
riage to Siegfried Mlichincktook
Tuesday
to spend the week on lege.
Holland High’s tennis team kept
empire. In the perspective of the NageUdrk and wf . Lots 98, 99 West narrowed the list to six finalists
The couple has three sons, John,
business in Detroit and Lansing.
with the Department of Correc- Edward and Richard Pelon. There
its record unblemishedby stroking place at 4 p.m. at the St. Luke’s whole story the decline qnd fall Park Add. City of Zeeland,
for
Friday's
competition.
Pfc. Lee Edward Sessions of tions, he reviews cases of prison- are five grandchildren and four
to a 5-2 win over strong Kalama- Evangelical Lutheran Church, was only a kind of epilogue.Even Dr. Wilbur Lincoln Casler and
Van Voorst wa^,the third Michi- Fort Leonard Wood in Missouri is
*
ers serving terms of 10 years and
200 Central at Kalamazoo Friday
shortly before deteriorationset in wf. to William P. Ferm and wf
gan winner in three successive spending a furlough with his .par- over, is a counselor to inmates at great grandchildren.
Robert Cunningham submitted
afternoon.
that eventually led to the breakup Pt. Lot 9 9-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake, years produced by Dr. William
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Sessions. Jackson, and a psychologistat
It was tough hick for the locals to surgery last Thursday at Hol- of the empire, Rome was fully
Jennie Dunning to Henry Ter Schrier, head of the speech deEaster guests of Mr. and Mrs. Cassidy Lake Technical School at
in No. 1 and 2 singles, however. land hospital and Is recovering as healthy and sound and civilized as Haar and wf. Pt. SE14 SE!4 16-5partment at Hope College. All Charles King were her mother and
John Erikson, well-known Kazoo well as can be expected.
Chelsea.
the British Empire was under Vic- 14 Twp. Zeeland,
three got into the finals, with sister, Mrs. J. C. Carstenson and
Miss Mary Ensfield of Kalamastar, defeated Holland’s Hank VisRecently the Department of Cortoria and as America is
Lucas Groenhofand wf. to Mar- Guy Vander Jagt winning third
Mrs. Lloyd Jorgenson of Kalama- rections changed from a commisscher 6-2, 6-3. In the No. 2 singles, zoo, Mr. and Mrs. Orrln Ensfield
After several centuries of gov- tin Groenhof and wf. Stt SWK place and Don Lubbers fifth.
zoo and Mr. and Mfci. H. B. Crane. sioner to a commission of six men,
Jon Cook of the home team de- and family, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
emmental developmentRome had SE% 12-5-15 Twp. Holland,
Judges for this year’s contest Mrs. Carstenson, who had ipent a
feated Paul Mack 6-0, 6-0.
Ensfieldand boys were Easter
a director and five assistants, who Clothing
become established as a republic [ Loral W. Vink and wf. to Wen- were members of the NorthwestBill Japinga won over Bob Har- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Orrin
week here, returned to her home. head various phases of work withabout 500 years before Christ, dell D. Palmer and wf. Pt. SW14 erti University speech school along
• Mr. and Mrs. Morris Souders in the department:Youth, probavey 6-2, 6-0. Duane Teusink shut Ensfield, Sr.
Christian Reformed Churchesof
From then on for roughly 200 NWK 20-8-15 Crockery Twp.
with two Chicago ministers. The and two sons and his mother, Mrs.
out Phil Sutton 7-5, 6-L
Mr. and Mrs. James Wyatt of
tion, institutions, paroles and in- Holland-Zeeland
Classis are conyears it remained the world’s best Martin Groenhof and wf. to Interstate association is one of
In the No. 5 single non-counting Three Rivers were Easter dinner
Bessie Souders, visited frpm Fri- dustries.
and most stable government until Lucas Groenhof and wf. Pt. N% the oldest oratorical events.
ducting a used clothing drive for
match, Rog Doolittle beat Dennis guests in the home of Mr. and
the day when its decline began. Stt SEtt NEK 13-5-15 Twp. Hol- In the women's divisionMarda day until Monday with the latter’s Jackson has a textile mill, a Christians in Korea.
Reigley 3-6, 6-1, 6-0.
daughter and family,Mr. and Mrs. stamp plant, a cannery, shoe facMrs. Roy Nye.
Certainly we Americans, who have land.
Holland won all of the doubles
The drive began Monday and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Plummer had a republican form of govern- Donald W. Kuite and wf. to Nick Kipp Voorheesof Kalamazoo Col- Leo Shepard of Walled Lake.
tory and a binder twine factory.
matches.
had as guests Easter Sunday the ment for less than two centuries, Klungle and wf. Lot 23 TeRoller’s lege, Michigan’s representative, Mr. and Mrs. James Smeed Furniture, soaps and detergents will continuethrough this week
won second place. Miss Voorhees spent Easter in Allegan with their
Dave Booch and Phil Boersma latter’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
have no right to think of that 700 First Add. City of Holland,
won the state woman’s contest daughter and family,Mr. and Mrs. and garments are manufactured under supervisionof Holland-Zeecombined to take out Allen Hoag Gabriel Osterburg of Douglas.
at Ionia, and Marquette produces land Deacons conference.
year
record of governmentalsta- Nick Klungle and wf. to Donald held at Hope College earlier this
and Dave Lilli g 6-1, 6-2. /
Delbert Meyer. Other guests were brushes, tobaccd, work clothes and
Charles Chapman and Sarah bility as a record of "decline and w. Kuite and wf . Lot 6 B. L.
Clothing received must be in
year.
Delwyn and Duane Grissen push- Joyce Green of Ganges Baptist
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Hazel of Flint. snow fences.
Scott’s Elmwood Add. Holland.
ed out Norman Haymes and Dave church were baptized Sunday
good
unsable condition,with all
Easter dinner guests of Mr. and
Under the youth program ThursTaking our own -republic as
john Franzburgto Peter PeSpieler 6-1, 7-5.
Mrs. Carl Walter were their two ston explained there are 1,458 buttons sewed on. Shoes are acafternoon at the Baptistry at the parallel, we find that this country’s troeljeand wf. Lot 60 and pt. 61
No. 3 doubles also went to Holchildren and families, Mr. and under 21 serving time in the penal cepted. although no army clothSouth Haven Church.
history has arrived at a point that Weerslng’s First Add. City of Holland with Tom Overbeek and Jim
Fifteen candidates were receiv- is comparable with the point at
Last
Tuesday
evening
several Mrs. Carl Walter, Jr., and Philip, institutions. Of these 33 committed ing is being accepted in the drive.
Vande Poel, pouring it on Tom ed into membership Sunday at the
which the Roman republic had ar- £cjward C- Hurd and wf. to familieswho have childrenplaying Mr. and Mrs. William Woodall, crimes when they were 15' years Contributions may be deposited to
Tift and Rot Curtis 6-0, 6-0.
Jacque, and Billy Jo, also Miss old.
Ganges MethodistChurch.
rived more than three centuries
Nichols and wf. Lot 1 in the HudsonvilleHigh School
basemests of various Christian
Another non-counting match
Altar vases have been presentFlorence Sewers and Mrs. Frank
Describing the work of the five Reformed Churches of Holland
band
and
the
cadet
band
enjoyed
before Christ If we of 1954 are Evergreen Sub. Twp. Tallmadge.
give Paul Beukema and Bob Saned the MethodistChurch by Mrs.
a supper in Hudsonville gym. hon- Comstock, all of Saugatuck.
man Parole Board, Thurstonsaid and Zeeland.
der a win over Dick Schultz and Leona Link MacDonald of Florida, to remain a healthy, stable, civil- peter J. Meeusen and wf. to
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Grams of that continuing at the present rate
oring the 25th anniversary of the
ized
government
as
long
as
Rome
Abraham
Van
Zanten
and
wf.
Lot
The drive is being conductedto
Dave Blau 6-0, 3-6, 6-4.
in memory of her grandparents, did we will be very near the year 16
Jonge.s Add city of Zee- organization of the Hudsonville Milan are spendinga week here they will have interviewed 6,500 conjunction with the Grand RapMr. and Mrs. Charles Link.
at
the
home
of
their
son,
Edward
Band under the leadershipof Bert
2500 before our "decline and fall lwfvi
men this year. The Parole Board ids Diaconate and will be readied
has no authority to grant paroles for shipment to Korea by a
sets In. There is no way for
c dum^ and wf. to Brandt of Holland. A short pro- Grams and family.
Cliff Fosdick and Jim Miller are to persons serving life terms. Only
of us to know whether we will last John
Hollenbachand
pt gram followed the supper and Mr.
Grand Rapids Company. Shipping
that long, but the comparison Lot 16 Blk E West Add. City of Brandt was presented a gift. The occupyingthe same room at the if the sentence has been commut- charges for clothing from this
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
following familiesof Forest Grove Douglas hospital.1 Both are 84 ed by the governor can the board
shows how balancedour "decline
The Ganges Adult and Juvenile
area will approximate$10,000, to
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
Holland.
were represented: Henry Ver years old and were admitted just entertain parole action. Parole be raised by means of offerings
and fall" complex is in regard to
Granges met at the hall Friday
Leonard Swikowski and wf. to
Gravel
scows
are
now
making
Meer, Ed Butler, Jack Cotts. John one day apart. Before their illness action is rarely begun before
the Roman Empire.
evening.
in the churches.
Oscar F. Beyer Jr. and wf. Pt.
Weurdlng, Nelson Kamer, Henry both lived alone, Fosdick at the person has served less than 17
The Roman empire, both as reThe Mr. and Mrs. Club of the their regular trips up the river to
Officers of the Holland-Zeeland
Lot 19 McCarthy’s Sub. Twp. Bredwey, Richard Isenga.
public and as monarchy, during
Walter Wadsworth farm, and Mil- years.
Methodist Church will meet Tues- the gravel pits here.
Deacons Conferenceare Leonard
Grand Haven.
There
are
number
of
cases
of
its
700
years
of
stability
had
its
ler
at
the
Lawrence
Wade
farm.
day evening at the church parlors. Arnold Kerr is now employed at
Vanden Bosch, president;Dr. WalEsther R. Vanderburg et al to
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Wadsworth
Mr. and Mrs. Kerneith Van Leeu- Mackinaw City. He spends week- faults. It maintained slavery; it Eugene C. Timmerman and wf. mumps in the Forest Grove school.
ter Hoeksema, vice president;
Mrs. Ben De Vries and son of returned home last week from
tortured and killed a considerwen and Mr. and Mrs. Willard ends at his home here.
Marvin Johnson, secretary. The
Holland
spent
the
week-end
with
their winter home in Melbourne,
able number of Christians,to
^n^MariP
Van Draght are in charge for the
Revs. F. Handlogtenand J.
Thirty members of the Floyd
Fla.
evening. Mrs. James Curtis of Lowing family gathered for Easter nothing of its doing away with I Griet£ ^yngarden to Marie Mr. and Mrs. Steven Roclofs.
Breuker are advisors.
Miss Marian Joyce Smalleganof
i
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hamilton and
Saugatuck will present a book re- dinner at the home of Mr. many others; its internal revenue
Ohio
spent
a
few
days
with
her
Jimmy of Lansing spent the weekview for the evening’s program. and Mrs. Russell Lowing of officialswere sometimes as cor- ^a *
mother, Mrs. Anne Smallegan.
end here with her mother, Mrs.
The Ganges Home Club was enZeeland Record Issues
Conklin.
Frank Smallegan spent a few George Sheard.
Results of a poster contest spontertained Thursday afternoonat
Frank Snyder, who recently un- their liberty, Palestine among
•
Park
111,1 A(ld- Clty of days with his daughter and family
Mrs. Harry Hoard of Lawton is sored by the Women's Missionary Special Progress Edition
the home of Mrs. William Plumderwent spinal surgery at BlodHolland.
in Muskegon.
improvingnicely from recent sur- Union of Christian Reformed
mer at Allegan. Mrs. Alva Hoover gett Hospital, Grand Rapids, reMost' people with the "decline and .Clarence E. Nyhoff et al to John
The early Sdnrise meeting in the gery at Allegan Health Center. Churches of Holland were made The Zeeland Record last week Ispresented a Pre-Easterprogram
turned home Tuesday.
fall” complex are under the lm- FranzburgLots 13, 14 Blk C R. H. local church was attendedby. a
Mr. Hoard is staying with his known at the union’s spring meet- sued a four-section48-page prowhich featured a letter written by
large crowd of Christian Endeavor
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lowing oression that such things resulted Post's Park Hill Add. Holland,
gress edition pointing to its new
daughter, Mrs.' Raymond McCarty. ing Thursday afternoon.
Curtiss Bell, 16, of Bierut, Syria.
members Easter Sunday.
and baby of Grand Rapids and in that "decline and fall” But
rotary press which can print up to
In
the
Junior
High
Division,
EdMr.
and
Mrs.
T.
W.
Peters
and
The letter, which was accom- Mr. and Mr*. Lynn Lowing of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Brummel
24 pages in one section.
during some seven centuries, while Mrs. John Oonk, Jr.,
gar
Bosch
of
Niekerk
Christian
panied by pictures, describeda Tallmadge called on Mr. and Mrs.
called on their daughter-in-law two sons of Riverdale, HI., spent
it was doing all those things, Rome
Reformed Church received first The edition gives full and comtrip to Jerusalem,which he and
whb is ill with mumps in Zeeland. the weekend with her parents, Mr.
Floyd Lowing Wednesday.
plete information on operations of
was on the whole just as civilized Snccumbi at Hospital
prize with "A Light to the Dark;
and
Mrs.
John
Weston.
*The
two
28 other young men took by plane.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Dombos
Mrs. Elsie Oonk, wife of John
West Allendale Community Club and stable and honorableas for
The
Record Illustratingthe new
Carol Zwiers of Sixteenth Street
boys stayed until Tuesday.
Bell is the son of the former
met last Tuesday at the home of instance Great Britain was during Oonk, Jr., of 121 East 22nd SL, quietly celebrated their 45th wedequipment with pictures and
Church
won
second
with
"Go
Ye
The
Methodist
Church
has
been
Jennie Bast of Fennville.
tyrs. Flora Tuttle. Dinner was the eighteenth and nineteenth cen- died Thursday noon at Holland ding anniversaryat their home.
the recipient of two more gifts, Into All the World," and Arnola stories,and -also salutes the InMr. and Mrs. John Westveld
served and the afternoon was turies. Much of our civilization Hospital after a lingering illness.
both used for the first time Sun- Keuning of Fourteenth Street dustrial,religious, agricultural,
returnedto their home here Satspent sewing. The May meeting stems from the Rome <rf those She was 59 years old.
Steven
Loedeman
Diet
day morning. They are . a five Church took third with "Which Key educational,commercial and civic
urday having spent the winter in
Mrs. Oonk was boro July 27,
will be held at the home of Carrie centuries.
life of the community.
piece altar ware set of copper, the Is Best?" Honorablemention was
Zypher Hills, Fla.
Our sense of history is likely to 1894, to the late Mr. and Mrs. At Holland Hospital
Considerable space also Is deBennett on May 1L
given
to
Mary
Sterenberg
and
cross,
two
candle
sticks
and
two
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Starring were
Pupils of Parish School and be parochial and distorted.It is John W. Oonk. She was active in
voted
to Zeeland's history, and its
Easter Sunday guests In the home
Steven Loedeman, 76,' of route flower vases, given by "Mr. and Ruth Bredeway.
their teacher,Mrs. Mary Roon, wholesome to be reminded of the Trinity Reformed Church, where
progressiveoperationswhich
In
the
fifth
and
sixth
grade
di
Mrs.
Kenneth
Hutchinson
to
memof their son-in-law and daughter,
2, Dorr, died at Holland Hospiwitnessed a sheep shearing dem- distortionby such a writer as the She was a member of Ladies Aid,
mark it a thriving small city. In
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Flemming and
tal Thursday afternoon shortly ory of Her mother, Mrs. Clara vision, Jay Klinge of Montello Park
onstration at the Ray Molyneaux author of "Tha Roman Common- MissionaryAuxiliary, Mothers
installing the new equipment,
Church
took
first
with
"God’s
ChilTendick.
The
other
is
a
set
of
two
after
he
was
admitted.
He
had
/
Club, Alethes Sunday School
farm near Coopers vilie Monday. wealth.”
Record Editor George Van Koedren
Share
the
Bread
of
Life;”
copper
collection
olle<
plates
given
by
Mrs. Rasty Warner visited in West Allendale Extension Group
Class, and taught Sunday School, been ill a week. Mr. Loedeman, a
vering is keeping abreast of the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Hicks. Dur- there was a tie for second, Barbara
farmer,
had
operated
a
threshing
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred met Tuesday evening at the home
Vacation Bible School and catechever-growing community and is
Home
Economics
Group
Hobgstrate
of
Sixteenth
Street
ing
the
last
year
the
church
has
machine more than 50 years beHoltz in Benton Harbor Friday.
ism.
of Mrs. Bertha Lemmen.
also been given a new electric Church with "What Can Break This prepared to meet the demands
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Weed, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing Has Lesson on Sewing
Survivingbesides the husband fore retiring three years ago.
placed upon the community’s
organ, a Bible book marker, and Chain?" and David Nykerk, First
Surviving
are
the
wife,
Jentheir son, Milton, Jr., Mr. and
are two daughter Mrs. Myron
called on Mr. and Mrs. Tom Beunewspaper to file fields of inforReformed,
"Cross
or
Crescent?"
nie; a son, Gerrit of Benthelm; $1750 in cash to be used to buy
Mrs. Wilson Hiatt of South Haven
kema of Grand Rapids Monday. Members of the Federal Home Brower of Algor, Iowa, and ConFive
Students
were
tied for third mation and commerce.
new
furniture
when
the
chancel
is
a
daughter,
Mrs.
George
Gates
of
and Miss Marie Stehle were*
Economics group met at Federal nie Oonk at home; two sons,
The new press Is a Walter
-David Vander Vliet of Fourteenth
Easter guests in the home of Mr.
James of Wendell, N.G, and Jack Holland; five grandchildren; two remodeled.
Most of ths commercial pop- School Wednesday evening.
Scott
three-deck press which can
and Mrs. George Weed of Glenn. corn to the United States Is
Mrs. Albert Luurtsema and Miss of Zeeland; five grandchildren; brothers, Henry of Diamond The Rev. and Mrs. Garth Smith Street, Elizabeth Boyd and Mary turn out 10,000
Grover
of
Maple
Avenue,
Garold
attended
funeral
services
Tuesday
Springs and Richard of Almo;
Mr. an! Mrs. Albert Nye spent
to ths
state of Illinois, Lillian Van Tak presented a lesson two sisters, Mrs. Cornie Koetsier
grown in
ths star
r-to-law, Van Beek of Sixteenth Street
on "Making the Best Use of a Sew- and Mrs. Eldert Bos; four broth- three sisters,Mrs. John Hoeve at Lake City for his btathe
Iowa and Nebraska.
A Little Rock Ark., movie added
Israel
Gundy,
46,
who
died
of in- Carol Tuls of Holland Hei
of
Bentheim,
Mrs.
John
Jenkins
ing Machine."
ers, William and Edward Oonk of
automatic washing machines eo
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ths dormouse is not really a
Refreshments were served by Holland. George Oonk of Port and Mrs. Alice Boekolmno of juries Saturday when he was OtcH.
were displayed at the women could do their
mouse but a relative of the squirrel Mrs. B. Mulder and Mrs. L. Reg Huron and Albert Oonk of Ring- Ka’.aj^r'oo: a r'-t^y 'n-’nw, Mrs caught between the truck dump
while ’eein^ the ihow.
uii.on
meeting.
and
sj^es.
Reda Loedeman ot Almo.
wood, III
/
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LocalYoutkWins

Two

J
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Police Cars

Saugatuck

Couple

to

^

Mark 50th Anniversary

Mrs. James Christensen and

Washington Trip

Damaged Here

Work

For Safety

Separate Crashes

Michigan Delegation

Two polite cruisers were damaged in separate accidents Friday of Highland Park has abandoned
night establishingsome kind of a the project and stopped drilling at
new record for the local depart- a depth of 1,452 feet Hoffman is
now planting 10,000 pine trees on
ment.
the property, as was his original
The first occurred on West plan.
Eighth St. at 9:10 pjn. when a
Bert Walker of Detroit spent
woman driver,who later pleaded Easter weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
guilty to a drunk driving charge, L. L. Junkerman.
Mrs. Gordon Hoffman returned
narrowly missed a fire truck and
then hit two parked cars, the Saturday from Cleveland where
she visitedher son, Robert Hoffsecond the cruiser.
man and family and also visited
The other accident occurred at Mr. and Mrs. Keenan Bennett
11:13 pm. as an officer was headPast Masters night at Saugatuck
ed east on Eighth St to escort a lodge. F k AM, will be observed
taxi with an emergency case next Tuesday evening, April 27. L.
headed for Holland Hospital. An- L. Junkerman is in charge of
other taxi coming out of the depot
arrangements.

Joins Others for

Four-Day Excursion
Robert Bush, 14, p( St Francis
Sales school, will represent
Holland in a 30,000-boy Saftey
Patrol Assembly and Parade in
Washington,D.C., it was announced today..
Young Bush will leave from Detroit by train Thursday, May 6,
as an honored guest of Automobile Gub of Michigan. He is one
of 115 boys chosen for the /our
day trip from among the 44,000
Michigan AAA patrollerswho
guarded 700,000 school children

De

last year without a single reported death.
During his honor trip to Washington, Bush will join patrol boys
from all over the Ui>. in the
traditional five-mile-long parade

drive caused the driver of the cruiser to veer to the right miss the
taxi but hit a parked car.
The first accident occurred when
John Piers, part-time officer, was
ordered by headquarters to go to
Gvic Center where a flare pot

down

Constitution Ave. The
Michigan delegation will be led
by baton-twirling champion Gail
Ponte, of Dearborn. The boys
will also meet Michigan’s senators
and representatives at a Friday
get-together planned by Auto

Gub.

Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Saunders
of Evanstonspent the weekend at
their cottage on Spear St.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Simmons
entertained with a family dinner

Easter. Guests were their children, Miss Elizabeth Simmons of
had tipped over igniting some
Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
wooden forms. A fire truck from
Young of Niles, a sister, Miss Ruth
the No. 2 stationsoon arrived and
Simmons of Chicago,and brother
finished the job. Piers was giving
William, of Saugatuck.
the fire truck some light to put
Carl Kobemlk has returned to
the water tanks back on the truck
when a car driven by Mrs. Florine Teachers College in Ypsilantiafter
spending spring vacation with his
Berkey, 49, of 2971 West 22nd St.,
heading west on Eighth St., hit mother, Mrs. Ewald Kobemik.
Sam Dee spent the weekend visthe parked car of Irving Harringiting his mother, Mrs. Frank Hanton, 55, of 186 East 27th St., and

'

Patrollers making the trip will
meet in Detroit Thursday afternoon for registrationand physi
cal check-up. Then, with their
Auto Gub supervisors and registered nurses* they’ll board special
cars of Baltimore and Ohio’s Ambassador”at 6 p.m. for the overnight trip to the capital They’ll
be entertained by TV star Ed
Storing, of the Detroit. Police Department, and his dog, “Safety
Girl.”

in

children are visitingher parents,
Mr. and Mrs. George Langworthy,
in Detroit,for two weeks.
After working for two weeks on
a test well on the Dick Hoffman
property on the north township
line next to the William Ten Have
property, the Morris Oil Company

THREE-YEAR-OLD MARY LYNN STREUR and

burg costume and her cousin d Volendam

her four-year-oldcousin, Steven John Harthorn,

costume. Club members, left to right, are Mrs.

model their Dutch costumes for the committee
of thd'Newcomers Club which will operate the
costiime exchange here for the next two weeks.
Mary Lynn is wearing the attractive Middel-

E. J. Pelletier, Mrs. Jim Locey and Mrs. Paul
Taber.

Norman

Gibson,

Don Wolgemuth,Mrs.

(Penna-Sas photo)

Friday morning they’ll tour
downtown Washington and the

then the police cruiser.
Mrs. Berkey pleaded guilty Saturday in Municipal Court to drunk
driving charges and was sentenced
to pay $100 fine and $9.70 costs.
Her 1951 car was damaged on the
right front to the extent of $600.
The Harrington car. a 1948 model,
was damaged on the left side to
the extent of $300, and the cruiser was damaged on. the left rear
to the extent of $200. The cruiser
was back in servicetdday.

son.

Mr. ond Mrs. Ben J. Tucker
relatives and ried by the Rev. J. Maim! In East
friendswas held Wednesday, April Saugatuck.
28. In honor of Mr. and Mrs.
They have three daughters, Mrs.
Ben J. Tucker of Hamilton,who Henry H. Russcher, Mrs. Robert
marked their 50th wedding an- Ross and Mrs. Alfred Wiggers,
niversary.
and five grandchildren.
Mrs. Tucker is the former MinHours for the open house were
nie Lugten. The couple was mar- from.2 to 4 and 7:30 to 10

Open house for

pm

Shirley Ter Wee

Weds

Larry D: Van Overloop

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Tomlinson
spent the weekend in Saugatuck.
The Ranch Hous4 at Grand RaMr. and Mrs. Arthur Till of East
Chicago, HI., are enjoying their pids was the scene of a wedding
Friday evening when Miss Shirley
spring vacation in Saugatuck, the
M. Ter Wee became the bride of
guests of their sister, Miss Gussie
Larry D. Van Overloop of Grand
Till, and brother,Henry Till.
Rapids. The Rev. Rodger Dalman,
Miss Maxie Barber is returning

Two More Teams

Winnetka this week from Gear- cousin of the bride, performed
to List;
the double ring ceremony at 8
Capitol building,enroute to quarwater, Fla., and plans to come to
in the presence of 120 guests.
ters In the Willard Hotel. They'll
Saugatuck for the season as soon
The bride Is the daughter of Mr.
spend Friday and part of Saturas possible.
and
Mrs. Richard Ter Wee, 349
day seeing the Lincoln and JeffFireman Bert Ten Brink who Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Bobsin East Seventh St., and the groom
erson Memorials,the Washington
and
baby
of
Michigan
City,
spent
was in the fire truck across the
is the son of John Van Overloop,
Monijpent, the FBI and other
HoUand City Softball league
street was listed by police as a a few days with their parents, Mr. 3254 Townsend N. E., Grand Rapoints.
and
Mrs.
Percy
Webb.
witness.
pids.
will operate under jurisdictionof
Michigan’s five patrol boy
ALMA (Special)— Alma subdued Starting Monday, a Dutch cosIn the second accident. Officer Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Fox and
Vows were spoken before a fire- the RecreationDepartmentthis
heroes, who have received Auto Hope’s golfers9-6 on Saturday af- time exchange is now in operaClarence v Van Langeveldewas daughters, Barbara June and
place banked with palms and season instead of by itself as In
Club gold medals for saving lives ter a heavy 'downpour had deaden tion on the second floor ot the ren of Zeeland were Easter even- headed east on Eighth St. to escort Cheryl Lynn, have moved into the
candelabra. A bouquet ot mixed
ing guests of Mr. and Mrs. J.G.J. a taxi to Holland Hospital with a cottage on Grand St. which they
of classmates during the past ed the course at Alma.
other years. %
Woolworth building for the comspring flowers graced the mantle.
year, will have special places in
Play was close with only nine ing two weeks. It will be the sixth Van Zoeren.
The move was approved by a
patient who was having hemor- recently purchasedfrom Mrs.
Soloist
was
Mrs.
Jacob
Van
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Boss and rhages. Van Langevelde said the Mrs. Basil Monroe.
the reviewing stand at the Satur- strokes separating the medaliit consecutive year the costiime exmeeting of league officialsand
Voorst, aunt of the bride. She sang
day parade.
from the two high men.
Wednesday
change is operated by the' New- John Broersma were Sunday road was clear when he increased Several auto owners in Sauga- “At Dawning” and “The Lord's team representatives
afternoon callers on Mr. and Mrs. his speed to 40 to 45 as he near- tuck have reported the mysterious
Alma’s Bud Alore took match comers Club.
The patrollerswill leave Washnight at Gty Hall.
Prayer,”
accompanied
by
Miss
ington Saturday evening and ar- honors with a 79. Dave St. Aubin
Joe Moran is Recreation Departed the C and O tracks.
pock marks on the windshields and Charlotte Mulder who also played
The exchange will be open every Henry Boss.
Harold Jousma of Plymouth, At that pqint a taxi driven by windows of their cars.
rive back in Detroit Sunday, holed out in 83 to place the Dutch- day from 1 to 4:30 p.m. and on
ment director.
traditionalwedding music.
All teams from last year are
peyll be escorted to their homes men.
the two Fridays from 1 to 9 p.m. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Drooger and Gerrit J. Bolte, of 163 132nd Ave.,
Mrs. D. A. Heath has returned
Bridal attendants were Miss
FollowingAlore for the Scot’s The exchange closes Saturday, family of Holland were Easter came out of the depot drive on a from Lake Worth, Fla., where she
planning to enter league competiby Auto Gub staff members.
were Strikes 83; Macintosh 84; May 8, at 4:30 p.m. The Tulip guests at the Simon Broersma left turn, and Van Langevelde said spent the winter. Her daughter, Audrey Van Overloop as maid of tion again this season along with
honor and the Misses Loraine and
Weaver 86; Knoblach 86.
he hit his brakes and slid to the Mrs. Herbert Ray, accompanied Marian Van Overloop, bridesmaid*. two new outfibf.
Time festival falls on four days home.
King’s Kopies Hear
Backing up St Aubin wpre vet May 12 through 15.
The list includes defending
Mr. and Mrs. Vern South and right, missing the taxi but hitting her and remainedin Saugatuck for
All are sisters of the groom. Jack
erens Bob Visser 86, and Bill Holt
Mrs. E. J. Pelletier again is family of Reading spent Easter the parked car of Eugene Coney, a few days before going to her Van Overloop attended his brother champion VFW, Main Auto, BareMission Superintendent
87. Rookies Jim Hutton and Gor- serving as chairman of the cos- vacation with Mr. and Mrs. 688 South Shore Dr. The front
man. Moose, North End Tavern,
home in Madison, Wis.
as bestman and William Faber
end of the cruiser was consider- Mrs. Russell Valleau is a patient and Marvin Faber were ushers. Hulst Brothers, North Holland
tume exchange committee, assist- Adrian Brower and family.
Arnold Vander Meulen, super- don Hondorp both carded 88’s.
Coach John Visser was pleased ed by Mrs. Paul Taber, Mrs. Jim
and Barber Fords. New additions
Mr. and Mrs. Gil Vande Water ably damaged. The Coney car was in Douglas Hospital this week.
intendent of Haven of Rest MisThe bride chose a colonialstyle
sion in Grand Rapids, was speak- with the team’s balance as every- Lacey and Mrs. Norman Gibson, of Holland were Sunday afternoon damaged on the left rear to the
Johnny Lobenhofer and Johnny gown of Chantilly lace over net will .be Gra-BellTrucking Lines
body picked up at least one point.
Strictly speaking, the operation guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry extent of $200. The cruiser re Diepenhorst are now employed in and satin vyhich featured an over- and VandenbergiBulck.
er at the April meeting of King’s
The sharpshooting of freshman St is not an “exchange’’ since all Wabeke.
This year the league will play
mained out of commission today. Chicago.
. Kuples Tuesday evening at Censkirt of lace ending in a chapel
Aubin
was
welcomed.
one
round instead of two. Each
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
T.
De
Witt,
Witnesses
listed
for
the
latter
costumes
turned
in
must
be
actral Park Reformed Church.
After spending spring vacation train. The fingertip veil of importQlivet provides the opposition companied by a price tag, and and family T. De Witt, and A. De accident were Charles Nivison,
team will play each other three
Speaking on “From Crime to
with her parents,Mr. and Mrs. W. ed illusion was held in place by a
for today’smatch at 1 p.m. Sauga- those taken out also involve a Witt of Townline were Saturday route 3, Holland; Harris Kiekover,
times and a trophy will be awardChrist,” he told of his own conB. Carr, Miss Carolyn Carr has scalloped Juliet cap of lace edged
tuck Gulf Gub.
cash settlement.
evening guests of Mr. and Mrs. 61 Cherry St., Zeeland, and Mar- returned to Albion College where with seed pearls. She qarried a ed to the league winner.
version at Pacific Garden Mission
There will be a round-robin
vin Kroll, North State St., Zee- she is enrolled as a freshman.
Persons are asked to bring in Jacob F. De Witt and family.
in Chicago, and how through perbouquet of white roses and snaptournamentat the end of the reguland.
costumes
freshly
laundered,
acMr.
and
Mrs.
Syrene
Boss
of
sonal experience he has found the John Harmsen, Former
Miss Elsa Ullbricht and several dragons.
lar season between the four top
companied by slips on sizes and Galewood were Saturday guests
only cure for sin is becoming a
members of the staff of the Sum
A gown of pink tulle over taf- finishers to determinethe champprice. Other information will be of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss.
Christian.
Holland Resident^ Dies
mer School of painting are spend- feta, fashioned with a strapless ion.
processed bv committee members.
Mrs. Jennie De Witt spent
The speaker emphasizedthat in
ing the week at Ox-Bow and get- shirred bodice, with matching lace
Games will be played Mondays,
Christian'
MUSKEGON (Special) — John The exchange also welcomes Saturday and Easter with Mr.
dealing with men and women in
ting things in readiness for the bolero was worn by the maid of
Tuesdays, Wednesdays,Thursdays
W.
Harmsen,
31,
of
711
Amity
adult
costumes
this year in view and Mrs. John P. De Witt and
the depths of sin, you must first
coming term which will open June honor. Identical gowns of blue, and Fridays. Rained out contests
Ave., Muskegon, formerly of Hoi of the fact that very few are be- family in Forest Grove.
were worn by the bridesmaids. All
love them for themselves before
28.
will be pttyed Saturdays. All
Mr. and Mrs. Corneluis Wabeke
you can win them for Christ. He land, died Saturday at Billings ing produced commercially. There
Mrs. Alice Williams Bogart of gowns were made by the bride. games will be played evenings at
Hospital, Chicago, of a heart con- is always a need for adult cos- were Easter guests of Mr. and
also told of the mission’s extenWashington, D.C., visited her The attendants carried colonial Van Tongeren field and official
dition.
tumes for store clerks who wear Mrs. Milo Gerard of Grandville.
sive prison evangelism program.
mother, Mrs. Olive Williams, this bouquets of pink roses and snap- play starts May 17.
Making
a
cleyi
sw’eep
of
the
Bom March 23, 1923 in Holland, them at work during Tulip Time.
Heldred De Witt was guest of singles and losing just one doubles, week.
dragons.
The meeting was conductedby
League officials were aH rehe moved to Muskegon in 1931. On These clerks usually participatein honor at a birthday party Friday,
Mr. and Mrs. Gifton Dalman,
President Drew Miles and devoMr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
Unwin
Holland
Christian's
tennis
team
elected at Wednesday’s meeting.
sidewalk
scrubbing
each
day
from
April 12, 1948 he married Arlene
April
16,
at
her
home.
The
guests
uncle
and
aunt
of
the
bride,
were
tions were led by the Rev. Ralph
have returned from Bradenton
The list includes. Harry Hulst,
10 to 11 a.pr, a particularlywel- were Hope De Jonge, Linda De turned in a neat 6-1 win over the
master and mistress of ceremonies
Menhing. Russell Sybesma led Deitz. He was employed as an accountant in the cost department come spectacle for the visitor with Bruyn, Arloa Elfers, Evelyn Hoeve, Grand Haven Bucs on the local Beach, Fla., after spending the at the reception at the Ranch president; George Cook, vice
group singing. Special music was
courts Friday afteroon. The vic- winter there.
president; Norm Japinga,secreof the Continental Motors Co. and a camera.
Gloria Bloemsma, Joyce and tory was Christian’sfifth straight Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kfeusch House. Mrs.' Donald Coates and
a saxophone duet, Don Brink and
tary; John De Witt, treasurer and
was a member of Unity Reformed
Sharon De Vries, Judy Schout, without defeat so far this year.
Jimmy Weener, accompanied by
arrived from St. Petersburg last Miss Cynthia Coates of Grand Ra- Don Sun din was named assistant
Church. He also was a Sunday
pids
were
in
the
gift
room
and
Mr.
Thelma
Beyer,
and
Mildred
De
Mrs. Don Brink on the piano and
Despite the lopsided count, the week.
secretary-treasurer.
School teacher. Harmsen received
Witt. Marcia Myaard was unable Maroon netters were hard pressed
accordion. v
Mr. and its. Donald Switzef and Mrs. Jack Van Overloop of As in other years, the teams will
his early education in Holland
to be present. Luncheon was serv for their victory. Two of the four have gone to Palm Beach, Fla., to Grand Rapids presided at the
Members were greeted by Mr. schools. He was graduated from
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
not play during Fourth of July
punch bowl Guests were present week.
and Mrs. Nelis Bade. Mr. and Muskegon High School in 1942.
On Easter Sunday, the _____
Rev. ed by Mrs. Jacob F. De Witt and singles matches went three sets, visit Mr. Switzer’s mother who is
Mrs. Herbert Myaard.
Mrs. Bob Van Ry were In charge
with the tide turning in the locals’ ill. Donald, Jr., accompanied from Ann Arbor, Fibre, Greenville,
Surviving are the wife; one Theodore Byland preached on the
Mr. and Mrs. Corneal Ver Hage favor in both. The doubles which them; the two smaller children and McHenry and Worth, III
of the social hour. Refreshments
following
subjects:
“Paul’s
daughter,Dorothy Elizabeth; his
Following the reception the Local Royal Neighbors
were Friday, evening guests of the Maroons lost also was a three are being cared for by Mrs. Lawwere served by Mr. and Mrs. Don
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Harm- Easter Sermon’’and “Is The Recouple left on an eastern wedding
Mrs: D.C. Ver Hage of Zeeland.
Gilcrest, Mr. and Mrs. Russell
setter.
surrection
True?"
The
choir
sang
rence
Herbert.
Attend Convention
sen of Muskegon, and a sister,
Sybesma and Mr. and Mrs. Drew Mrs. Robert Hessler of Lomita, "Christ the Lord 'Is Risen Today’’ Mrs. Floyd Boss, Mrs. Harold Paul Dykema playing in the No. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mitchell of trip. The bride wore a brown and
biege three-piecesuit with brown
Miles.
Bazan
and
Mrs.
Harris
Schipper
1
spot
for
the
Hollanders
had
a
and “The Palms” at the morning
Holland members of Royal
Huntington Woods spent Easter accessories.After May 1 they will
Calif.
It was announced that the group
service. Don Van Gelderen of called on the shut-ins recently. lot of trouble getting started and weekend with their mother, Mrs.
Neighbors attended the sixth
reside at their new home 4036
will sponsor a public hymn sing
lost the first set to the Bucs’ Laveme Davis.
North Holland furnished special
quadrennial Michigan State Camp
Budge Sherwood, 6-3. He found Robert Erickson came from Lester St., Grand Rapids.
on May 2 in Central Park Church, American Legion Fifth
music at the evening service.
convention at Benton Harbor
Montello
Park
PTA
Has
The
bride
was
graduated
from
himself in the next two sets, how- Purdue, Ind., to spend the weekfollowing the evening service.
The King’s Daughters met at
Tuesday and Wednesday. MeetDistrict Holds Memorial
Holland High School and has been
ever, winning easily, 6-0, 6-L Jim
Maurice Carlson from Youth Havthe , home of Nelva Ter Haar Final Meeting of Year
end with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. employed at the H. E. Morse Co. ings were held in the VinTeejman staged one of his typical George Erickson.
en, Muskegpn, will be song leader.
Monday
evening.
The
work
on
cent Hotel ballroom and VFW
The fifth district joint meeting
The groom lived in Grand Rapids
Montello Park Parent Teacher mararthon matches in the No. 2
of the American Legion and Aux- costume jewelry was continued.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Davis and all his life and was graduated from Hall.
Junior CE met Sunday at 2 Association held its last regular slot as he played good tennis to infant son, Robert Wesley, were
Rose Jackson of Benton Harbor
iliary was held at FountainStreet
Skit Is Presented
Creston High School. He ig a car
stop Grand Haven’s steady Doug
presided as oracle.
Baptist Church in Grand Rapids p.m. The topic discussed was meeting of the season Tuesday
Easter guests of their parents, penter employed by his father.
Port, 6-3, 2-6, 6-3. Rich Sharda,
What Does Easter Teach Us?”
At League Meeting
At a banquet Tuesday night in
Thursday evening.
night at the school. President, playing No. 3, had little trouble in Mr. and Mrs. Abbott Davis. Mr.
“Hour
Of
Power"
was
held
at
the hotel ballroom, Holland Camp
Attending from Holland were
and Mrs. Walter D)avis of Detroit
Chester Kramer, led devotions. whipping Tom Otley, 6-4, 6-3.
The Lutheran Women’s Mission- Mr. and Mrs. A. Stoner, Mr. and 8 p.m. Tuesday evening.
Two Persons Injured
put on the ballot march. Flag
were also guests.
ary League held Its monthly meetpresentation was done by WhiteThe Spring conferenceof the Music included several selections Norm Lokker was extended in the Mr. and Mrs. DeForest Doerner
Mrs. J. Cook, Mr. and Mrs. E.
In Auto Collision
ing Wednesday evening at Zion Slooter,Mrs. G Hopkins, G Hav- Women’s Missionary Union will by the recently organizedschool fourth single before stopping Don
hall Camp 1163, password drill
of Grand Rapids and her parents,
Lutheran Church. Mrs. E. Frundt, inga and H. Cook.
by
Grand Rapids 339, class adopbe held April 28 at North Hol- band under directionof Bob Van Me Bryant, 6-3, 2-6, 6-3.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bekken of Two persons were treated for
led devotions and nine women
In the No. 1 doubles, Warren
Memorial services were held in land Reformed church. All Ess.
Douglas were Sunday guests of minor injuries following a two-car tion by Benton Harbor 355 and
took part in a skit entitled. ‘The the church chapel for Miss Rose women are invited to attend.
Nykamp and Dave Vander Ploeg Mrs. Julia Doerner.
retiring ritual and regular closcollision at the intersectionof 10th
Mite Box Convention.
Ben Westerhof,program chair- turned in some improvedtennis to
ing Flint 6167.
Mother’s Gub has been postSlooter, Mrs. Elizabeth Eby, Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Woltman,
St.
and
River
Ave.,
late
Saturday
“Mrs. John Steiiinger acted as Louise Ingraham, Mrs. Matilda poned until next Monday, April man, introduced Amofd Hertel, stop the Bucs’ Duane Miles and
In Wednesday’s activities, EveMrs. Fred Scales and William
chiirman in the skit and Mrs. Woude, Mrs. Elizabeth Leenhouts 26.
who spoke on Holland’s new Bob Brinkert, in a tight match, Annesley of Saugatuck,Mr. and morning.
lyn Ludlam led Judilee songs and
Mrs. John Van Vuren, 45, of 238
A- Deising was secretary.The and others from the district auxiliremarks were given by Jesse
The Sewing Guild meeting Civic Center. The PTA will spon- 7-5, 9-7. Lewis Stegink and Ron Mrs. Carl Tanner and children, West
19th St. was treated at Holseven mite boxes were played by ary who died during the past year. which was postponed last week sor the annual all-school picnic Kuiper, playing No. 2 for ChrisRobert, Russell and Ruth Ann, of land hospital for back injuries'. Mitchell of the board of supreme
Miss Myra Frundt, Mrs. J. Kvor- The servicewas conducted by Mrs. because of the funeral of Mrs. and potluck on the school grounds tian took their first set 6-2, but
Wayland .were guests of Mr*. Guy Carolyn Flickkema,22, Muskegon, directors, and several deputies.
ka, Mrs. R. Stolp, Mrs. J. Roze- W. H. Muth, district chaplain, as- Edward Ver Hage, a former Vries- on June 10. Election of officers then bowed to Louis Weller and
Seven delegates and seven oracboom, Mrs. A. Vander Kamp, sistant by Mrs. E. E)p Young, dis- land resident was held this week also will be held for the coming Don Waamer, 6-2, 6-4. In the Shattuck in Douglas for Easter was treated for facial lacerations les were chosen for the 1958 condinner.
Mr.
Shattuck
was
unable
and
a
bruised
chest.
Both
were
reMiss Qwilla Armbrbusterand Mrs. trict president.
Thursday, with Mrs. Irving Hun- year. Other program committee third doubles, Warren Boer and to be present.
vention in Buffalo, N.Y. Betty
leased after treatment.
E. Benke.
gerink as hostess.
Nelson was chosen oracle.
members were W. Rooks and G. Bob Balfoort defeated Ted Parker Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Draeving
Mrs. Van Vuren was a passenand George Swiftney, 7-5, 6-2. In
This skit will be repeated at the
Golden Chain Union meeting Daining.
New officerswere installedby
and daughter, Randy, flew from ger in a car driven by her husnon-counting
practice
match.
May meeting along with a film on St Francis Study
was held at Overisel Reformed Refreshment committee memDaisy Heath', past supervisor.It
Milwaukee
to
spend
the
weekend
band, John, 49, when it was was decided to hold the next conwork of the society’s adopted mis- Selects New Course
church Thursday. Jerrold Klein- bers were Mrs. W. Van Kampen, Christian’s Phil Damstra bowed with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
struck by a car operatedby Wilsionaries, Mr. and Mrs. George
heksel of Overisel was song Mrs. B. Westerhof and Mrs. W. in another close match to Jim Charles Gertsner.
vention in Sault Ste. Marie,
Ledinsky, 6-8, 6-2, 6-2.
liam Putman, 23, North Muskegon.
Hinlicky of New Guinea.
Members of Our Lady of Sor- leader.
Rooks.
The Rev. and Mrs. Horace May- Damage to the ’50 model Putman Songs and drills were staged by
The zone rally of the LWlfL rows study club of St. Francis De
Muskegon Heights, Niles, Flint,
Young >eople's catechism and
croft drove to Chicago Tuesday to car was estimated at $300 and to
will be held. April 25 at Nunica Sales Church held a regular bi- Senior CE met Wednesdayat 7
Buchanan, Jones, Ludington, and
County Nurse Speaks
meet
their
grandson
“Butch”
Barbara Van Huis
the Van Vuren ’53 model car at Ishpcming camps.
and the district convention is monthly meeting Wednesday even- p.m. and 7:45 p.m.
Spartage, five years old, who flew $100, police said.
At Van Radte
scheduled May 13 and 14 at Flint. ing at the home of Mrs. Charles
Next Sunday is exchange Sun- Honored at Shower
from Lynwood, Calif. He will Putman was issued a ticket for
Mrs. M. Hoover and Mrs. J. Midle, ?9 East 22nd St
day in the Particular Synod of
spend
three weeks in Saugatuck failure to keep an assured dear SaugatnclcLadies Golf
Members
of
Van
Raalte
PTA
Steininger were elected delegates
Prayers and recitation of the Chicago. The Rev. Theodore ByA miscellaneous shower honoring
and return to California with his distance ahead.
to represent the local society.
Rosary proceeded the business land, local pastor, will occupy the Miss Barbara Van Huis was given met for tijplr last regular session
Association Opens Year
grandparents when they go for
Refreshments were served by meeting. Various religious topics pulpit of Spring Valley Reform- Tuesday evening at the home of Tuesday evening at the school and
their vacation. Butch's mother is
heard
Miss
Florence
Vande
Mrs. E. Ruhlig and Miss Arm- were discussed.
SAUGATUCK (Special)- Opened church of Fulton, HI. The pul- Miss Pat Arnold, 88 West 10th St.
Holland High Golfers
the former Phyllis May croft.
bruster.
A new course of study has been pit in the local church will have Miss yan Huis will become the Woude, nurse of the Ottawa
ing day of the Saugatuck Ladies
County health department.Presi- Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Sessions Bow to Western State
selected by the group, “Lives of students of the seminary in Hol- bride of Kenneth Strengholtin
Golf association brought out 30
dent Hans Suzenaarconducted the drove from Albion to attend the
the Saints,” by the Rev. Alban land as guest preachers.
women Thursday morning at the
May.
Lightning Fdlt Tret
business meeting and Edwin Mc- Easter 6 a.m. sunrise service. Western State High golf team deButler.
Saugatuck Golf course.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Pas of HolGames
were
played
and
prizes
Curry led devotions.
They were accompanied by Mr. feated Holland High School at SauA crash of lightning -4t 10:30 Refreshments were served by land were Sunday guests of Mr.
Lorin Shook, golf pro at th#
awarded to Miss Gloria Hungerink Officers re-elected for the en- Sessions’aunt, Mrs. Edith Cook of
• m. Saturday split a large tree on
gatuck Friday 353 to 385. It was club described the overall
the hostess. Next meeting of the and Mrs. Henry Roelofs.
and
Miss
Marlene
Koning.
suing year are Suzenaar, presi- Grand Rapids.
Central Ave. across the street club will be May 5 at the home
fairly close, though Holland has gram and gave instruction.
Easter guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Those present were the Mes- dent; Mrs. Leon Kleis, vice presifrom the DePree Co. main office. of Mrs. Hector Munro, 72 West Will Vander Kolk were Dr. and
Mr. and -Mrs. Ralph Betties of played better. Individualscores
President Dorothy
*
flames John Hamilton and Ronald dent; Mrs. Fred Kobes, secretary, LaPorte were Sunday guests of
Mrs. Ellsworth Rolfs, rout v4, who 18th St
look like this:
cimmRtees |
Mrs. Kenneth Vander Kolk and Van Huis and Misses Phyllis
and Mrs. Lawrence Green, trea- their daughter and family, the For Holland, Dave Jalving 85,
was taking an order on the teleson of Grandville, Mr. and Mrs. Keane, Marlene Koning,
*
Donald Switzers.
phone at the time of the crash, Annual fur sales in the United
Carl Holkeboer97, Henry Meurer
Alvin Vander Kolk and daughter Hungering Mary *Axm’ KntShuJ* Refreshments were served by
was numbed by the shock, but States have reached half a bil- of
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Force reHolland,
zen, Shirley Nonhof, Kay Larsen Mrs. John Elenbaas,Mrs. Andy
otherwise uninjured.
turned from Thermal, Calif., Sunlion dollars.
and Ruth Veele.
Knoll and Mr*. Walter 'Bolles.
<by evening.
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Judgment on Jerebomm
1 Kings 14;5-10, 12-16
By Henry Geerllngn

One

of the first impressions
get of Jereboam is that he
was a compartivelyyoung man
ll IPHIJ
with unusal abiUty. Scarcely,
however,do we discover this fact
until we learn also that he wai
The Home •» the
very ambitious man. Ambition is
Holland City
not
a wrong trait neceaaarily.It
PublishedE\’ery Thursday by the Sen t In el all depends how we define it and
Printing Co. Office M-56 what use we make of it.
West Eighth Street HoiThe unfortunatething about
iand. Michigan.
Jereboam was that he tried to

we

sffiwiSK
__
1879.

W.

BUTLER,

A.

Editor and PublUher

Telephone— News Itemi 3193
Advertising and Subscription!, 3191

The publishershall not b« liable
for any error or errors In printing
any advertising unless a proof or
such advertisementshall have been
obtained by advertiser and returned
by him in time for corrections with
such errors or corrections noted
plainly thereon; and in such case u
any error so noted is not corrected,
publishersliabilityshall not exceed
such a proportion of the entire space
occupied by the error bears to the
whole space occupied by such advertisement.

T-

t

put

himself forward by injuring others. Solomon was on the
throne at the time the discovery
was made that Jereboam had in
him unusual gifts and remarkable
ability.This combinationwould
have made him a very useful man
among the people of God had he
been able to direct himaelf in
ways that would have served the
people among whom he lived.

>

'H
IF A PICTURE 18 WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS, (kra a trip on a trala Is
B^ro.oxddnf Ikon all tko 'books written on tko subject.This, to ko suro, was
tko opinion of youngstersfrom Lincoln School wko took a train trip to
Bangor las! wook. Tko $2 children were acconpanfedby teacher* Elaa

We sometimeswonder why God
man of this sort and
gives him opportunities beyond

South Blendon

chooses a

John Nyitray a seminary stu-

those which seem to be given to

dent, conductedthe services here

much humbler people. I presume
He is always doing that. No doubt
He did it in this case for the

Sunday.
All the catechismclasses have
been discontinued until next fall.
Student Issac Rottenberg told

simple reason that Jereboam, had
his place and served
his life story to the congregation
to the best of ability, would have
Wednesday evening.
been a power in the life of the
The ball team of the local school
people of Israel. He does not
played two games last week and
Subscriberswill confer a favor by stand out particularly as an excepreporting promptly any irregu arlty
tion. God is doing that with
(Bulford photo) won both. On Tuesday they played
in delivery,write or Phone 319L
Blendon No. 1 with a score of 11
capable men today. They are
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Borendse
given the chance of achieving real
Bridal attepdants wore gowns to 10 and Saturday, Corwin with a
Miss Marjorie Fuder. daughter
A SENSE OF PROPORTION
greatness and living very usefashioned of pink and white dotted score of 7 to 0. '
In the world's present state of ful lives. But when they imagine of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin E. Fuder dimity with white velvet trim, feaVisitors at the home of Mr.
of route 1. became the bride of
troubled fanaticism it is next to that the world cannot get along
Gordon Batendse last Thursday. turing V necklines,shirred sleeves and Mrs. Willard Van Ham and
impossible to maintain a sense of without them and they must have
April 22, in Fourteenth Street and bouffant, ballerina-1 e n g t h son were Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
'‘level-headedbalance. Sensational- a place fcbove everyone else, they
Poskey and children of Wyoming
Christian Reformed Church. The skirts.They wore matching hats
ists both here and abroad are lose their influence and come
Paik last week Friday evening
and
carried
colonial
bouquets
of
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
V1
daily doing their utmost to make crashing down.
white carnations with miniature and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Van Ham
Russell F. Barendseof route 4.
the average citizen’s mental imof Jenison Sunday evening.
Jereboam muffed a wonderfful
pink
roses.
The Rev. John Schuurmann read
‘ balance more pronounced.
opportunity. God was willing to
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Brink ex
At the reception for 130 guests
Because of that fact, it is doubly establish his hoyse at the head the double ring rites at 8 p.m. bepect to celebrate their 50th wed
necessary to discount most of the of the kingdom of Israel as He fore a setting of palms, ferns, can- in the church parlors, Verne E. ding anniversary on Friday. April
pronouncementsof doom that are had establishedthe house of Dav- delabra and bouquets of white Fuder, the bride’s brother, was 30, with open house from 2 to 4
being issued every day. That calls id over the kingdom of Judah. But mums and pink and white gladioli. master of ceremonies. Mr. and in the afternoon and 7 to 9 In the
for the exercise of imagination, he failed to meet the conditions Mrs. Kenneth E. Bauman sang "0 Mrs. Terry Costello, brother-in- evening.
puttingoneself in the position of an God laid down, and our present Perfect Love’’ and "The Lords law and sister of the groom, were
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Wyngarden
opposite number in the Iron Cur- lesson shows God’s judgment upon Prayer” and Miss GertrudeBeck- in charge of the gift room and Mr.
of
Zeeland were Sunday guests
and
Mrs.
Allan
Fuder,
brother
and
man. organist, played traditional
tain countries.
him.
sister-in-lawof the bride, served at the home of Mrs. Lyda Gerrits
It is wholesome to remember In times of emergency even wedding selections.
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Melvin
Gerrits.
that' the average citizen in any godless men will often turn to
The bride chose as her maid of at the punch bowl. Miss Elaine
Mr. and Mrs. George Vruggink
Iron Curtain nation believes ex- the Lord and seek his aid, or ask honor Miss Shirley Boerpian,
?rpu
and Barveld was in charge of the guest called on Mrs. Vas Binder at
book
and
Mrs.
Ruth
Meyer
and
actly the same things to our dis- information of him. Jereboam as bridesmaid, her sister-in-law,
Rockford last Saturday afternoon.
credit that we believe of him. He had completelydisregardedthe Mrs. Verne
Fuder. Jerry Mrs. William Bekius poured.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence De
The couple left after the recep- Young, Mr and Mrs. Earl De
is being told day after day that God of Israel after becoming Barendse assisted his brother as
we are anxious to find an excuse king. He had erected substitutes best man and ushers were Edwin tion on a wedding trip to the Young and Evelyn, all of Grand
lor going to war, and he is being for God in the twp golden calves Fuder, brother of the bride, and Smoky Mountains. For going Rapids, and Miss Kay Warner of
Si
away, the bride wore a red gabar- Bauer were Sunday Supper guests
told that we murder and torture which he urged the people to Roger Jipping.
innocent people, just as we are worship. In spite of this evil his
dine suit, black and white acces- at the Manley Stegeman home.'
For her wedding, the bride chose
ready to believe such things of kingdom had seemed to prosper. a gown of nylon tulle, featuring a sories and a corsage of white
Mrs. Effie Vruggink of Zeeland
him. A little skepticism on our He was now not far from the end fitted bodice with V neckline and roses. Thev will be at home after had supper Sunday with the fampart is wholesome; we have at of the 22 years of his reign. And portrait collar, and a bouffant May 1 at 564 West 18th St.
ily of her son, Harold Vruggink.
least more sources of information now his son fell ill. Perhaps this
Both Mr. and Mrs. Barendse are
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ver Stee of
skirt. Her fingertipveil of imthan the average Iron Curtain citi- was his oldest, the one who was
ported illusion was held in place graduates of Holland High School. Gary, Ind., spent Sunday with
«
zen
\.
colorful costumes,irlstl Venhulten and Glenn Rihsea
to succeed him on the thrones. by a nylon tulle cap trimmed with She is employed at the Western their father, A. J. Grooters and
THIRD GRADE CHILDREN of LonqitllowSchool, lough!
American servicemen who were This distressed him greatly. He seed pearls. She carried a white Union office and he, at Hart and Robert.
appeared as the two rag dolls, who holy the other
by Mrs. Edwin McCurry. of htU hod hit of fun and
in Europe and on the Pacific Is- knew the golden calves could do
character* with a variety of health problems. The play
Pvt.
Warren
Kunzi
and
Pvt.
Jearned many hoalth aids and rates in producinga uniBible with ivy and white roses. Cooley ManufacturingCo.
was given three times — the llrst time a dreg rehearsal
lands during the war are likely to nothing for him, and he did not
Donald Vander Laan who have
gut. original ploy called ’‘Raggedy Ann and Andy
witnessedby a number ol guests: the second time lor
have a basis for comparison. Said want to appear in person before
completed their basic training at
Teach Health." The children have been reading Ragparents, andifinaiiy lor all the students ol Longfellow
one of them recently : ‘ "When I the prophet Ahijah,- so he disgedy Ann stories and decided to IncorporatecharacFort Knox, Ken., came home SatSchool.
was in Germany every last citizen guised his wife and sent her to
ters from these stories Into their studies about health.
urday to spend two weeks fur(Penna Sas photo)
Mrs. McCurry. aided by parents, prepared the array of
believed that New York had been make inquiry of the man of God.
lough with their respective parbombed into smithereens.When There are many like him. When
ents.
some of them arrived in New York all goes well they neglect God,
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Brink and
Ronald Kaper of Fort Knox. Ky.,
number, followed by chorus work,
as prisoners of war they did not but as soon as trouble come their
children of Zeeland and Mr. and
directedby Mrs. Floyd Kaper, was a recent weekend visitor in
believe their own eyes.”
Mrs. Jacob Vruggink and boys of
way, they are anxious to know
with Mrs. John Brink, Jr. at the the home of his parents, Mr. and
In the midst of the gloom that what relation there is between
Jenison had supper Sunday with
piano. The program with the topic Mrs. John Kaper’ and sons, Terry
envelopes the earth there is at this and God.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Brink.
"Biographyof a Great Composer” tjid Norlan.
least some slight comfort in the
At the annual meeting of the
Large audiencesof women at- was in charge of Mrs. H. D. Strab- Miss Eleanor Schievink was hon- ‘
The disguisewas not successful,
thought that the people of the Iron for Ahijah knew at once who it
P.T A. held last week Monday tended sessions of Women's Mis- bing, Mrs. Floyd Kaper and Mrs.
ored at a bridal shower last week
Curtain countriesare not normally was that came to him. He was an
evening at the school the following sionary Union of ChristianRe- H. W. Tenpas, who presented the
Thursday evening in her home.
were elected to office: Henry Kla- formed Churches. Classis Holland, life of Franz Schubert, the former
sadistic. Their governments de- old man and sight was gone from
mcr, president:Martin Vande Thursday afternoon and evening giving his biographyand the lat- The radio broadcast, "Bread of
serve all the condemnationthat is his eyes, but he was still able to
Life," for last Sunday originated
Guchte, vice president: Elmer in Ninth Street Church.
heaped upon them, but the people discern the Lord and to underter two singing as a duet number, in the local Christian Reformed
Avink, treasurer: Mrs. C. Rynsthemselvesare for the most part stand his voice. He could not see
Mrs. J. Van Bruggen. mission- "Schubert’s Serenade,"accom- Church with the Rev. Isaac Apol %
burger, secretary, and Mrs. Mar- ary among Navajo Indians at
very much like us; they love peace the wife of Jereboam but he
panied by Mrs. Kenneth Heuvel- in charge and also presenting the
inus Vande Guchte, assistant sec- Crown Point, N. M., and Mrs. Ben
if for no other reason than that it
could hear her steps. Her footman, who also played as piano gospel message. Three selections
contributes to their own comfort steps disclosed her presenceand
retary. '
Henry, a native worker appearing numbers, "Hark, Hark, the Lark”
were sung by the choir under the
Mr. and Mrs. Manley Stegeman in costume, were afternoon speakand well-being—the same reason, the Spirit of God revealed her iand “Impromptu.” Recordings direction of Bart De Jong with
and
Tena
at
Hudsonville
Sunday
by the way, why we love it our- dentity. The woman must have
ers along with the ’ Rev. Menzo were heard of other compositions. Miss Lam pen serving as accomevening.
selves.
Dpmbush, home missionary at "Ave Maria,” and "Unfinished
been quite surprised to find that
,
Mrs. Stella Lindbcrg of Grand Portage la Praire, Manitoba.CanSome people recently wondered the prohet knew who she was
Symphony." Roll call response
Rapids
was
a
Sunday
supper
guest
Robert Nykamp and Miss Erma
why Romania had released the and was also aware of the erada. He told of the expansionof was made by giving a famous quowith the family of Mr. and Mrs. Christian Reformed Churches in
Deters attended a State Christian
two Georges cu boys. All sorts of rand upon which she had come
tation. The meeting closed with a
Richard Vruggink.
politicalreasons were advanced. to see him.
Canada, where six years ago there business session when plans were Endeavor Conclave for leaders,
No one seems to have thought of
were 14 congregations averaging discussed for observanceof Na- held at Battle Creek last Saturday
jAhijah gave Jereboam's wife
the simple explanation that the much more information than she
39 families and today there are tional Music Week and the closing and Sunday.
Suit Opened Against
kindliness and humanity of the sought. She came only to inquire
107 congregationsaveraging 59 meeting of the club, the third Tues- The King's Daughters Missionary
group of the Reformed Church met
Lansing Company
Romanian people— not the govern- about the issue of her son’s illfamilies.
day in May.
ment. but the people— forced the ness but Ahijah told her what
Mrs. Nell Smith from Nigeria, Mary Rigterink, infant daughter in the home of Marlene and PhylGRAND
(Special)
men in power to do what they did. God would do to Jereboam and
an
evening speaker, based her of Mr. and Mrs. Gilmer Rigterink lis Joostbems for the April meetSpinners’ Septic Tank Co. of RobThat view is at least as reasonable his house in punishing him for his
message on words of Joshua, has returned home from Holland ing. Presiding was Phyllis Brink,
inson township has commenced
the president,and devotions were
as the usual belief that all Iron great sin. In his denunciation he
'There is still much land to be
Hospital where she underwent sur- conductedby Marlene Folkert. A
suit against the Aldan Co. of LanCurtain countriesare inhabited by calllcd attention to the great
possessed."She plans to return to
gery last weekend and is recover- special musical number was presing seeking $3,000 judgment for
human devils.
the field in July. J. Daverman of
favor God had bestowed on him.
the balance due for construction
sented by Su^y Kempkers and the
Grand Rapids, who recently re- ing satisfactorily.
and how sinful and unfaithful
work in installing storm sewer
turned from a trip to Nigeria, Nearly 20 young folks of the program was in charge of Marlene
Jereboam had been.
lines and tile at Beechwood School
showed colored slides of work local Reformed Church have made Joostbems and Barbara Folkert, ^
God had taken the major pordistrict 9 frl. in Holland township,
applicationto attend summer Bible speaking about the "Children’sRe- ’
tion of the Davidic kingdom and
accordingto an agreement made there.
conferences at Camp Geneva.
treat" at Cutlerville.
given it into the hands of this<
Mrs. J. Hoogstra of Prospect
between the parties Oct. 8, 1953.
Funeral services for Harry Van
Miss Florence Tien, daughter of
man who was, to begin with, only
Park
Church
led
devotions
in
the
An appeal has been filed in OtDer
Vort of Diamond Springs were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bert
Tien
and
Henry
a servant. Although he had heard
In
tawa Circuit Court in the case of afternoon and Ray Grissen of NiMr. and Mrs. Martin Komejan
Van Doomik, Jr., were united in held on Monday afternoon at the
the conditions imposed upon him
geria,
in
the
evening.
A
sextet
A family gatifcring. dinner party seum Roller Rink in Zeeland. the Indiana Lumbermen’s Mutual
marriage at an attractive home local Ten Brink Funeral Home
Winners in the 500-word essay! by the prophet, that he was ex- and open house will honor Mr. and Open house for friends and rela- InsuranceCo. subrogee of Aaron from Pine Creek Church sang
wedding
last week Thursday after- with the Rev. Wingar of the Wescontest sponsoredby the Ameri- pected to obey the Lord as David Mrs. Martin Komejan of 649 East tives of the couple will be held and Marjorie Larson, against John two selections, accompanied by
noon, the Rev. Peter J: Muyskens leyan Methodist Church officiathad
done,
he
had
no
intention
Mrs.
James
Brewer,
and
a
youth
can Legion Auxiliary have been
Main St., Zeeland, who will ob- Friday evening at their home Kooienga and Gerald Koolenga by choir from Noordeloos Church, di- performing the ceremony.
ing. Burial was in the Hamilton
announced following judging of from the very beginning to meet serve their 40th wedding annivV from 7 to 10 p.m.
his next friend Gerrit Kooienga.
The Hamilton Welfare Associa- Riverside Cemetery.
rected by Mrs. J. Hekman. sang
more than 50 essays submitted by these conditions. He was only conMr. and Mrs. Komejan had The appeal by defendantIs from
versary Friday.
The local Christian Reformed
two songs with Mrs. Morris Lokers tion elected new officersat the
local junior and senior high school cerened with his own greatness
four sons, two of whom are living. a verdict rendered April 19, 1954,
In
celebration
of
the
occasion,
annual meeting held on April 20 Church has sponsored a used clothand success.
as
accompanist.
Organists
were
students.
in Justice Court in Georgetown
On account of his defense to children, grandchildren, brothers, They are Adrian of East Central township in favor of plaintiff Mrs. Bert Bos and Mrs. C. Van and chosen for the Executive ing drive fir Korean Relief the
Winners in the senior high divisisters,
nieces
and
nephews
will Ave., Zeeland, and Jason of route
Appledom. John Keuning was Board members are, president, last two weeks. of this month, and
sion were Jeanie Zeidler of Hol- God the judgment was now cergather for the dinner party Thurs- 2, Zeeland. There are six grand- against defendantin the amount song leader and Mrs. M. Vander- Harvey Koop; vice president. Ed- announces a Hymn Sing at their
land High School,first, and Norma tain to fall upon him. He could
of $224.33 plus $16.26 costs.
*
ward Joostbems;secretary,Henry. church on Sunday evening, May 9.
werp presided.
Vander Wall of Christian High, have had a dynasty as long as day evening at 7:30 at the ColiH. D. Strabblng and Gilbert
second. Prizes are $10 and $5, re- that of David. Instead only one of
Offering totaled about $997. Funckes; treasurer,Dale MeatLugten of Hamilton and Alvin
his sons sat on the throne of
• spectivrly. Receiving honorable
Of this amount $500 will be used man, trustees, Fred Billet and
Bernard Voorhorst. The impor- Strabbing of Holland, veteran
mention were essays of John Van Israel, namely Nadab. He was
tor a rest home in Nigeria.
tant business discussionof the eve- trout fisherman reported trout t
Dyke. Mary Ellen Bowman and equally wicked with his father,
ning
was the matter of- Incorpora- fishing good on opening day, \
and
so
with
him
the
dynasty
of
Marcia Welch. In the Junior high
tion of Hamilton as a village or catching their limit before 11 a m.
contest, first place went to James Jereboam came to an end.
city and three guest Speakers had
Johnson while second honors went
to PatriciaHower, both of Holland
been invited to talk to the group Elaine Ford Honored
Junior High School. Their prizes Charge Against Local
about this matter, Including Rep.
(From Wednetday’sSentinel)
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Essay Contest

children.

Hamilton

are $5 and $3, respectively. Man Dismissed
Awards will be given at com-

in

Court

exercises.
A charge against Donald Cook,
All senior and junior high stud- 31, of East 27th St, has been disents were eligible to enter. Essay charged and bond released by
subject was “My HeriUge, the Justice of the Peace Gerald M.
Declaration of Independenceand Emig of St. Claire County.
What It means to me,” Judges The grand larceny charge dat*s
were Dr. E. E. Brand of Hope back to January and Involved
College, Mrs. John Kobes and Mrs. loads of steel
John Mills. Mrs. H. Stanaway is
The dismissalread in part that
chairman of the Americanism "the testimony of the complaining
committee of the Legion Auxiliary. witnessesfor the people having
Keen competition is expected at been taken under oath in open
the district contest which includes court before me and in the preschools from Ottawa and Kent sence of the accused and bavcounties. Winners of the district in gheard argument by the people
will compete for honors In the to lind the defendant over to Circontest. Last year both cuit Court for trial and argument
and junior high entrants by counsel for the defendant in
place in the district
opposition thereto and it appearing from the testimony produced
cent of the world’s before me that no offense is shown
by oceans.
to have been committed.”

The Rev. Theodore Schaap of
Unity Reformed Churdi in Muskegon was guest minlstet1at the
local Reformed church last Sunday. Infant baptism was administered at the morning service to
Kathy Lynn, daughterof Mr, and
Mrs. Harold Ende, Diane Lx>u,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Slotman, David K„ son of Mr. and
Mrs. Keith Brenner, Marshall
Kent, son of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Lohman, Douglas Jay, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Ter Haar and Dale,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Lug-

mencement

^

m
rx
j

of 28th St. and Central Ave.
Tuesday.Damage to the

CAR, OIL TANKER COLLIDE— -A 1953 model

intersection

car (abpve) driven by ClarenceDtWaard, 48, of

shortly after 8:30 p.m.

306 West 27tfi St., received damage estimated
at $650 when it collided with a loaded oil
tanker operated by Yearly Coffman, 36, of 658
Lakewood Blvd. The accident occurred in the

'53 model oil tanker was estimated at $100,
police said. They continuedtheir investigation
today.
(Santintl photo)

Ben E. Lohman, Senator Edward At Luncheon,
Hutchinson and Attorney L«lia
Boyce, who explained the advantages and disadvantagesof such
a move. This matter has been
turned over in the minds of local
citizens for several months and
many questions concerning it were
clarified.

No

definitedecision was

reached and the new board

will

Shower

Mils Elaine Ford was honored
guest at a luncheonand surprise
shower given Saturday afternoon

at the home of Miss Barbara
Slagh 345 College Ave. Hostesses
were Miss Norma Moes and Miss

Slagh.

/

Bouquets of daffodils and

for-

sythia sprays decorated the rooms.
make further investigations.
The Senior Christian Endeavor The bride-electopened her gifts

Service of the Reformed Church under a pink parasol.
Attendingwere the Mesdames
was in charge of Beverly Veen and
Myron Hoffman last Sunday, Keith »Houting, Sherwin Kroll,
studying the topic, "Fifteen Words Harry Ford, Adrian Moes, Bertal
tCThe Hamilton Music Hour Club for Christ.” Pianist was Eleanor Slagh and the Misses Dorris BechIjerger, Joyce Mulder, Myra
met at the home of Mrs. George Schievink.The Junior High CE
Lampen for the April nfeeting. group considered the subject Saunders, Virginia Boeve and
Mary 'Lou Ziegler.
Miss Josephine Bolks presided and "Walking with the Risen Lord”
Miss Ford will become the brjde
with
Beverly
Koops
and
Patsy
the group sang the Federation
Hymn of the month, "O God. Our Liigten as leaders and Yvonne of Richard V. Coffil of Brooklyn,
N.Y., on June 15.
Douma serving as pianist.
Help in Age* Past" 4s

Wild Chase
In

Admitted to Holland Hospital
Thursday were Robert Gordon IH,
588 CrescentDr.; Jamea Welch,
174 East Seventh St; Kate M&raa,
184 West 16th St; Mr*. Mary

Heavy Fine

In Justice Court
Roger Dale Brower,

Energy

Using Nutfecr

Ejids XoAptial Vtiku

^
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Methodist Gass Meets

Rink and Kempker

Combine Talents;

is

Stay Undefeated

Modders, 275 East 13th St.; Daniel

20, route 2,

'

t

Thomas Prins, 96 East 18th

and paid fine and cost of $81.20.
Brower was arrested by Deputy
kelson Lucas Saturday morning
following a chase Friday night in
which the car and cruiser hit
excessive speeds on Adams St
right over the crooked bridge
where less than 24 hours later
two cars were demolishedin an-

Glenn Green, 468 West 20th St.
• Discharged Thursday were Mrs.
Harold Volkema and baby, 345
River Ave.; Mrs. Donald Genzink
and baby, route 6; Mrs. Garret
Lubbers, 536 West 48th St.; Kenneth Houtman. 229 West 11th St.
Admitted Friday -were Carl
Volkema, 2010 South Shore Dr.;
Mary Anne Rigterink, route 2,
Hamilton;Arlene Price, 244 East

.

St.;

his license

number.

.

Others appearing in Wood’s
court were Dale G Groenheide.

-

Willie Rink picked up his fourth
win and second league victory by
scattering six hits in the nine
inning opener. He slipped the third
strike past 13 of the Dales.
Only two men got as far as
second base until the seventh inning when Lorenz walked and stole
two bases. Rink lost his shutout
after two out In the ninth when a
walk, single and oassed ball allowed an unearned run.
Hope picked up two runs in the
third on singles by Rink, Don
York, and Don Lubbers and a
fielder’s choice. In the eighth Lubbers was safe on an error. He was
moved around by a walk and fielder’s choice and scored on another

Eighth St; Brian Witerw’ay, route
Lucas picked up the chase after 4; Mrt. Earl Driy, route 1; Mrs.
Avi.;.
Brouwer left Russ' Lunch and William Kooiman, 327 Maplee Av
headed oast on Eighth, then south Louis Naberhuis,216 West 10th
on 120th and then cast on Adams. St.
DischargedFriday were James
Lucas'said Brouwer was traveling
about 75 miles when he crossed Welch, 174 East Seventh St; Mrs.
the angular bridge and then hit up Clarence Johnson and baby, 3851

'

(Special)

day.

other accident.

to 100. Brouwer turned right at
Drenthe, running more stop signs
and the chase continued over various roads in Allegan county before the deputy lost him at Bentheim. Brower was traced through

Home Zeeland Netters

Members of the Ladies Bible
Class of First MethodistChurch
Post
held their regular meeting Friday
evening at the home of Mrs. MatZEELAND (Special) - Zeeland
tie Shackson, 311 West 12th St.
High's tennis team extendedits
Twenty-seven member* Arere record to four wins against one
present, including a new member, loss Friday afternoon by taking a
Mrs. Claudia Thompson. Mr*. 44) victory over Middle ville at
Margaret Haight led devotions Middleviile.
and Mrs. Anna Bekken presented Only loss of the season for the
to each member a hymnal In Chix was against defending state
memory of her late *ister.
Class C champion Lee.
Assisting the hostess with reIn the No. 1 singles Fridsy,
freshments were Mr*. Dora De Zeeland's Paul Schipperwas exBoer. Mrs. Lena Ackley and Mrs. tended to the limit before defeating
Kaverin. Mrs. Laura Kennedy and Bob Bender, 8-6, 4-6 and 6-4. Bert
Mrs. Kaverin were in charge of Moeke followed with an easy win
games, followed by a social hour. over Bill Kosten, 6-3, 6-0.
In the No. 1 doubles, Zeeland's

Fourth

Win

,

HILLSDALE

The
charges of Coach Rusa DeVette
remained undefeatedby dumping
Hillsdale 3-1 and 7-1 here Satur-

Brink, 27 East 32nd St; Steven
Dorr, pleaded guilty in Justice C.
Loedeman, route 2, Dorr; Kenneth
C. Wood’s court to a reckless Houtman, 299 West 11th St.;
driving charge Saturday afternoon

At Mrs. Shackson’s

142nd Ave.; Mildred Bouwens,
route 2, Zeeland;Mrs. Gerrit D.

Klomparens, 358 East 24th St.;
Henr* De Weerd, 1425 Ottawa
Beach Rd.; Mrs. Edward Cammenga,'1522 Lakewood Blvd; Mrs.
Arend Naber, 165 East 18th St.;
Mrs. Robert Naber and baby, route
5; Mrs. James Siegers and baby.
399 James St.; Daniel Brink, 27
Blast 32nd St.; Gertrude Kronemeyer, 83 East 14th St; Mrs.

Ed Geerlings
stroked their way to a 6-2, 6-2 win
Pete Beyer and

Project Reports Given
To Gan Club Auxiliary
Mrs. John Cammenga, Jr., was
hostess to the Tulip City Rod and
Gun Club Auxiliary Thursday evening at her home in Virginia Park.

over Bob Finkbeiner and Doug
Bates. Jack Van Eden and Denny
Huxhold finishedwith the last victory after a tough match against
Frank Fiala and Scott Hammann.
Score was &-4, 4-6 and 6-3.

Mrs. Bemie Waterway, president,
opened the meeting with prayer.

ROAD

During the businesssession, Mrs.

Lee Wenzel reported on

the auxili-

ary’s project of serving club men
on their work day April 10 at Holland’s state park. She reported

SERVICE

Palshan hurled the route for that Mrs. Ranford Wenzel had
Hillsdale as did Rink for the worked In place of Mrs. Jack
Dutchmen. A1 Dykema and Rink Zwiers, who was 111.
split four of Hope's seven hits.
Chairmen reviewed various proIn the seventh inning night-cap jects and member* decided to
Hope again gathered seven hits undertake a Tulip Time project.
bunching four of them In the sec- They will assist the men’* organiond inning to drive over four zation in one of their Tulip Time
markers. Tnis proved to be enough events.
for freshman J,ack Kempker as he
Refreshments were served by
spread seven hits to post his sec- Mrs. Ben Dirkse and Mm. Dean
ond win in MIAA competition.
Miller, Games were played and
Kempker also drilled two singles prizes won by Mr*. Miller and
which with Ron Boeve’s two bag- Mrs. Jack Zwiers.
ger provided most of the power In
Mrs. Lewie Kadweil will be
Hope's offense.
hostess for the next meeting and
Hillsdale gave poor support to Mrs. Ken Kadweil and Mrs. Bemie
Mansville, beginning three Innings Waterway will serve lunch.

COMPLETE SERVICE

error.

Ml Ma/cn
Authorised

Chrysler-PlymouthDoalor
Hamilton, reckless driving and
WORK ON AN ATOM-SMASHING CYCLOpowered oscillator as Prof. Kleis considers one
passing on the right shoulder,
TRON hot begun at Hope College. James van
of the rectifyingtubes to be used in construcNaan Motor Saloa
Fast Eighth Street. Holland,
Putten, left, who instigatedthe idea of building
tion of the cyclotron. Students and faculty
S27: William §chaap, Jr., route 5, Mary Modders, 275 East 13th St.;
25 W. *h Street PImm 7242
such a machine, is’ pictured with Prof. Harry
leave scene of property damage Brian Waterway, route 4; Judson
members are now busy on the design for the
accident, Adams St. in Holland P. Davis, 1548 South Shore Dr.
Frissel, center, who is supervising the student
atom smasher, and assembly will begin next
Admitted Saturday were Mrs.
township. $19.90; John Hill, 573
project, and Prof. Clarence Kleis, head of the
September.
Robert
Gamso,
130
West
14th
St.;
West 23rd St., excessive noise,
physics department.Prof. Frissel holds a high
Sharon
Faye
and
Marlene
Kay
(Parson photo)
backfiring,South Shore Dr., Park
township, $8.90; Leo D. Beem, Van Kampen, route 2: Mrs. John
Jacobs, route 6; John Bazan, route
1632 Lakewood, speeding 60 miles
4; Mr*. Arthur Jillson, 75 Lakein 45-mile zone on Gordon St., $12:
stop sign at railroad track and wood Blvd.
Discharged Saturday were Mary
with miscues that, opened the gates
Gordon, Holland township, $5.
Ann>
Rigterink, route 2, Hamilto all seven runs. Kempker was
Kenneth Dale DeNeff, route 4.
backed with an errorless defense.
allowing unlicensed person to ton; Jack Steigenga, 97 Lakewood
Several
The Dutch take on Wayne next
drive, Lakeshore Dr. in Park Blvd; Janice Olsen. 128 Spruce
Ave.; Mrs. Gerald Jager, 465 West
township, $13.90; Alice Kathleen
at 3 p.m, Tuesday at the Rlverview
A cyclotronis being built by Sheriff’sofficers late Saturday park
Tamminga,1563 Lakewood Blvd, 22nd St.; Mrs. Benjamin Kroeze,
driving without operator’slicense, 236 East 13th St.; Mrs. John Ham 271 West 36th St.; a daughter, students of the Hope College night investigated'two accidents
AT HOME AND AT
The Bier Ksldar offers many
lakeshore Dr. in Park township, and baby, 127 Vander Veen; Mrs. Debra Lynn, bom Saturdayto Mr. physics department!
resultingin three demolishedcars Economics Club Meeting
Leo M. De Feyter, 224 Sanford and Mrs. Julius Kamphuis, route
' service* for your ploaouro.
$3 90: Charlene Van Dyke, 630
THE
Prof. Clarence Kleis, head of the
and five persons treated for injurColumbia Ave., failure to have Ct.; Zeeland; Mrs. Edward Kling, 2; Twins, a boy and girl, bom
The boat In draught and
Features Plant Exchange
physics
department, said the cyc- ies, none of them seriously.
167
Glendale;
Shpron
Faye
and
Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
car under control. Lakeshore Dr.,
bottled boors tnd wine* and
Marlene Kay Van Kampen, route Smith, 161 East 18th St.; a daugh- lotron will be used by all the colGrand Haven township, $12.
The first occurred at 8:45 p.m. A plant exchange was a highlight
ohampsgnea. Also, oand>
ter. Paula, bom Saturday to Mr. lege science classes Its .building
Roy Edmond Preston, route 1, 2.
on the "crooked” bridge on Adams of the North Holland Home Ecowlohes and anaoka All
Admitted
Sunday
were
Mrs.
aild Mrs. Edward Rastall, 2124 is a student project,under superWest Olive, defectivebrakes. USnomics Chib meeting Tuesday
St. four miles east, of Holland near
,, abrvod by trg Inod employooa.
#
31 in Holland township, $8.90; Burt Thomas. 438 Howard Ave.; West Ninth
evening at the home of Mrs. Julia
A duaghter, Sherry Sue. bom vision of Prof. Harry Frissel, just the 104th Ave. intersection.Louis Elzinga. Plants were exchanged
Alr-oonditloned and opoa
Norman Bruursema. 289 East 13th Mrs. John Hellenthal, 106J East
St., assured clear distance, M-21 Seventh St.; Mrs. Fred Van Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth returned to the campus after a W. Freeman, 26, of 102 East during the roll call.
noon until midnight
and Highland,Holland township, Slooten,109 Jefferson;Mrs. Ches- Cook, 440 West 22nd St.; a daugh- two-year-absence 'to' work toward Eighth St., receiveda summons Mrs. Willis Bos conductedthe
YOUR HOSTS:
$12; Herman Hazenborg, Grand ter Hulst, 833 West 25th St.; ter, Mary Beth, bom Sunday to his Ph. D. in nuclear physics. He
meeting and announced that spec- PAUL AND IDNA VAN RAALTI
for
reckless
driving
as
the
result
Rapids, dumping rubbish on Byron Mannes Knoll, route 1; Mrs. Ben Mr. and Mrs. Emil Kubancek.
ial meetingswill be held in June
did the work at Iowa State Uniof the crash in which his '50 model
ACROSS FROM FOSTOFFICS
road, Jamestown township, $18.90. Speet. route 6; Mrs. Louise Rupp, route 1, East Saugatuck; a son,
at the home of Mrs. Alta Houting,
117 West 15th St.: Mary Rich, Daniel David, bom Sunday to Mr. versityunder a research assistant- car first sideswiped the iron railand
In July at the Boss home, for
ZEELAND
287 West 22nd St.
and Mrs' Paul Raggl, route 1, ship from the Atomic Energy Com- ing of the bridge and then crashed an all-daysession on basket weavFire Threatens Home
Discharged Sunday were 'Mrs. West Olive; a daughter bom today mission. He expects to complete into a car driven by Theodore
9LOSID SUNDAYS
A grass fire got out of control Harold Van Slooten and baby, 163 to Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Rosen- work for the degree this summer. Vandenberg,42, route 6, who had ing.
about 3:30 p.m. Friday and threat- James; Mrs. Randall Kamerling dahl. Jr., 48 West 18th St.; a
James van Flatten,son of Dr. stopped 60 feet west of the bridge Mrs. Elzinga and Mrs. Boss,
leaders, presented the lesson on
ened the home of Herman Weaver, and baby. 279 West 18th St.; Mrs. daughter, Linda Joanne, bom to- and Mrs. J. Dyke van Putten of
when he saw the Freeman car "Making the Best Use of Your
1452 Lakewood Blvd. The timely Henry J. Nyhoff and baby, 78 East day to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Over- Holland, a junior at Hope, suggest- speeding toward him.
arrival of Park Township fire de- 20th St.; Robert Gordon HI, 588 way, 644 West 21st St.
ed building the atom smasher The Freeman car hit the Iron Sewing Machine.”They demonstrated embroidery stitchingand
partment No. 2 saved the house, CrescentDr.; Mrs. James Townearly last summer, and his sugStroppy toys:
railing of the bridge with such the use of attachments.
although two sides of the attach- send and baby, 106 East 30th St.;
gestion received enthusiastic supforce that the hub cap and part of
Refreshments
were
served
by
the
ed garage were badly blistered. Mrs. Wallace Kmithoff and baby,
port from Dr. Frederick Yonkmnn.
the fender became imbedded in
L/P suppliespaper stock, iron and stggl
Herman Windemullcr,fire chief, 94 Scotts Dr.; I^juise Hohmann,
Hope alumnus now vice president the rail. The impact against the hostess.
scrap, rag stock, etc. to the largest
said the blisteredpaint was the 147 West 12th St.; Michael Van
of the Ciba PharmaceuticalComstandingVandenberg car was so
only damage.
pany of New Jersey.
Lente, 322 j Columbia Ave.; Mrs.
consumgrs.
great that the car was pushed Mrs. Gebben Hostess
Recently the Ciba Company proNorman Veldhuis, 2281 West 16th
back 120 feet.
Will
Visit
To GraafschapClub
vided the combinedscience departSt.; Mrs. Albert Van Lente. 239
Freeman received a laceration
ments of 4he college with a grant
West 17th St.; Mrs. Russell Koopalways buying
of the right knee and was treated
materials
man, route 1, Hamilton; Randy Dinner in Holland the evening for the purpose of financing, in in Zeeland Hospital.Vandenberg April meeting of the Graafschap
Dale Roelofs, 451 Central Ave.; of May 4 will climax a Whole- part, this large and costly project and his wife received lacerations Civic Club was hold Wednesday
evening at the home of Mrs.
sale Trade Tour sponsored by the
The cyclotron,to be built In the
John Bazan, route 4.
and bruises of the face and they Henry Gebben. Mrs. Richard
Hospital births include a daugh- Wholesale Department of the Science Building basement, will
were* treated at Holland Hospital. Strabbing. newly-elected presi120 Rivar Ave.
ter bom Thursday to the Rev. and Grand Rapids Chamber of Com- be used for research projects by
Holland, Mick.
The second accident occurred at dent. conducted the business
merce.
the
chemistry
and
biology
departMrs. Herbert Vander Lugt, 430
Two busloads of Grand Rapids ments, as well as the physics de- 12 :2.') a m. Sunday when a 19.r>2 meeting.
East Central Ave., Zeeland; a
model car driven by Stanley WelA new calling committee was
daughter, Lorraine Beth, bom businessmenwill spend the day partment.
Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Henry touring West Michigan cities inVan Putten said studentsand ters, 32. route 6, left the highway named, including Mrs. A1 Slenk
on the S-curve on US-31 in West and Mrs. Gerald Mannes. The
Nyhoff, 78 East 20th St.; A son. cluding Wayland, Martin. Plain- faculty of the physics department
Olive. 11 miles north of Holland. club also decided to serve a dinwell,
Allegan,
South
Haven,
Fennare
now
busy
on
the
design
for
Dah E., bom Thursday to Mr. and
the Hope cyclotron for which The car left the road on the right ner for Laketown and Fillmore
Mrs. Edward Barber. 347 East ville, Zeeland and Holland.
OFFERS
33rd St.: a son bom Friday to Mr.
They will call on customersand there is no set pattern. Each cy- shoulder and traveled 450 feet be- townshipfire department.
and Mrs. Elmer Ilarmsen, 74 East extend greetings at each stop. clotron has it own design. The as- fore returning to the highwav, then Refreshments were served by
31st St.
Chris H. Sonneveldt, Jr., chair- sembly will begin with the open- went out of controloff the left side Mrs. Gebben, assisted by Mrs.
rolling over four times before Charles Pardue and Mrs. Harold
A daughter bom Saturday to man of the event, said the group ing of college in September.
When completed the Hope coming to rest on its wheels 132 Knoll.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Erickson, will have lunch at noon in South
Haven and the evening meal in equipment will contain a one haif feet from the point it left the The next meeting will be held
In Addition *o LOW COSTI
YOU WONT BE MIXED UP
ton magnet which will be wound pavement.
Holland.
Wednesday. May 19. with Mrs.
A
passenger.
Gordon
Burt.
25,
H you coll ui to take care of all
Ponald J. Porter, chamber presi- with 400 turns of one-fourth inch
Rich Strabbing, Mrs. Gradus
BEN VAN LENTE. Agent
your Roofing Problems. Our expert
dent, will accompany the tour and coper tubing. It will be capable of route 1, Holland, was thrown from Knoll and Mrs. Herm Arnoldink
177 CollegeAvenu#
Phono 7133
the
car
65
feet
from
the
point
workmen will give you the Best Ser- 453 W 22nd St. Phene 4-1042 extend greetings to the cities an output of 1.6 million electronas the serving committee.
volts (mev) protons,in the making where it stopped. He was taken to
visited.
Mrs.
Herman
Breuker
and
Mrs.
vlet and one price takes care of
Holland Hospital for treatment of Russ Goeman are new members
After calling on customers in of matter from emergy.
Fins Fu.nifurs for
everything.
Van Putten has been interested a fractured right arm and other of the club.
Holland, the men will assemble at
FashionablaHomes
the Warm Friend Tavern where in electronics and physics since injuries and was to be released
they will be greeted by Holland early boyhood. His first major pro- today. The driver, who was slightFURNITURE
Chamber of -Commerte officers ject was a ham radio station he ly bruised, received a ticket for
LAMPS
CARPET
and city officials. Many will host recallsbuilding at the age of 15. reckless driving.
He has since assembledtelevision Both accidents were investigat- The Spring Conferenceof the
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERING their customers at the event. sets.
ed by Deputies Nelson Lucas and Women s Missionary Union will be
The entire project is a part of
Ken De Jonge.
Open (very Afternoon end
held at the local church Wednes“Michigan Week" which will be
day.
Men. . Wed. • PH. Iveninfo
observed throughout the state George Zuverink See*
May 2 to 8.
The morning session will begin
George Zuverink Sees
Puffs
Action in Sunday Tilt
at 10 and will feature a skit. A box
First Action on Mound
lunch will be the noon fare with
Driver Issued Ticket
For the second time in three
Eclairs
coffee served free by members of
See the
Daniel Vrieling,19. of 903 Wood- days George Zuverink saw action
George Zuverink of Holland, the Willing Workers Society.At
Pias
bridge Ave., was issued a ticket Sunday when he pitched against saw his first action of the 1954 1:30 the missionaryround-up will
for failure to yield the right of the Chicago Cubs.
season for the Cincinnati Redlegs be held at which time new officers
and FILLED
way after his car struck one operHowever, as in Friday night's against the Chicago Cubs at Cin- will be installed. Mrs. J. C. De
ated by Gerrit Schutten. 58, of 799 game at Cincinnati,it was a los- cinnati Friday night.
Maagd of Japan will be speaker.
South Shore Dr.’ Saturday after- ing cause.
No. 75 — NOW ..................... *199*50
Big George relieved starter Mrs. D. Vander Meer, president
noon at 16th St. and Columbia
Big George went into the fray Fred Baczewskiin the third inning will conduct both services.
Ave. Damage to the Vrieling ’50 Sunday in the eight])inning and with the score standing at 4-0. He
Trailers
The offeringwill be for India and
model car was estimated at $500 allowed two runs in the two Inn- was tapped for a home run by
the Winnebago Shelter in Nebrasand to the ’53 model Schutten ings he pitched. He was tagged Randy Jackson and for another ka.
384 CENTRAL
PHONE 2677
car at $600, police said.
for three hits, including a long run in the same inning.
triple to Ernie Banks.
The Cubs came up with two A warble fly is one that lays Its
Ancient Sparta discouraged The score was 7-2 when he went more runs in the sixth and Zuver- eggs upon different animals and
125 W. 8th
Don Hartgorink- Hsrm
PImm 7777
businesstransactions by issuing in and it ended up 9-2 in Chicago's ink was relieved in the seventh.
the larvae eventually will form a
heavy coins.
favor.
The Redlegs lost the game 10-3. swelling.
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Hope Students Begin

Building of Cyclotron
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Grand Rapids

Man

^

In

Highway Crash

end
and

Hope Victory

Carey, sophomore transfer
student at Hope College,set a new
school broad jump record Monday
to lead the Dutch to a 74 2/5 to
56! opening victory over Hillsdale.

Wat Fixing
Flat Tire When Track
Slammed Into Auto
SAUGATUCK Special )— Lloyd

Carey a former Holland High
school star tumped 22’4” to set the
new mark. He also copped first in
the 220 and second in the 100 yard
dash. Ken Armstrong also broke
the old 2T8" record as he landed
at 22'3".

(

Carey, 57, Grand Rapids, died Saturday, shortly after arrival at

SL

Mary's Hospital in Grand Rapids,

from injuriesreceived in an

acci-

Unseasonably hot weather and

dent at Saugatuck.
South Haven State police report
Carey was fixing a flat tire on
his automobile parked on the side
of the road early this morning,

when

wet

a truck went off the high-

way and slammed into

held down

other

100 yard dash— Baker

Haney, 28, Grand
Rapids, was driving the truck.
The accident occurred about 4:10
a m. today, about 120 feet south
of North St on US-31. Police
said the Carey car was about a
foot off the edge of the road, and
the truck apparently Just “caught

(Hill),

Carey (H), Hendrickson (H).
Time

10.6.

220 yard dash — Carey (H),
Schorski (Hill), De Vries (H).
Time 23.5.
440 yard dash — Zollar (Hill),
Hondrop (H), Van Ark (H). Time
55.7.

the rear of the car.
The victim first was takep to
Holland Hospital and then transferred to St. Mary’s. Hospital
authorities said he died of multiple

Mile run— Den Uyl (H), King
(H), Du Val (HiU). Time 5:07.4.
Two mile— Wigant (Hill), King
(H), Den Uyl (H), Time 11:16.4.

Carey’s wife, Lyla, 53, and one
were in the car at the time
of the crash. They received minor

Low
Franco

injuries.

hurdles—

De Young

(H),

(Hill). Time 21.3.

High hurdles— Frankel (Hill),
Lowery (Hill),De Young (H)
Time

Has

Holland American Legion Band
held its 34th annual banquet Friday at American Legion club
house, with the wives as honored
guests.

Raymond Knooihuizen was toastmaster for the program following
a chicken dinner served to about
70. Opening remarks and welcome
were given by Carl J. Carlson,
band president
H.C. McClintock, city manager
spoke briefly and extended, greet
ing from City toundl Edward
Slooter extended greetingsfrom
the American Legion.
Sheriff Shaffer played several
piano solos and Miss Cora L«e
Kaepemik sang several numbers

accompaniedby Miss Marcia
Bouws. Some fancy twirling was
performed by Miss Kay Keane,
district champion baton twirler.
James Crozier entertainedwith

17.1.

Javelin— Kincannon (Hill), Zellers (Hill), De Vries (H). Distance
169’9i".
Shot put — Hendrickson(H),
Temple (Hill),Salkowski (Hill).
Distance^S’lOi!’.
Discus — Brannock (H), Goth
(Hill), Temple (Hill). Distance
123'3J”.
Polevault— De Vries (H), Kuyers (H), and Lowz (Hill) tie.

Annual Banquet

Height 9’9".
High jump— Five way

tie, Fow-

Hondorp, Armstrong (H),
Lowery and Salkowski (Hill).

ler,

A FEW MEMBERS

of the Dutch Pikers Model

Railroad club of Holland work on some of the

•laboratalayouts which will be on display at
open house in the clubhouseat 49 West 11th

Time. Top picture shows four
members at work and bottom picture shows a
half-completedlayout in detail. Kollen park
will be reproduced in one of the sections.

St. during Tulip

Mission Meets

Model Railroaders Plan
Tulip Time Open House

Held

at

the

Missionary Union of

Fm One

Set

InLopskledMatdi
BENTON HARBQR

(Special)

—Holland High’s tennis team scored its most impressive victory of
recent history over Benton Harbor here Monday afternoon when
the Dutch walked off the courts
with a 7-0 tally.
It’s been quite some time since a \
Holland tennis team has defeated
the Tigers by such a lopsidedmargin.

n

II

ed Church supplied specialmusic bles.
in the CoopersvilleReformed First off.

Dave Bosch and Phil
Sunday evening. Next Boersema defeated Steve Findley
Sunday evening they will sing and Ed Townsend, 6-0,’ 6-4.
.Baseball
In No. 2 doubles, the Grissen
in the newly organized Trinity
twins, Dwayne and Delwin, defeatReformed Church in Grand Haven
which at the present time is ed Martin Kuntz and Larry Sax,
....-4, 6-1.
meeting in a schoolhouse.
Practice
The Sherbourne school held its Tom Overbeek and Jim Vander
Poel made it a clean sweep in the
last P.T.A. meeting of the season
ZEELAND (Special)— Three re last
Friday night Frances Dyk- No. 3 singles by stroking their
turned servicemen promise , to
huis from Zeeland supplied in- way to a 6-3, 6-4 win over Bill
bolster the Zeeland Chix baseball
Shauman and John Bridgeham.
strumentalmusic. Mr. and Mrs.
team this season.
Herm Berens sang two numbers
They were among the 11 candiHenry Feenstra,president, predates who reported at the first
sided. Carl Schermer showed
session called by Manager Marinus
several movie
y
Scheele Monday night at Zeeland
Mrs. Alice Sneller of Zeeland,
High’s athletic field.
Mrs. Helen Hulst of Holland and
Included are Gene Schrotenboer,
to
Howie DeJong and Don Klampt. Mr. and Mrs Menno Edwards from
Each has had considerable base- Holland were visitors with Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Berens Friday. GRAND HAVEN (Special) ball experience in the Holland and
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Tubergen Verne Smith, 19, of 353 West 17tli / A
Zeeland areas and Scheele is quite
aind Mr. and Mrs. Jake Hop spent St, Holland, appeared before
optindstic about this year’s proSaturday evening with Mr. and Judge Raymond L. Smith Monday
spects. *
However, he emphasizes that Mrs. Andrew Scot in Coopers- afternoon for violationof his pro•

last

Mind

Opens

films.

Holland Youth

•

Goes

Prison

.

"all positionsare wide open” and
Height 5’6’’.
invites anyone in the Holland or
Broad jump— Carey (H), Arm- Zeeland area to report for pracstrong (H), Frakel (Hill). Dis- tice Wednesday and try out for
tance 22’4".
the team% Wednesday’ssession will
Mile relay-Hope3:36; (Hill) begin at 6:30. There will be an3:56. Hope lost on foul.
other practice next Monday.
Monday’s session was confined
to some throwing nad bunting. Af-

Women Bowlers

ter that Scheele talked over plans
for the coming season.

End Tournament

Cubs Stage

Zeeland

Two spring sessions of
Women's

19.

Church

2:18.4.

child

To

And to add salt to the wound,
tinues In yniversity Hospital,Ann the locals didn’t lose a set.
Hank Visscher, playing No. 1
Arbor, for further treatments.
A change iin the address of mis- singlesfor Holland, started things
sionaries, the Sikkemas is: Mr. off with a 6-2, 6-3 victory over,
and Mrs. La Verne Sikkema, Benton Harbor’s Dick Woodley.
American mission, Okobo, Via And Paul Mack followed it up in
Miss Donna Jeon Peddemors
Malakal, U.N.F*. Sudan, Africa. No. 2 singles by scoring identical
Mr. and Mrs. G.H. Peddemors
A panel discussion will be held 6-1, 6-1 victoriesover Boyd Henof 2674 Alpine Ave., Grand Rap'
at the Christian Endeavor meetids, announce the engagement of
Bill Japinga,' playing No. 3
ing Wednesday evening. The distheir daughter,Donna Jean, to
cussion will be on "The Christ- singles for the Dutch, racked up
George Czerkies, son of Mr. and ians’ Use of Spare Time” Harvey the third point with a 6-1, 6-0 vicMrs. Joseph Czerkies of 394 North
Van Farowe will provide special tory over Bill Hesselgrave.
Division,Holland. Miss Peddemors
And to finish off the singles,
music.
is a graduate of Union High
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Huyser Holland’s Duane Teusink easily
school, Grand Rapids, and her
and Mr. and Mrs. Chester Machi- disposed of Dave Holt, 6-1, 6-2.
fiance, 6f Holland High School.
Coach Joe Moran’s charges conele spent the weekend in Chicago.
The couple plan to be married The male quartet of the Reform tinued the onslaught in the douJune

880 yard run— Aldrick (H), Vande Vusse (H). Adams (Hill). Time

injuries.

in

derson.

of his squad's strength.
Results in order of finish:

Carey s

I car. Delbert V.

Legion Band

takeoffs

marks, particularly in the high
jump and distances.
The meet served to point up sev
oral weak spots to Coach Larry
Green, giving him an indication

“

Chicago with their brotner
sister, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Wyner. Rev. Weener preacnea
in The Cicero church for Exchange
Sunday.
Dr. Elton Eenigenburg from
Western Seminary will conduct
services in the local- Reformed
church while Rev. Weener will
fullfil a classicalappointmentin
North Blendon Reformed church.
Mrs. Thys De Jonge was released from Zeeland hospitalSunday and is convalescing at the
home of her children, Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Dykhuis in Zeeland.
Mrs. John Oppenhuisen con-

Tom

Victim

HarkoritesFail

(From Tuesday's Sentinel)
Ja} Wei
The Rev. and* Mrs. Jay
Weener
and son Donnie spent the weeK-

,

NewJump Record

Fatally Injured
In

Troth Announced Beacerdam

Tom Carey Sets

Showboat

At Harrington School'

ville.

bation. After revoking his probation, the court sentencedhim to
serve not less than 18 months nor
more than two years at Southern
Michigan Prison at Jackson.
Smith was placed on probation
for three years March 11, 1954, afMrs. Gerrit D. Wyngarden of ter pleading guilty to unlawfully
Zeeland. Mr. and Mrs. Gerald driving away an automobile, withRaterink and family of Zeeland out jntent to steal Conditions of
will occupy the place and move his probation were, among other
there in May.
things that he could not leave the
The congregation of the Christ- state without permission and could
ian- Reformed Church met Monday not use intoxicants.
Several days after his appearevening and extended a call to
the Rev. John Bult of the Muster ance in court he left for Florida
Ind., church to become their and on March 30, 1954, was arrested in Terre Haute, Ind., for being
pastor.
Members of the Home Econo- intoxicated,pleaded guilty and
mics Group met at the home of paid a fine.
Mrs. Ben Karsten Wednesday The court stated it was conafternoon. Eleven members res vinced Smith had no intention of
ponded to roll call. The meeting cooperating during his probationwas conducted by the president, ary period, and had no intentionof
Mrs. George Nienhuis,and the living up to promises he made in

Mr. and Mrs. Peter D. Huyser,
Mickey and Carol Hop spent Sunday in Kalamazoo with Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Mepjans.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Ponstein
have sold their farm to Mr. and

Christian Reformed Church,
The Holland City Woman’s BowlClassisZeeland, were well attendCub Scouts, Pack 3030 of Hared last Thursday in Zeeland First ing association have completed rington School, staged a “Showto the band were presented by Dutch Pikers Model Railroad Club
Christian Reformed Church. Mrs. their annual handicap tournament boat" Tuesday evening at the
Carlson to Robert Evans, with 26
points for the open house which
John Guichelaar, president, con- and had a total of 20 teams, 68 school.
From
Tuesday’s
Sentinel)
years of service, and Bert Jacobs
singles and 32 doubles competing.
ducted both sessions.
they. will Have during Tulip Time.
A general meeting preceded the
Mrs. Simon Vollink returned
with 33 years.
The following are the first, se- program, with Pat Haight as flag
First speaker, the Rev. Menzo
Four
national
hobby
magazines,
Leslie Woltman, first vice presihome from the hospital.
Dornbush, home missionary of cond and third place winners in bearer and Arthur Dirkse and
dent of the band, was in charge with a total 6ircalation of more
Next Sunday the Rev. R. Even- Portage la Prairie, Manitoba, order
Bruce Gibbons as honor guard in
of games, followed by showing of than a half million,have already
Teams — Steffens Food Market, the opening. Dr. M. Eugene Osterhuis has a classical apointment Canada, told of the increase in
carried articles on the club, so
a film.
congregationsin Canada and of 2.877 pins: Snack Shack, 2,843 haven, Cubmaster, led singing lesson was presented by Mrs. court
Officers serving the band this scores of rail-fans are expected as to Allendale I.
the need for ministers.Mrs. J. pins; Holland Furnace Co., 2,840 after the pledge of allegiance to Arnold Huyser and .Mrs. Harvey
year are Carlson, president; Wol- visitors.
The Korean Used clothing Van Bruggen, who works with pins.
Loedema. 'Hie next meeting will
the flag.
“Model Trains’’ magazine sug- Drive ends this week. Donations
man, first vice president; Martin
be held at the home of Mrs. MalDoubles — L. Bourn an-T. Skow,
her husband at Crown Point, N.
Awards
were
presented
as
folgested
that
this
was
the
easiest
Languis, second vice president;
must
be
brought
to
the
church M„ told of work among the 1,23:’;C. Woldring-A. Bouwman, lows: In den I, Mrs. Osterhaven loy Huyser on May 19.
Raymond Knooihuizen,secretary rail-jauntfor any husband to proMr. and Mrs. Menno Edwards
Navajo Indians and presented 1,217; C. Moreax-E. Pathuis, 1,211. den mother, Billy Van Bruggen,
and treasurer; Bert Jactfbs, lib- mote with friend wife. All he had basement.
Mrs. Ben Henry, a native Christ- Singles — Adelaide Reeves, 641; Lion badge and gold arrow point; of Holland visited with Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Ben De Roo celerarian,and Arthur C Hills, direc- to sell was a Tulip Time visit:
Mrs. Lewis Steenwyk last Friday In Traffic
come to Holland, and then “slip brated their 50th wedding anni- ian who appeared in native cos- May Peters, 631; Marge Slighter, Jim White, Lion badge; den II,
tor.
evening.
tume.
619.
Mrs.
J.
Masuga
den
mother;
Jim
away
from
the
glories
of
the
flowThe band, during its 33 years,
versary Wednesday, April 21.
lone Sprik, daughter of Mr. Twelve persons appeared in trafMrs. J. Kenbeek of Drenthe read
Adelaide
bowls
on
the
Draper’s
Masuga, Lion badge, gold arrow
has had seven presidentsand seven ers and get down to model rail- They held open house on Tuesday
a letter from Mae Jerene Mast Market team in the Victory League point, Webelos Badge and three- and Mrs. Charles Sprik of Forest fic court Thursday night and
roading.
’’
directors. Jacobs and Knooihuizen
afternoon and evening. On Wed- who left for Nigeria in January. and has an average of 110.
Grove, sang at the evening ser- Municipal Judge referred three ofAll but a few feet of the planyear service star; Bob Fitch,
are the only two original members
nesday evening a family gather- She sent greetings and told of her
vice of the Reformed church last fenders to trafficschool and asAll
Events
—
Cordelia
Moraux,
Bear badge, gold arrow point, two
with 33 years of service.Jacobs ned track are in, and in operating ing was held in the church.
trip and arrival in Nigeria. Miss 1,858; Dorothy DeWitt, 1.836; Ruth silver arrow points and two year Sunday. She sang two numbers sessed fines for some others. Two
condition,
except
for
the
trolley
has been the band’s only librarRev. Evenhuis has receiveda Betty Bouwman of Rusk sang Ann Vanden Beldt, 1,772.
and was accompanied by her who had appeared previously reservice star.
ian, and Knooihuizen,the only line which still may be finished call from the Kenosha church at
mother on the piano.
"Stranger
of
Galilee,”
accompaniThe
banquet
will
be
held
Monported that they had' completed
Den V, Mrs. K. Kerbs den
secretaryand treasurer. Legion >y Tulip Time Work now is detail- Kenosha, Wis., Monday, April 26,
The Rev. and Mrs. Don Vanden their courses in traffic school and
ed by Mrs. Zylstra. The Mission- day, May 3, at Hope Church. At mother, Jim Stephan, Bear badge,
ing1—
building
structures,
trees,
men serving on the band commit-,
Rev. and Mrs. Evenhuis motored ary Guild Chorus of Third Christ- that time officerswill be elected
Berg and daughter Elizabeth Jane their sentences were suspendedgold arrow point and two silver
tee are John Rozeboom, Slooter and landscape and painting it to a to kenosha to meet with several
from Muskegon spent the weekian Reformed Church, directed by for the 1954-53season.
Ronald Shindle, 22, Macatawa
realistic appearance.
arrow
points;
Jim
Reno,
Bear
and FranklinVan Ry.
members.
end with Mr. and Mrs. Henry Park, pleaded guilty to two counts,
Mrs. H. Karsten, sang "Speak to
One
interesting
feature
is “Kolbadge,
gold arrow point; Sam
The band now has a memberThe Young People’s Society My Soul" accompanied by Mrs.
Van Farowe and Harvey. Rev. speedingand failure to have car
silver arrow points; Clark Jesiek,
ship of 43 and is preparing for len Park" which duplicates many meet Sunday evening. This was
Vanden Berg was in charge of under control, and was assessed
J. Witteveen. O. Aardema, home
of the facilities of Holland’s favBear badge, gold and silver arrow
Tulip Time festivities.
the
last
meeting
of
the
season.
services
at the Midland church. fines and costs totaling $23.
missionary,
conducted
devotions
orite city picnic area. There are
Establishes
points; George Romeyn, silver
The Young CalvinistBanqyet and Mrs! R. Vander Laan, new
Mr. and Mrs. Arend Vereeke Jarvis Ter Harr, route 3, paid
tiny swings and teeters for the
arrow
point in Wolf rank, Bear
honored their son, Junior and his
Linen Shower Given
kids, a tennis court, horseshoe will be held this evening at 6:30 first vice president,gave the closbadge, gold arow point; Sam bride-elect,Miss Beatrice Dries- $15 on a charge of driving 40
area, tulip garden and plenty of in Holland Christian High ing prayer in the afternoon. Mrs.
miles an hour in a 25 mile zone.
Smeenge,
silver arrow point in
For Miss Lola Haight
Schogl.
enga at a miscellanous shower at Ray B. Knooihuizen, of 504 LakeJ. Witteveen was at the organ
picnic benches for the old folks.
Wolf
rank.
their home last Friday night.
A 10-track yards is also under The Young People’s Alliance and Marianne Wildschut at the
wood Blvd., paid $12 on a charge
Awards were presentedby Dr.
A linen shower honoring Miss construction.
Guests included Mr. and Mrs. of failure to yield the right of way.
Hope College chemistrydepartMembers
are urged was held last Thursday evenng piano for both sessions.
Osterhaven.During the business
Lola Haight was given Thursday
in
Drenthe
church.
Henry Driesenga and family, Mr. Calvin De Vries, of 631 West 20th
The Rev. P. Eldersveld, "Back ment has been honored by Dow
to put in extra timfe Tuesday and
evening at the home of Mrs. Dick
Several women from this vici- to God Hour" radio minister, ad- Chemical Company of Midland in session, plans ware made for a and Mrs. John Bruins and chilThursday nights, and Saturday to
St. paid $5 on a red light charge.
potluck
supper
for
Cubs
and
De Waard. 182 East Fifth St Mrs.
dren from North Blendon, Mr. Referredto trafficschool were
have
the "Western * Michigan" nity attended the Women’s Mis- dressed the evening meeting on the establishment of scholarships families.
H. Bruischat was co-hostess.
sionary Union last Thursday at “Our Responsibilityto People Who in that department for the acadeand Mrs. John Kruizenga from Richard Moore, 18, ''of 287 Columready for a Tulip Time show.
Games were played and prizes
First -church of Zeeland.
mic year 1954-55,it was announc- Bruce Gibbons was master of Grand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. Ralffti bia Ave., John A. Buursma, of
Listen."
ceremonies for the show. Stage
were awarded to Airs. R. Bender,
Jonothan Blauwkamp, son of
The meeting closed with a ed Friday by Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers background was a large river Meyers’ and family from Allen- 40% West 16th St., and BUI
Mrs. Arthur De Waard, Mrs. Grand Haven
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Blauw- beautiful pageant, ’Te Are the college president.
dale, Mrs. Cenie Vereeke from
boat scene, painted by Mrs. Rus- Zeeland, Mr. and Mrs. Chris De Funckes, of 51 East 15th St., aU on
George Wolters, Mrs. Lloyd Nivikamp, has enlisted in the Air Light of the World,” presented by
S. L. Starks, director of techspeeding* charges. Floyd D. ZoerDiet
at Age of 95
sell Jesiek. Acts included pantson, Mrs. August Schippa and Miss
Force. He left last Tuesday.
the North Street Church Girls nical employment for Dow Chem- omimes, a square dance, skits and Jonge and son Nelson, John De man and Gerold Riemersma reMay Bender. Mrs. Frank Cherven GRAND HAVEN (Special)
A large crowd enjoyed the Chorus. Mrs. L. Van Haitsma dir- ical Company, said the sum of $1,Jonge, Dena and Jake, Mr. and
a Swanee River number with Mrs. Chester Machiele and chil ported they had completed trafand Mrs. Willis Haight entertain- Mrs. Anelia Pofahl, 95, died un- beautiful Easter cantata entitled
ected tthe pageant and Miss Al- 500 per academic year would be
fic schools and sentences were
ed with several violin and accor- expectedly Sunday morning at the "Hosanna" given by the Choral
provided by the company for Hope David Osterhavenplaying the men from Beaverdam, and Miss
lene Huizenga, the music.
suspended on the old traffic counts.
piano. Candy was sold during indion duets. A two-course lunch
students.
Under
terms
of
the
society,
under
direction
of
the
Marcia
Heuvelman,
Miss
Delores
home of her son, Harry, 305 SherThe Rev. H. Bajema led deOthers appearingin court were.
termissibn.
was served by Mrs. De Waard as- man St. She had been ill for a Rev. R. Evenhuis, at 7:30 on
scholarship agreement, as long as
Helhn, Harvey Berens and Ron
votions and the Rev. J. Medendorp
Donald
R. Brink, of 116 East
sisted by Mrs. Coralyn Scholten week. Death was caused by a Easter Sunday.
Wetherbee. Several were unable 23rd St., stop street, $5: Robert J.
gave closing prayer. Offeringfor the grant is continued, a sophoand Mrs. Bruischat.
more
is
to
be
selected
each
year
Funeral sen ices were held last the day amounted to $1,072.81.
to attend and these included,Mr.
Mrs. W.A.Rohring
heart condition.
Jelson, Union City ,N.J„ stop St.,
Invited guests were the Mesand Mrs. John Pennington and $5: Wilfred Wanroy, 2$9 West 23rd
Mrs. Pofahl, bom in Germany Wednesday afternoon in the local
New officersof the union are for a $500 award for both his
dames Coralyn Scholten, Arthur Oct 15, 1858, -came here from church for Wiliam De Wys, who
junior and senior years, provided Honored at Shower
son
Ricky,
Pvt. Jim De Jonge and
Mrs. VanderLaanof Hudsonville,
SL, parking, $1; Floris Van
Nivision,Arthur De Waard, Milo
Chicago about 50 years ago. She died on Easter Sunday at his first vice president, and Mrs. he maintain! a satisfactoryrecord. Mrs. William A. Rohring of Mr. and Mrs. John Bosch and, Eyl, of 210 West 20th St., -parking,
Nivison, R. Bender, George WelThe
balance
of
the
annual
sum,
home.
Columbus,
Ga.,
was
guest
of
family.
Mrs.
Vereeke
assisted
by
was the former Anelia Wohlfield.
Bert Vander Kolk of Oakland,
$L
ters, Frank Cherven, Willis Haight,
On Friday evening, April 23, at treasurer.Retiring officersare E. amounting to $500, is to be used honor at a shower givta Friday her daughter served a two-course Gerlof Holwerda, '29, Vriesland,
She was married to Charles PofLouis De Waard, August Schippa,
ahl on Nov. 25, 1880. He died in 8 p.m. John Petroelje and Elena Van Halscma and Mrs. G. Kem- for scholarship awards to young evening by Mrs. John Garvelink lunch.
men majoring in chemistry in at her home, 657 East 10th St. Those wishing to attend the pleaded not guilty to an assault
Clarence De Waard, Don Nivison, 1939. Mrs. Pofahl was a member Steenwyck wire married at the
me.
whatever amounts the Hope Mrs. Rohring, the former Char- Women’s Mission Conference in and battery charge when arraignWalter De Waard, Lloyd Nivison, of St. Paul’s Evangelical and Re- First church of Jenison.
ed in MunicipalCourt Thursday.
scholarship committee deems ad lotte Adler, is sending a month the North Holland and Reformed
Charles Nivison, Del Schrotenboer,
formed Church and a charter
The alleged offense occurredin
visable,
with
no
restriction
as
to
Miss May Bender, Miss Shirley member of the Woman’s Guild.
with her pareents, Mr. and Mrs. Church this week Wednesday will
Orchestra Gives Concert
HoUand
Wednesday upon his wife, \
Homicide
Hearing
class.
Nivison and Miss Arlene Timmer,
A. Adler af Benton Harbor.
meet at church at 9:30 ajn. Cof- Thelma, who signed the complaint.
Survivingare three daughters,
To start the procedure for 1954At
Wyoming
Park
School
all of Holland and Mrs. Lloyd FonDuring
the
social
evening,
fee will be served. Each is to take
Mrs. Gus Halvorsen of Chicago, Adjourned to April 29
Trial was set Tuesday afternoon
55, a $500 grant is to be awarded games were played and prizes
ger and Mrs. Leslie Fonger, both Mrs. Fred Correll and Mrs.
a box lunch at noon. Offerings at 2 p.m. Bond of $100 was not
Hope
College
Orchestra
conduca 1954 junior and a $500 grant to won by Mrs. Eugene Van Dyke, will be taken for the Winnebago
of Muskegon.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Frieda Rudershausen,both of
furnished.
Miss Haight will become the Grand Haven; two sons, Charles Examination of Clifford William ted by Prof. Morrette Rider gave a 1954 sophomore.In the second Mrs. Carl C. Van Raalte, Miss Shelter and India.
a
concert
Friday
afternoon
for case, the grant is for the junior
bride of Glenn De Waard in May.
The Hope College Women’s
of Chicago and Harry of Grand Bastian, 50, Muskegon, on a negli- students of Wyoming Park Public year, to be renewed for the same Doris Dekker and Mrs. Milton
McAHaster. Refreshments were League meets Wednesday night in Hope Golfers Tie Olivet;
Haven; 12 grandchildren; 21 great gent homicide charge, was held Schools.
student in his senior year.
served by the hostess.
Ovensel Reformed Church at
grandchildren; three great great before MunicipalJudge Louis H.
HoIItnd Man Invited
The program featured three
Dow Company has asked to be
Comets Win on Low Man
Osterhous
Friday
afternoon,
but
Guests included the Misses Ir- 8 p.m.
grandchildren, and a 90 year-old
soloists, Miss Marcia Veldman, advised each year of the recipisince
further
evidence
is
to
be
To Washinffon Confab
ene Vander Woude, Marilyn and
The Rev. Cornelius Muyskens Coach John Visser’s Hope Colbbrobhter, William of Chicago.
presented the examination was mezzo soprano, with Miss Lois ents of the scholarships.However, Marian Kanera, Doris Dekker and from Muskegon conducted services
lege golf team battled to a tie with
Vanderlinde,
accompanist;
David
the
company
does
not
wish
to
Donald Cook of Cook Oil Co
adjourned to Thursday, April 29,
Ruby Nyenhuis and the Mesdames in the local Reformed Church, the Olivet Comets here Monday
DeJong,
pianist, who was featur- share or approve the awarding of
and Aerosol Can. Co., Zeeland, last T (others in Harbor
at 2 p.m.
Eugene Van Dyke, Milton Mc- Sunday. He was accompanied to only to lose when the tie was
week received an invitationfrom The Tanker Michigan made its
The charge against Bastian is ed in "Concerto in D minor for the 'scholarships.
AUaster, Carl C. Van Raalte and the evening sendee by Mrs. Muy- broken.
Recipients are under no /obliga
the White House invitinghim to second trip into Holland Harbor the result of a fatal accident on Piano and Orchestra” by Haydn,
the guest of honor.
skens and children.
According to college rules, in
attend sessions of the President's this morning, for a delivery to US-16 a mile and a half west of and Allan Valkema, trumpet tion to Dow Chemical Company,
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Putten case of a tie the victory goes to
nor
is the company in any way resoloist
in
’Trumpeter’s
Lullaby,"
Conferenceon Occupational Safe- Aurora Gasoline Co. The Michigan Coopersville last Deq. 12 in which
from Holland were vislton with the team with low team total Erso
sponsibilefor the future of the re- Mrs. Tena De Weerdt
ty, Departmental Auditorium. will leave again about 2 Satur- Mrs. Andrew Geldersma was faU Anderson.
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Vereeke of Olivet was medalistwith a
cipient,
Dr.
laibbers
said.
Numbers
by
the
orchestra
inWashington,D.C., May 4, 5 and day. The cement boat J. B. ally injured. Four cars were inSaturday afternoon.
one over par 73.
Succumbs
at
Home
John arrived about 8:30 today on volved in the crash, the drivers cluded 'Two Sketches and BeThe United States leads aU Mrs. Tena De Weerdt, 66, of Miss Jeanet Timmer from Hol- Dare SL Aubin was low for the
Cook served on President Tru- its first trip here of the season. being Andrew Geldersma,Bastian, guine," Gnlndman; "Scene de
land was a weekend vistor with Dutchmen with a 77. BUI Holt folman’s Steel allotment Board dur- The John carried about 4,000 bar- Joya Weaver and Don E^De Vries. BaUet” from "Swan Lake” by other countries in the trapping o route 5, Holland, (fled Friday af- her sister’s family Mr. and Mrs. lowed with a 79 with Bob Visser
ternoon
at
her
home.
She
had
fur-bearing
animals
and
in
iur
ing 1951 and 52. During that rels of cement from Manitowac Geldersma and Bastian were both Tschaikovsky;"Chop Sticks,”
Harold Bohl and children.
carding an 85.\ Jim Hutton and
been ill several months.
Evans; "On the Steppes of Cen- production.
hospitalizedfor some time.
time he attended meetings in for Medusa Cement Co.
Mrs. Bert Zoet, Beatrice Nead Gordon Hondorp both shot SB’s.
Surviving
are
the
husband,
Washington about "once every
Witnesses called Friday were tral Asia" Borodin: polka from
The average piece of beef in Lucas; a son, Henry; four grand- and Miss Agnes' Huyser attended
other month.**
King George I of England,who De Vries, Weaver, Geldersma and "Schwanda the Bagpiper." WeinSome 76 per cent of Americin
the
United States travels about children; two Mothers, Nicholas the play "Vacation Traveland"at
berger,
and
“A
Western
Rhapsody
The inscribedInvitation bore was bom and raised in Hanover, Coroner Joseph E. Kammeraad.
the Civic Auditorium in Grand families eat donuts at least once
and
Anthony
Krombeen
of
Grand
1.U00
miles
from
producer
to
conthe presidentialseal.
Germany couldn’t understandthe State police investigated the acci- on American Cowboy Tunes,
a week. "
Rapids Thursday night
Rapid*.
sumer.
Kleinsinger.
dent
Cook lives at 57 East 27th SL
language.

There’s a Jot of activity these
tricks of magic.
Awards for outstanding service days at 49 West 11th St. as the
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"Cancer Society
Preparing

Ma3

Campaign

in

Area

Literary Club Helps
Get Wheels RoDinf
In Holland Vicinity

A group of worker*, member*
of the Woman’* Literary Club of

Holland Musical Groups
Get Division I
Orchestra Festival Saturday at
East Lansing with about 900
musicians participating under the
direction of Arthur C Hills, Carleton Kelch and Granville Cutler.
The Holland High Band and
the. Junior High Orchestrawere

awarded highest ratings— division L Art Hills directs the band
and Carleton Kelch the orchestra.

Laketown
(From Wednesday'sSentinel)
The Learn and Do dub met In
the home of Mrs. Simon Den Uyl
for a meeting on proper home
lighting. After the lesson the women made dainty wood fiber corsages. The next meeting is to be
in the home of Mrs. John Vande

Ratings
Ottawa County

Vusse on

May

WANT-ADS

School Problems

LOANS

Not Easily Solved,

LOANS

LOANS

$25 to $500
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street,HoUand

Adv.

Boards Condude

20.

Gibson, Meadow Brook and
Board of Education
Cate
Westview Schools have chartered
Meet$
Representatives
a bus for a trip May 7, to Chicago
Museum of Science and Industry
Of Sending Districts
and Lincoln Park Zoo.
Laketown teachers had a 100
All Boards of Education—dty,
per cent attendance at North Al- suburban and rural— have problegan Teacher’sdub when plans lems these days, and they're not
were made for the annual eighth easy to solve.
grade graduation exerldses, sponSuch was the conclusion of an
Vernon D. Ten Cate, member of
sored by the club. Eight members informal meeting in Longfellow
the Board of Education for the
of the club Harold Lampen, Duane school gymnasium Monday night
past six years, announced Friday
Doubblestein, John De Young, Ar- in which the Holland Board of
nold Yonker, Mrs. Ruth Boyce, Education met with representa- that he would not seek re-election
at the annual school electionJune
Mrs. Dorothy Wolbert, Mrs. Retha tives of the sending districtsin
14 in which two members will be
Hahn, and Miss Irene Bauhahn at- this area of Ottawa and Allegan
elected for four-year terms.
tended the M.E.A banquet In counties.
In a letter to Mrs. Kenneth De
Wayland Union School
Roland Strolle of the State De- Free, board secretary,Ten Cate
Arthur Homberg, former sum- partment of Public Instruction,
mer pastor at Gibson, was the discussedfacilitiessurveys and wrote, T have served for six years
in one of the moat enjoyable and
Exchange Sunday speaker Sunday area studies, bringingout pertinent
satisfyingexperiences ! have had.
morning at Gibson.
facts on Michigan’s birth rate For several years I have been reMr. and Mrs. Arthur Homberg
which still continues to climb. He presenting Holland on the country
enjoyed Sunday dinner with Mr. said this is true even more in
allocation board as well because
and Mrs. James Boyce and Patri- suburban areas than in cities, and
of my membership on the school
cia.
at present one out of every five board. I find that the demands
Mr. Homberg, a senior at West- students either attends school upon my time are such that I canern Theological Seminary, has ac- part-time or is in an inadequate not give the board work the time
cepted a call to a church in New situation or crowded schoolroom. I feel It requires.
Albany, New York.
He said at present there are 7,- T have appreciated the oppor000 special certificatesIn Michi- tunity to serve. The great needs of
gan for teachers who do not meet the school system cannot be learnminimum standards,but added ed except by close contact and
this does not mean the special study; the more citizens who can
teachers are sub-standard instruct- serve, the more likely the needs

Ten

Rod Cross Funds

Seek

$567 Over Quota

Won’t

Re-EMon

Holland, have prepared and mailed The Holland High Orchestrawas
rating.
County Membenlrip
part of the 20,000 piece* of lit awarded a division
erature which will be *ent to Hills also conducts this group.
Readies 18,563; '
In the system of ratings used
householders throughout the
* county during the 1954 education- by festival adjudicators, five ratChairman Thanked
al and fund raising campaign for ings are possibleand the first two
are defined as follows: ’Division Reports on the Red Cross fund
the American Cancer Society.
A similar project under the I will represent the best con- campaign were given at a quarterdirection of the Grand Haven ceivable performance for the ly meeting of the board of directJunior Chamber of Commerce is event and class of participants ors of the Ottawa County Red
being arranged for the prepara- being judged and worthy of the Cross chapter Monday night at
tion of the mail campaign in the distinction of being recognized as the Dutch Mill restaurant.
a first-placewinner. Division
To date a total of $36,258.28has
Tri-Cities area.
The Ottawa County unit of the will represent an unusual perfor- been collected in Ottawa county
American Cancer Society is a par- mance in may respects, but not or $567.72 over the county goal of
ticipating agency of the Commun- worthy of the highest rating due $35,690. The contributions repreity Chests in Holland, Grand Hav- to minor defects. A performance sent a county membership of 18,563, listing 10,225 in the south
en and Zeeland cities and in these of distinctquality.**
A total of 73 bands and orches- half and 8,308 in the north half.
areA* literature being mailed is
Arnold W. Hertel,chapter presi
primarily of an educational nat- tras from all over the state took
ure. In Coopersville area, a house p^rt. Adjudicators were brought dent, thanked county fund camto house campaign is planned for in from all over the Midwest to paign Chairman James Lugess of
distributionof literatureand soli- criticize and rate the many groups. Holland and his co-chairman, wilThe festival was staged and con- liam Helnzelman of Grand Haven,
. dting contributions.
EEP. WALTER JUDD (seated left), of Minnesota,spoke twice
All householdersin the areas ducted by the Michgan * School for their excellent work in the
at Hope College Monday on the Far Eastern situation.Dr. J.
outside of Coopersville and the Band and OrchestraAssociation. 1954 campaign which has gone
over the top earlier than other
three communties served by the
Dyke van Putten (standing),was instrumental in bringing Judd
drives in recent years.
Community Chest are.beingaskto Holland for the talks. Van Putten and Judd served together
The county breakdownlisting
ed to mail their contributions to
as missionaries in the Far East. Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers, Hope
the goal, amount raised and memthe Cancer Society, Box 602, Holwill be met"
ors.
president,is seated at
(Sentinel photo)
bership,
follows:
At the same time, petitions were
land.
Strolle spoke on state levels reBlendon, $428.28 goal, report inCampaign Chairman, John H.
garding finances, valuationsand being circulated today for Leon
complete; Georgetown, $856.56,
ir
'
H. Weis, 581 Washington Blvd.
Van Dyke said today that 61,
recodification, plus pro jected plans
$1,135.72 and 770; Holland town900 is needed from these areas
and the many improvements al- as a member of the board. Weis, a
ship, $1,498.98,$1,196.77 and 844
former school Instructor,served
to meet the 68,930 quota and urgready accomplishedIn the state.
aa co-chairman of the citizens
ed all who have not contributed Fifty pilots matched their skill (still incomplete); Jamestown,
He
spoke
of
reorganization
plans,
Sunday in the preliminaries of the $749.49, $629.39 and 283; Olive,
committee promotingthe last
through their local Community
but emphasizedthat the state has
Michigan Flying Championships,$428.28, $401.39 and 235; Park,
special election for the/ $900,000
Chest or by direct solicitation, to
no
pet
scheme
for
reorganization.
bond issue for elementaryschool
mail their gift* as early as pos- an event sponsoredby the Civil $1,391.91, $1,391,98 and 474; Port
That Is a thing you must do by
Air Patrol
needs.
Sheldon, $214.14, $214.39 and 74;
sible.
yourself and It means a lot of
Other board members whose
Through agreement with the Preliminarieswere held at Char- Zeeland township, $642.42,$749.52 Congressman Walter H. Judd of "We must keep free what Is now
study
and
hard
work,"
he
said.
term expire this’ year are Mrs.
Community Chest organizations, lotte, Traverse City and Adrian. and 417; Zeeland city, $2,034.33, Minnesota told a large Holland free, and do what we can to
Supt Walter W. Scott explain- John K. Winter, board president,
direct solicitation is not being Scheduledevents at Benton Har- $2,494.33and 1,184; Holland city, audienceMonday at Hope Mem- create unrest In the peoples ened public school finance in Hol- and James Hallan. No decisions
bor, Grand Haven, Port Huron,
orial Chapel that "we could send slaved by communist authorities."
made in the areas which they
$13,169.61, $13,172.41 and 5,944
land and the need for the in- have been forthcoming.
St.Ignace and Pontiac were posthalf the American Army and it
Dr. Judd was introduced in the
(still incomplete).
serve, however, anyone wishing
creased
tuition which next year
poned
because of bad weather.
wouldn’t save Indochina unless the afternoon session by Dr. John W.
The board is undergoinga re, to make additional contributions
This gives a total collectionof
people there are convinced they Hollenbach, dean of Hope College.
will be a maximum of $175, com- organization to conform as a third
The winners:
^ to the cancer fund is urged to do
$21,385.90 for the south half or
pared with $165 this year for dais school districtwith seven
Charlotte:Spot landing, free $28.10 under the assigned goal of are fighting for their independDr. Irwin J. Lubbers, president
so by mail
ence."
secondary pupils. Of this figure board members serving four-year
glide, 180-degreeapproach from
of the college, presided at the eveFifty percent of the funds col$21,414.
Speaking before both afternoon ning session IntroducingDr. J.
$50 Is set aside for a sinking fund terms, Instead of nine members
lected in the campaign remain 600 feet, Steven Zelski, Lansing;
The north half follows:
and evening sessions, Dr. Judd in- Dyke van Putten who was instrufor a new high school which to- serving three-year terms. With the
Allendale, $356.90, $413.20 and
in the county for the local educa- crosswind takeoff and landing with
tegrated the Indochina problem mental in securingJudd's visit
gether with $50 let aside for each reduction of one member thig year,
tional and servce programs. Ten conventionalgear and tricycle 320; Chester, $345, $382,20 and 35;
gear, R. W. Ross, Lansing; target Crockery, $356.90, $457.28 and 359 with the much larger problem of The two were friends while servdty student amounts to $55,000 the number will be reduced to the
percent goes to the state organiMiss Marlsne Brewer
an Asian political policy.
ing in China as missionaries,Judd
dropping
with
two-pound
bag
of
zation and 40 percent goes to the
(still incomplete);Grand Haven
Mr. and Mrs. William Brewer to $60,000 a year. Thera currently required seven.
is about $200,000 in this fund,
May 15 is the deadline for filing
"Let’s not think of Indochina as a doctor and van Putten as
National Society for research and flour from 600 feet, R. A. Redem- township, $356.90, $457.28 and
of 392 West 19th St. announce
educational director;
sky, Lansing.
still
small amount compared petitions for tha school board.
apart
from
the
parallel
problems
education.
359; Polkton, $1,713.12,$1,586.18
the engagement of their daughter,
Adrian: Spot landing, glide, and 992; Robinson, $214.14, $238.66 of dealing with the entire area,” Rev. Lambert Ponstein gave the
with the amount needed for a Candidatesmust have 50 to 75
The work of the Ottawa County
Marlene, to Private Ed Plaggeinvocation
while
the
chapel
choir
new high school which may reach signatures of qualified voters in
unit is quite broad in scope and Allen Goldsmith, Adrian; spot and 187; Spring Lake, $2,070.02, Judd said. He pointed to the ring
under direction of Dr. Robert mars, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed or exceed $3,000,000.
the dty. The June 14 election is
landing,
controlled
approach,
A
G.
of
14
islands
and
peninsulas
surconsists of services such as free
$2,350.19 and 1,014 (still incomPlaggemars, 189 West 14th St.
Cavanugh sang two selections.
open to all qualified voters, not
The
increase
in
tultlqp
generally
dressings for cancer patients, Wirick, Tecumseh; crosswind take- plete); Tallmadge, $499.66,$572.60 rounding Communist China as
Dr. Judd, who has delivered 16 Pvt. Plaggemars Is serving with
necessarilyproperty owners or
w a
explained
increased
financial assistance in the way off, conventionalgear, Charles and 406; Wright, $285, $102 and holding possibly the key to the
speeches in the last nine days, left the UB. Army at Fort Knox, Ky.
Butcher,
Clayton;
tricycle
gear,
present
crisis.
amounts in the 1954-55 budget pritaita ot school-age children.
of loans, lending articles from
58 (still incomplete) ; Grand Haven
immediatelyafter the speech for
which lists higher • amounts in
loan closets and furnishing drugs Goldsmith;target dropping, Paul city, $8,065.94, $8,402.94 and 4,330.
“The larger significanceof Chicago where he caught a flight
Lohr, Ann Arbor.
nearly every category, particularin some cases.
This gives a north Ottawa total Indochinais that it is part of a to Washington,D.
Traverse City: Spot landing, of $14,872.38 or $596.38 over the perimeter around China extending
ly teacher’s salaries.
In the educational phase of the
from Korea and Japan in the
local program, the Cancer Socie- glide, Allen Lockman, Traverse assigned quota of $14,276.
Harold Ramsey of the Waukaty distributes more than 24,000 City; controlledapproach,George
Pakistan and India
zoo
school district explained plans
About 25 attended the meeting north
Admitted to Holland Hospital
pieces of literature, books and Wollam, TraverseCity; crosswind Jamep Lugers was unanimously in the south," Judd said.
Tuesday were Mrs. Neal Exo, 251 under way for voting to consolileaflets annually and provides takeoff, William Rudolph, Trav- named a board member representNoting that the Communists
West 22nd St.; Mrs. Stanley Nle- date the Waukazoo and Lakef cancer films which are shown to erse City; target dropping, Walter ing Park township. He succeed* T. have always been numerically
boer, 183 West 28th St; Mrs. wood school districts. He died advarious groups throughout the Thompson, Traverse City.
Fred Colman.
weaker in Indochina than the
Maggie Bos, 97 East 23rd St; Ivan vantages of such a plan, also legal
Winners of the preliminarieswill
county.
French forces, Dr. Judd said peoWennerstein,route 4; Gary Wes questions under consideration by
Through the cooperation of the compete in state finals at Owosso
ple must be given something to
At a general meeting of the com- sels, 24 West 17th St; Donald attorneys.
Ottawa County Medical Society May 9.
fight for — something the IndoHe said neither district has any
bined study clubs Monday evening Morris, Sr, 841 East Eighth St.;
all the county’sdoctor’s offices
chinese have not had
Mrs. Jesse Brower, 168 West 13th Indebtedness and this would be an
are set up as cancer detection
Judd compared the problem in 60 members assembledin St. St; Lewis LaGrand, 23 East 35th Ideal time for such a merger, one
centers where one may have a
Indochinawith the similar prob- Francis School auditorium to hear St.; Ronald F. Wagner, 37 East that might result In attracting
cancer detection examination at
lems throughoutthe area:
the Rev. R. C. Sonefeld, assistant 35th St.; Susan Kvorka, 577 West qualified teachers more easily
a nominal fee.
"In Korea there is no possible pastor. Rev. Sonefeld spoke on 21st St; Alan Ver Schure, 202 since a teacher under the proBoth Holland Hospital and
chance for real security” so long
East Seventh St; Mrs. William posed system might teach a single
Grand Haven Hospital are equipgrade Instead of two or three
as the mainland,is Communist “Divinityof the Church," and later Norlin, 681 Saunders Ave.
ped with chest x-ray units and
"Syngman Rhee is fully aware showed colored slides in connection DischargedTuesday were Mrs. grades. He said the assessed valeveryone, especially patients enthat Korea cannot be united. It’s with his subject. He also led the John Hellenthal,1061 East Seventh uation in the two districts amounts
Joe Bochenek
tering the hospitalsare urged
only tragic it took us so long to assembly in recitationof the Ro- St; Alan Ver Schure, 202 East to more than $2,500,000.
to have a chest x-ray for the
sary.
About 65 attended the meeting.
realizethis same fact.”
Seventh St.; Susan Kvorka, 577
Hi-C Bible Clubs Plau
t purpose of detecting cancer sympThe business meeting was in West 21st St
Mrs. John K. Winter, president ot
Japan, next to Korea, is in the
Jacob Clarence Earnest, 46,
toms in the chest area.
the Holland Board ot Education, Party at North Shore
‘least optimistic” position of the charge of club chairman, Mrs.
Hospital births include a daughChairman VanDyke said,' “It is route 5, Holland, was killed late
introduced the speakers.
14 states constituting the peri- Leslie Parrish, who spoke on the
Joe Bochenek, “banjo wizard*'
ter, Paula Kay, bom Tuesday to
Just as important for everyone to Thursday afternoon when the car
meter. Judd said Japan is gradual- 16th annual convention of the
from
Elkhart, Ind., will be fe»
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Paul
Bluekamp,
265
have a thorough knowledge of the he was working on in his garage
ly being forced into a position DCCW to be held in TraverseCity
hired musician at a high school
West 11th St; a son bom Tuesdanger signalsof cancer and what slipped off a jack and pinned him
May
3
and
urged
as
many
as
poswhere she desperately needs marskating party at the North Shore
day to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Branto do when they appear as it is underneath.
kets. “Japan will be under Com- sible to attend. Mrs. Parrish also
rink Thursday evening.
ca
ccio,
.958
South
Shore
Dr.;
a
to give our dollarsto help finance
Coroner William Ten Brink of
munist control within 10 years if called attention to the weekend
All young people of high school
daughter, Sally, bom Tuesday to
the fight against cancer through Hamilton, said Earnest apparently
she doesn’t find other markets retreatsat St. Lazare Retreat
age
are invited.The entire buildMr.
and
Mrs.
Melvin
Van
Oosterresearch and treatment. Many had one arm up in the air when
House, Spring Lake, May 7 and
than China,” he added
First
ing will be In use for ping pong,
hout 672 Butternut Dr.; a son
cases can be cured when discover- the jack gave way, because it was
May
28.
"Formosa is the single most
bom Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs. The Holland Dutchmen came shuffle board and skating.The proed and properly treated early.** pinned to his chest by the front
The following newcomerswere
valuablepiece of real estate in
Elwood Knoll, 169 West 28th St.; home victorious from their en- gram is sponsoredby the Hl-C
axle and he “suffocated" to death.
introduced
and
welcomed
by
newthe area.” The island has been a
Bible Gubs of local schools toa daughter, Pamela Mae, bom toThe tragedy was discovered by
study in survival, long outliving comers’ chairman Mrs. Philip day to Mr. and Mrs. Howard Tim- counter with North Muskegon’s gether with Grand Haven, Zeeland
his father-in-law,
Ben Albers, who
Norsemen at the Spring Lake
the pessimisticstatements of many Frank: Mrs. Dale Geiser, Mrs. mer, 670 Myrtle Ave.
and Fennville Gubs.
came out in the back yard and saw
golf course Tuesday.It was Hoi
Min Julia Groce Koenn
American leaders. The Nationalist Warren Victor, Mrs. Roy Stokes,
Bochenek, formerly a member ot
Jacob under the car.
land’s first win out of five starts
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Koenes of 622 government can be made a valu- Mrs. John Walker and Mrs. Earl
the Eddie Peabody Banjo Gub of
and
the
373
to
382
score
was
well
According to reports, Earnest Butternut Dr.
Chorus,
Wives
Wright.
the able ally of the west. "The people
worked for on a soaked course Chicago, plays nine musical instruliked to tinker with old cars. He engagement of their daughter, are behind Chiang, and from ForPlans were discussed for servments. He has traveled extensively
Gather
for
Dinner
amid high winds.
First Reformed Church of Zee- had purchasedthe ’46 model last Julia Grace, to Ira Glenn Schip- mosa, China could be prodded from ing a ham dinner Saturday, May
in America.
Individual
scores
for
Holland
land was host to a large group, of Tuesday in Holland and was fix- per, son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur within,” Judd said.
15, from 5 to 8 p.m. and Sunday,
Members
of
the
Men's
Chorus
A similar party by the Hl-C clubs
members and guest* of Resthaven ing it up for resale. He owned a Schipper of Holland. Both are at"The only two nations of the May 16, from 12 to 5 p.m. Mrs. of Sixth Reformed Church and were: Jalving 86, Ter Haar 90, recently brought together 90 young
Guild for its April meeting Friday couple of other “later model" ears.
Holkeboer
92
and
Ragains
105.
tending Milwaukee Bible Institute. group that have surplus rice are William Fisher and Mrs. Leslie their wives gathered at Holiday
I' I night.
For the Norsemen it was Eng- people at the North Shore rink. GilThe home is located on the
Thailandand Burma.” These new Parrish will act as general chair- Inn near Grand Haven Tuesday
bert Van Wynen is director of clubs
Mrs. John Van Peursem played Overisel-Zeeland
road, one mile
nations,Burma only six years old, men. Following chairmen were evening for a chicken dinner and strom 92, Olson 95, Prins 96 and
in this area.
Seastrom
99.
for group singing of hymns. Mrs. north of Overisel.Mr. Earnest was Harvey Kragt Feted
are determinedto have their in- appointed: Mrs. Ort Schaeffer, entertainment.
John den Ouden used as the devoNext
match
game
for
the
Holcement contractor and had
dependence and are naturally hesi- Mrs. Joseph Fabiano, kitchen;
A1 Brink, president, announced land High golfers will be played
tional theme, ’The Good S hep- worked Thursday in Holland On 10 th Birthday
Qmrck Decides to Buy
tant about antagonizing Red Mrs. Charles Jacques,Mrs. Fred
the program which began with at Grand Haven against the
herd. ** The 23rd Psalm was repeat- Heights. He built the small home
China.
After
all,’’ Judd added, Kuth, Mrs. Ed Pelletier, dining
A birthday party was given
several numbers by the chorus Grand Haven squad April 29.
Part of Niei Estate
ed in unison. Scripture was read on the Overisel road a few years
Monday by Mrs. FranklinKragt, "they do have an 800-mile border room; Mrs. Philip Frank, Mrs. directedby Henry Slager with
from the 15th chapter of Luke.
Representatives of the 14th St
ago.
with China.”
John Bagladi, Jr., Mrs. Joseph
Miss Carolyn Bolman, accom- Survivors include the wife, 55 East 34th St., in honor of her Pakistan and India present com- Lang and Mrs. Frank Klann, host- Mrs. Slager at the piano. Other
Christian Reformed Church today
Bert Dok, 85, Former
panied by her sister, Miss Joan Eleanor; four sisters, Mrs. Lester son, Harvey, who celebratedhis plex problems,but again symbo- esses; Mrs. Frank Schwarz, adver- numbers included a solo by the
announcedpurchase of a large porRev. T. Hibma; reading by Mrs. Holland Resident, Diet
Bolman, sang “How Broad Is His Richards of Detroit, Mrs. Marie 10th birthday anniversary.
tion of the Nies estate located belize
the
struggling
nationalistic
tising;
Mrs.
Vincent
Duffy,
finanPrizes for games were won by
Boyd De Boer, selections by a
Love’’ and “After.**Mrs. H. Van Collins of Detroit,Mrs. Harvey
tween 24th and 26th Sts. on Michifever. "Pakistan, in two parts 1,- cial secretary,and Mrs. John
quartet, Ed Scheerhom,Henry • Bert Dok, 85, former residentof gan Ave.
Draght gave a reading, “Diary of Snyder of Mt. Pleasant and Mis. Randy Boer, Howard Sterenberg, 000 miles apart, doesn’t tie in well
Zych,
tickets.
Slager, Henry Vanden Broek and Holland about 30 years ago. died
a Bible’’ in which the Bible spoke Gerald Goff of Flat Rock, HI.; two Wayne Lampen and Gerard Ven- together, but they have a great
The L-shaped property purchasCommittee heads assisting will Boyd De Boer; reading by Mrs.
for itself of indifference,neglect brothers, Chester of Mt. Pleasant der Wall Gifts were presented will to succeed," Judd said. As for
Tuesday at the home of his sister, ed has a frontage of approximately
be Mrs. Hector Munro, Mrs. Char- Ben Ter Haar, and a duet by Mr.
to
the
honored
guest
and
refreshand selfishness.
Mrs. Mina Stalker, 47 National S. 199 feet on 26th St extending north
and Dewey of Big Rapids.
India, we must learn to "take it
The group was entertained by He was a World War n veteran. ments, featuringa decorated birth- easy" with Nehru. "He is a leader les Midle, Mrs. Eugene Maurina, and Mrs. James Barkel. Games W., in Grand Rapids.
for 364 feet and west for 357 feet
Mrs. Jay Mulder and Mrs. Gil were in charge of Vanden Broek.
day cake, were served. Mrs. Glenn
Mrs. James DePree who showed
He was Grand Haven bridge The sale does not include a house,
The body was taken to Lake- Rlgterink, Harvey's aunt, assist- who endured much for his country, Tors.
and explainedher collection of land Funeral Home.
Those present were Mr. and tender for many years. At one bam and other land fronting on
and we must see that he basically Members of
Christopher
ed the hosten.
dolls from many countries, she
stands for the same things as we Study group, with Mr*. B. P. Mrs. Brink, Mr. and Mrs. Slager, time he was with the De Kraker, Michigan Ave., and extendingto
Guests were Jack Ludema,
, toured Europe last October and
Mr. and Mrs. Vanden Broek, Mr. De Koster and Dok meat market. 24th St, which is still owned by
Dwight Ballast, Howard Vander do-democracy and humanism.” Donnelly, Jr., as leader, 'were In and Mrs. Scheerhom,Mr. and He also was a life member of the
> showed picturesof her trip.
Mrs. Hulda Bequette.
Turning
to the broader implica- charge of the program and reVliet, Ronald Lubbers, Wayne
Mrs. William DeRoo, president,
Mrs. Ter Haar, Mr. and Mrs. Holland Odd Fellows
The church does not have any
tions of the present struggle,Judd
Lampen,
Gerard
Vander
Wall,
freshments.
The
next
meeting
is
conducted the business meeting.
Henry Ten Brink, Mr. and Mrs. Survivingbesides the wife are immediate plans for construction.
expressed
the
need
for
Americans
Paul Oostendorp, Jack Stevenscheduled June 7.
The treasurer reported that $381Barkel, Mr. and Mrs. L. Fought, two stepsons, Wilson Vander Hill The decision to buy the property
to recognize clearly the real asson, Randy Boer, Howard Steren.50 was realized from the rumRev and Mrs. Hibma, Mr. and of Grand Haven and George Van- was made at a congregational
berg, Jim Fredricks and the pects of the present conflict
mage sale and $308.25 from the
Mrs. Roger Bartels, Mr. and Mrs. der Hill of Holland; a brother meeting Monday night
Two
Couples
Remarry
"We
haven't
been
able
to
open
guest of honor.
flower sale, making a total of
Boyd De Boer, C.B. Dalman, Mrs. and a sister in Grand Rapids.
our minds to the real nature of
Into Hebraic Faith
$8,422.74 in the treasury.
DETROIT Mich- The Detroit
Jacob Van Voorst, Lloyd Maatthe conflict thinking it merely a
Mrs. Grace Kmper, 79,
Tulip Time plans were made and Tigers Monday purchased George P-T Club Sponsors ,
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Trinker of man, Clyde Ndboer and Miss Bushes Stolen
bad dream,” he said.
handmade articles were displayed. Zuverink, a 28 - year - old right13
Eastern
Ave.,
Grand
Haven,
Mary
Jonker.
"We must see this as a moral
Snccumbs at Pine Rest
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Two more churches were repre- handed pitcher who Is a native of Sapper at School
struggle, a struggle not for. land and Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Trinker
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
State police are investigatingthe
sented at the meeting, Third Re- Holland, Mich., from the CincinAbout 150 persons were served or territory but for the minds of of route 1, West Olive, members
larceny of 700 blueberrybushes Mrs. Grace Kuiper, 79, Ferry*nati Reds.
formed and North Blendon.
supper at Waverly School Friday men.” "We are on the defensive, of United Israel World Union, a Harry Vandevort, 64,
taken from the farm of Peter burg, died at Pine Rest in CutlerClosing prayer was offered by
Farm Director Harold (Muddy) evening. Under sponsorship of the because we don’t understandour Mosaic institution, were remarried Succumbs at Hamilton
De
Young in Robinson township ville Monday following an eightMrs. Clara Madderom. Duripg the Ruel said it was a straight cash Waverly Parent-TeachersClub,
adversaryand only partially un- into the Hebraic faith under an
sometime between Saturdayeven- year illness.
social hour Mrs. Chester Fox and deal. Zuverink joined the Tigers the affair was in charge of Mrs.
HAMILTON
(Special)
—
Harry
Israeli canopy, or chupah, last
derstand ourselves.
and Sunday evening. De She was born In Ferrysburg
Mrs. Simon Elhart poured from a In Philadelphia.
Don Essenburg, Mrs. William 'The Communists have followed Sunday evening at West Olive. The Vandevort,64, died unexpectedly ing
Young,
who lives at 62 East Main Aug. 11, 1874, the daughter of
table attractively decorated with
Zuverink formerly was the prop- Fodder, Mrs. Louis Ten Brink,
Friday at his home St, Zeeland, reported the tyeft to Mr. and Mr*. William Yonker.
a clear pattern of attemptingto date was 22 Nisan by the Hebrew at 11:20
an arrangement of purple hya- erty of the Cleveland Indians.
Mrs. Lawrence Prins and Mrs. subvert the week nations with the calendar.
at HamUton, route
formerly state police about 3:30 pm. Tues- She moved to Muskegon, later to
cinths and forsythia.
He posted a record of 13 vic- Alvin Strabbing.
The ceremony was performedby from Grand Rapids, he lived at day. The bushes, which were Grand Rapids and then returned
land, peace, bread’ slogans, and
May meeting of the guild will tories against eight losses last
During the evening comedy have also tried to divide the United Israel World Union presi- Hamilton for the last nine years. heeled in, ready to plant were In to Ferrysburg. She was a member
be held on the fourth Friday at season at Indianapolis,a Cleveland movies were rfwwn to the child- strong.
dent, Dr. David Horowitz, the Rev.
Survivingare the wife, Clara; a hole about 4 feet in diameter of Spring Lake Christian ReformBeechwood Reformed Church.
farm dub. The Indians sold him ren.
"War for them is the last meas- James H. Burkey and Minister one son, Robert J. Vandevort of and valued at about $200.
ed Church.
to Cincinnati.
Proceeds of the free-willoffer- ure, something resorted to when William Goodin. *
Indiana; two daughters, Mrs. WinSurviving are two
I'** The Alaskan highway, stretching wffl be used for school Im- all else has failed and victory in
The United Israel World Union ifred Swank of Indiana and Mrs.
John ftfoer off"
ing 1,523 miles from British Co& Span- provement.Teachersof the school war could be assured.
includes those who accept the
lumbia to Alaska, was opened to ish soldier,was the first person are Mrs. Herold Roach. Mrs. J.
Turning to a positive program Hetajic principle of one God as grandchildren; one brother CUntourist travel in 1943.
to explore th Amazon river.
Naber and Mrs. A3. Van Dyke, for the United States, Jutkfsaid baaed on Mosaic Lew.
ton Vandevort of
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Holland High Will Host

HoUand

Regional Speech Event

Tracksters Lose

Holland High School will play
host Friday to young speakers

InBarkelCase
Hour

Than
Two-Day Trial

Out
in

Lest

At Blood

Bank

On Negligent Homicide

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

Forty-six donors responded at
the regular bi-weekly clinic of

-

After deliberatingnearly an hour,
a Circuit Court Jury brought in a

Holland Community Blood
Bank Monday night at Red Cross

verdict of guilty at charged at

headquarters.

am

case of
Earl Barkel, 21, of 303 East 14th
St. charged with negligent homicide in an accident test June 26 in
which three young men were kill11:40

Tuesday

the

in

the

Christian

Their Fvst

from 13 west Michigan

46 Donors Report
Jurors

HOUAND CITY NEWS, THURSDAY, APRIL W54

high
schools entered in a regional contest of Michigan High School
ForensicAssociation. The contest
will take place at Third Reformed
Church.
Thirty speakers, winners in earlier contests held in districts 1
through 6, will be seeking honors
in the local meat. Prizes in declamation, extempore speaking, dramatic reading, humorous reading
and original oratory will be awarded by the Detroit News and Michigan High School Forensic Associa-

Meet

.Holland Christian’strack squad
its season Friday afternoon at Muskegon Heights and
came home on the short end of
a 76-33 score. It was the first

opened

dual meet between the two
schools In history.

Although defeated by a

fairly

good margin. Coach

Albertos
Elve of the Maroons reported that
several races were extremely close
and could have gone either way.
He was not disappointed with the
outcome inasmuch as several of

Donors were Reuben Often, Ned
Nagelkirk, Eugene
Teusink, Manley/ Beyer, Evelyn tion.
JOffif D. AMES
his young sophomores came
Beyer, Gerald Reinink, Henry Schools participating and their
directors are: East Grand Rapids,
through in great fashion and show
Tdrpstrj^.
Delos
Bowen,
Jerold
tew Director Elected
Mrs. Mildred Meyer; Grand Rappromise for the future. He also
ed.
Groters, Justin Bouwman, Dale ids Central,Miss Jaooba Dalebout;
said the fact that it was the
Barkel was released on his own At Holland Furnace Co.
Hofman, Herman Schierbeek, Mrs. Grand Rapids Christian, Mrs. C.
Height's fourth meet of the year
recognizance and will return June
John D. Ames, partner of the Marvin Ver Hoef, Harvey Geer- Bolt; Grand Rapids Creston, Miss
compared to the locals’ first de14 for disposition. Court convened
Lois Conrad; Ottawa Hills, Russell
finitely had a bearing on the outChicago investment firm of Bacon, lings, Gerald Stielstra, Mrs. Arthur
at 9 am Tuesday for attorney’s
Jones; Grand Rapids South, Robcome.
Whipple
and
Co., investments and J. Peters.
argumentsand the Judge’s charge
Bemie Welters, Fred Kraai, ert Williams; Grandville,Miss
Muskegon Heights won 11 firstfe
securities, and former publisher of
to the jury.
Roger Kaak, LaVeme Koning, Patricia Law; Holland, Miss Ruby
outright with Christian taking
Five more witnesses for the pro- the Chicago Journal of Commerce, Sidney Teusink, John Alderink, Calvert; Holland Christian, Maonly the shot put. Both clubs
secution appeared Mondhy after- was elected a director of Holland Jay Rouwhorst, Wilbur Cobb, Ray- rinus Pott; Hudsonville,August De
tied for first in the pole vault
noon, following four witnesses at
Jong;
Ionia,
Orlo
Burpee;
MuskeFurnace Co., at the annual meet- mond Vander Meulen, Jason GeerDale Vande Wege and BUI Huizthe morning session. Two witnessgon, Miss Peggy Powers; Muskeing
of
shareholders Tuesday ac- lings, Cameron Cranmer, John
enga, .only a sophomore,tied for
es for the defense also appeared
Blacquiere, Jr., June Gebben, J. gon Heights, John Ragenmorter,
point nonors for the locals with
DUSTING CHOPS — Crop dusting by piano ts gaining In
Horen Is In charge of the process and currently Is makcording to P.T. Cheff, president.
in the afternoon.
Henry Gebben, Warren Van Kam- and Zeeland, Mrs. Marie Saunders.
popularity In HoUand anas In rocoat yoari. • specially
six apiece. Bob Venema took
ing his headquartersat Park Township Airport. Booms
Testifying on his own behalf,
Ames is also a director of the pen, Randall Boonstra, George Competing in oratorical declala (Iiom ttcflonj where pfae soodllngs and blackberChristian’s lone undisputedfirst
on each side Contain 4he aosxlesthrough which the
Barkel said he grew up with Murray Corporationof America, Scott.
mation at 9:30 a.m. in Third Reries are planted near Wert OIhre. Bob Moeller oi South
spray goes.
(Sentinelphoto)
In the shot. Allan Elzinga tied
Douglas Hazebrook, one of the
Harvey Knoll, H. J. Babinski, formed Church House will be WarUnited Electric Coal Companies
for the first in the pole vault
three victims, and served with him
of Chicago and the Chicago Great John P. Lepo, Charles Vander ren Boer of Holland Christian,
Results in order of finish:
it
in combat for seven months in KoWestern Railway Co. He also was Water, Mrs. Johanna Nieboer, Fred Brack of Grandville,John
High husdles— Richards (MH);
rea. Barkel said his memory was
executive director of the Chicago Henry Groenheide,Jerold Strab- Buttrey of Grand Rapids South,
Huizenga (H<
IC); Kruger (MH).
hazy about details on the night in
bing,
Bernard
Van
Ooort,
Roger
Ronald
Chandler
of
Holland,
Irene
Time 17.2.
question but he remembered editionof the Wall Street Journal Kolean, Willis S. Boss, Everett G. Oppenhuizen of Grand Rapids
Medley relay — Won by Muskehaving been in Saugatuck and at
Van Veldhuizen, Gardner Joyce.
Christian and Barbara Steketee erf
gon Heights (Tucker, Rowell
the Fifth Wheel and then blanked
Physicianson duty were Dr. East Grand Rapids.
Vaughn, Cummings.)Time 2:49.
out until he regained consciousVernon Boersma and Dr. William Entered in dramatic reading at
100 yard dash - Utsey (MH);
ness in a Grand Rapids hospital
Westrate, Jr. Nurses were Mrs, 10:45 a.m. are Mara Asaris of
. A weird looking airplane will
A
group of interested Holland 1 Vande Wege (HC); Hertel (HC).
two days after the accident
Keneth Atman, Mrs. Howard Grand Rapids Central, Margaret
(From Wednesday’sSentinel)
be hovering around Holland areas area
producers met with thb Time 11.
On cross examination, Barkel Exchange Sunday in the Parti- Davis, Miss Gertrude Steketee and Biehu of East Grand Rapids, Judy
for the next few days.
Mile — Grahm (MH) ; Hop (HO*
told prosecutor James W. Bussard cular Synod of Chicago, when min- Mrs. Willard C. Wickers.
Agriculture
Committee of the
Folkertsone of Grand Rapids
No need to get alarmed, it’s just
Cnossen
(HC). Time 5:32.
that he did not remember talking isters have a general pulpit ex
Nurse’s aides were Mrs. Joe ChrisUan,Julie Smith of HoUand,
a crop dusting process that is Chamber of Commerce Tuesday 440 yard dash — Marcel (MH);
with the Saugatuck police chief change in the interest of church Roerink, Margaret $tegink and
Ruth Vander Meulen of Zeeland
carried on just about every year night at City Hall to discuss pos- Westenbroek(HC)
Nykamp
and denied the bfficer refused to expansion, was observed at the Mrs. C. C. Wood. Mrs. Neal Tieand Sharron Van Vleck of Ionia.
by Bob Mueller of South Haven. sibilities of establishing a retail (HC). Time 59.
let him drive because he was in- Reformed churches of Zeeland. senga served as gray lady. In
Junior
Humorous reading contestants,
And the crop dusting is getting farmer’s market in Holland.
Low hurdles— Richards (MH);
toxicated. He did not recall wheth- The pastor of First Reformed charge of the canteen were Mrs.
competing at 1 p.m., will be Sue
to be an important item in Ottawa
Also present were George Huizenga (HC) ; Misner (MH).
er he had anything to drink or church, Rev. John den Ouden, con- Joan De Weerd, Mrs. Fred Slag
Danielsonof Grand Rapids OttaThe Holland Junior Chamber County areas, especially in the Motts, agriculture marketing Time, 15.5.
whether there was anything to ducted the morning service and and Mrs. Theodore Kouw. Historwa Hills, James Kaat of Zeeland, of Commerce today announced mushroomingblueberry sections specialist from Michigan State 22Q yard dash — Utsey (MH) ;
drink in the car.
ians
were
Elinore
Ryan
and
Mrs.
Dr. Lester Kuyper, of the seminCarol Marsden of East Grand plans to conduct a Jaycee Junior near West Olive. The small craft College;Bob Blackburn,of the Vande Wege (HC); Hertel (HC),
The other witness for the de- ary was in charge of the evening Howard Douwstra.
Rapids, Janet Rhoda of Grand CitizenshipAward project, an an- sprays all pine seedlings to pre- state marketing and enforcement Time, 24.8.
fense, Don Newhouse, a cousin of service.
Holland police* put covers on
Rapids Christian, Elizabeth Ver nual program designedto turn vent the white pine weevil, sawfly, agency, and Richard Machiele, 880 yard run — Samuels (MH) ;
Barkel, testifiedhe talked with
parking
meters
for
parking
priviDr. Elton Enigenburg, of WestHey of Holland and Carolyn Zieg- the publicity spotlight on the European pine shootmoth, etc.
Barkel in Saugatuck on the night
Ottawa County Agriculture ag- j Bogany (MH); Pierce (MH).
ern Seminary, conducted both leges for blood donors and also
However, Mueller says the ent.
young people of the community
Time, 2:31.
in question,and said Doug Haze- morning and evening services at transported the blood t the blood ler of Ionia.
Participating in the extempore whose achievements,deeds and work in West Olive is getting to
brook was driving when the car the Second Reformed church. Mrs. bank at Holland Hospital.
It was pointed out that con-! 880 relay _ Won by Muskedivision at 2:15 p.m. will be James services are above and beyond be concentrated more on blueber
left Saugatuck about 11:30
sumer interest is a big factor in gort Heights (Christie, Marbee,
Daniel Paul of the Third Reformed
Evenhuis of Ottawa Hills, Michael those ordinarily expected by ries. Of course, the small plane such an undertakingand aU 20 Cummings, Utsey.) Time, 1:46.
Newhouse said he had on occasion church, Holland and a teacher in
dusts
the
celery
and
onion
fields
Jacobsen and Judy Martin of East society.
driven Barkers car.
persons present agreed that a
High jump
Rowell (MH)j
Holland Public School, was guest
Grand Rapids, David Vander According to John Benson, near Hudsonville and in the Fenn- consumer survey should be taken. Richards (MH); Tucker (MH).
A deposition from Dr. Carl F. soloist at the evening service of
Ploeg of Holland Christian,Cathy chairman of the project, all ville and Pullman areas.
(From Wednesday’sSentinel)
list Grand Rapids brain surgeon
However, this and further plans Height, 57”.
First Reformed church, she sang
There’s also a lot of work on
Mrs. Jennie Vanden Bosch, Mr. Voelka of Grand Rapids South and children from the ages of 10 to
and specialist who treated Barkel, "Out of the Deep” Marks.
wdre delayed until further meetPole vault — Elzinga, (HC) and
Jeanne Wilde of Muskegon 17 are eligible for nominationby the blueberry growths in the ings. »
described Barkers injury and sale
Ackerman, (HC) tied for first;
Mrs. Paul Van Dort furnished and Mrs. Comie Vanden Bosch
South
Haven
area.
their
teacher,
principal,
minister,
temporary loss of memory of specialmutfic at both morning and and Mr. and Mrs. Herman Vanden Heights.
A steering committee, repre- Lenters. (HC). Height 9’. '
The craft may look a bit weird
Original oratory division is church leader,or youth organizabirthday
events surroundingthe actidOit evening servicesat the Second Re- Bosch attended
senting farmers, will include MarShot put
Venema . (HC);
tion leader. Each youngsterwill to many because it has' large arms
is not uncommon.
formed Church. She sang "The gathering in honor of Mrs. Arth- scheduled at :15 p.m. Taking part receive consideration for age juttingout of each side which con- vin Smith and Henry DeRidder. Kendrick (MH); Crane (MH).
Orville Hen, 18, Holland, an- Unveiled Christ” Herrell, The ur Lemmen at her home in East will be " Sarah Drasin of Grand
A similar group wiU be appoint- 1 Distance, 40’3”.
Rapids Creston, Lothar Kopp of limitations. An award will be tain the nozzles through which the ed by the chamber committee. | Broad jump
other survivor of the crash who Twenty-ThirdPsalm," Malotte Saugatuck Friday evening.
Rowell (MH);
sprays pass.
given
for
a
boy
or
girl
10
through
spent four weeks in the hospital,
Cummings (MH); Nykamp (HC).
and "Hold Thou My Hand," A neighborhoodparty was held Muskegon, Henrietta Meekhof of 14 and one for a boy or girl 15 The large booms on each side of
testifiedhe knew nothing about Briggs.
at the town hall Wednesday even- Hudsonville, Elinor Sedam of
Distance,21’2J”.
through 17. Thereby the 10-year- the plane each has 12 nozzles and
the accident except what he had
Next Sunday, the Rev. T. ing in the form of a "Welcome’’ Grand Rapids Central, Robert old will not be competing with a winddriven pumps built up pres- 'Prater
been told. He said he had known Jansma, pastor of Eighth Reform- for Mr. and Mrs. Ray Bekins who Steed and Susan Whitneryof East
17 year old’s record. Each nomi- sure so that the spray shoots out
Barkel since the first of the schobl
have purchasedthe home former- Grand Rapids.
ed Church, Grand Rapids, will be
Mueller currently is headquaryear.
ly owned by Harry Hassevoort Judges for the 'entire series are nee will receive a certificateor
guest preacher at the Second Retered at Park Township airport
Deputy Nelson Lucas testified he formed church of Zeeland.
Games were played and lunch Dr. Bernard J. Knittel,Dr Sam merit.
Hope College Fraternal
• ?
The search for the community’s and has one of his 10 plane fleet ty’s popular variety show, "Frater
found Barkel on the front seat
was
served. General arrangements Baskett and Dr. Russel Jenkins of
J
1
On Thursday, May 6, John K.
"outstandingjunior citizen” is in the area. The craft can dust Frolics," will open Thursday at ^Vnip||||lp|lIflAV I
slumped somewhat over Tien who Minnock of Chicago, will be guest were made by Mr. and Mrs. Her- Michigan State College.
several hundred acres a day.
was on the right side when Lucas speaker at the annual dinner man Smeyers, Mr. and Mrs. Levi
Iff
1
The public is invited to attend being carried on through schools,
Carl Dernier of Muskegon is 8 p.m. in the Woman’s Literary
churches
and
youth
organizations,
first arrived on the accident scene.
Bartels and Mr. and Mrs. Harm any or all of the contests.
club
house.
The
show
will
be
remeeting of Zeeland Chamber of
piloting the plane out of Holland.
Benson reports.
He said Barkel’s feet, were under Commerce. He is known to be a Kuite.
peated Friday and Saturday eve- Holland Junior Chamber of CbmThe
junior
Citizenship
Award
the car pedal The windshield was
Eugene, four-year-old son of
nings. Thursday has been designat- merce completed plans today for a
humorous and inspirationalspeakcommittee
is
composed
of
Benson
out but Lucas noticed nothing er. His subject will be "Opportuni- Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vaijder Fahochas Entertain
Children Entertain,
ed as Alumni
Teenage Road-e-o, scheduled Satur(chairman), Dale Fris, Ken Kooibroken on the dashboardor steer- ties Unlimited.” For this speech Zwaag, broke his arm while at
The
all-male
cast
will
work
day, May 1.
Husbands at Dinner
ker and Gordon Van Putten.
At Washington
ing wheel He said he measured
play last week. He was taken to
around the, "Mysteries of History” The driving course will be laid
he recently received a special citatire marks on the shoulder at 525
Nominees for the award will be
theme, with a combination of hum- out on Maple Ave. between 21st and
Fahocha Class of First Methotion from the Cleveland,Ohio, the hospital where the fracture
Music and a book review were
was reduced and the arm placed dist Church entertainedtheir Judged by a panel consisting of
feet and nine indies from the Sales Executives’ club.
orous and serious acts, each re- 24th Sts. First contestant is schedprogram
highlights
at
a
regular
point of impact
calling an importantpart of the uied to start at 9 a.m., with others
husbands at a dinner Saturday people who work with youth
The Rev. John Staat, of Chicago, in a cast.
meeting of WashingtonSchool
Richard Bell, who has lived in was guest preacher at the newly , A full house was again the re- evening in the social rooms of the this community.
past. "The Idiot and the Oddity ” following through the course at
Parent TeachersAssociationTues
the Pine Creek area for 30 years
sult of a repeat performance of church.
is in the style of Greek, epics by five-minute intervals.
organized Faith Reformed church
day
evening
at
the
school
Mrs
among the first on the scene, said Sunday. This church meets for the Home Talent program at the
Homer;
"GlimpsesInt,o American Judges for the four-phasedriving
Dock Rowe pronounced the in- Spring Lake Musician,
Richard Hill, president,conducted
he found a man on the right services each Sunday. Special school Friday evening. The pro- vocation. Spring colors of yellow
History” lightly satirizes such test will be Robert Strabbing,driv- *
the
meeting
and
the
Rev.
C.
Wal
mumbling ’’don'tdrive, don’t do music was presented by the male gram was put on by members of and green were predominate in 111 Four Months, Dies
figures as Columbus, Ponce de inc instructor at ChrisUan High
voord was in charge of devotions
it” who was later identified as
the Mothers Club and their famiIf o'? and Abe Lincoln; The Saga <3^0^ Police Officer Don Oosterchorus of the church at the morndecorations. Flower arrangements
Parents were delightfully enHen. Next to him on the driver’s ing service. The Zutphen Male les.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
of the Scarlet Saber-tooth Ants baant driving instructorat Holland
for the tables and the room were
tertained
by
the
Washington
. side he found Barkel
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Meeuwsen of forsythia, daffodils and nar- George Byer.s 72, Spring Lake
somehow combines Dr Liring- and 0fficenj
Quartet sang at the evening serCharles Martin, Holland police
and Mrs. Martin Boers of Zee- cissus. The Maypole on a table in residentfor the last 10 years, died School orchestra under the direc- stons trip into the heart of Africa and
of
Holland
vice.
tion of Carleton Kelch. The group
officer testifiedhe found Barkel
Many women of the local Re- land were entertained at the home the middle of the room reached at 10:30 a.m. Monday in Municipal played "My Bonnie,” "Passing with an even deeper satire on the police Department,
was sitting on the left side with
senator from Wisconsin. "You Are Chairma^ Ed N Iand r e p 0 r ,
Hospital after a four-month ill
formed churches of Zeeland are of Mrs. Sena Redder Thursday streamers out to each table.
By” and "Marjorie.” Byran Dyk- There” simulating the popular tele- . t
his left foot between the dutch
teenaee drivera hav!
ness.
He
had
been
a
professional
planning to attend the annual evening.
The vice-president, Mrs. Dock
and the brake.
Mrs. Menser Jongekrjk was Rowe, presided in the absence of musician and for several years stra played a piano solo, "March vision show, will take the audience *7™
Spring conference of the Women’s
of the Elves.”
hack to Alexander the Great All ^a*ien written quiz phase of the
Chief Deputy Clayton W. Forry
the president,Mrs. George Baker operated dental technician labors
MissionaryUnion to be held at hostess to the Home Ec. club
Mrs. L. Sicard and Mrs.
said there were no occupants
her
home
Tuesday
evening. The
by th
V*‘tories
in
Saginaw,
Flint,
Pontiac
the North Holland Reformed
She introduced Mrs. John Ifogans
Bennett’s third grade groups sang emcee, a, he alaya the role of , unlay a event, the firat m Holland
the front seat by the time he arGhurch today. The offerings for lesson, “Making the Most
who sang, "I Made of My Heart and Chicago. For 15 years he was three selections,"My Merry Can- college
Engraved plaques will be awarded
rived and gave detailed measureYour Sewing Machine,” was a Temple." Rev. Hagans address- bandmasterat Muskegon Heights
the day will be for the Winnebago
ary,” "Mr. Thumper” and "In
ments on the tree the car hit, the
Music, an Important part of the toc,u,e.,0f th™ contestants,
brought to the class by Mrs. HorShelter in Nebraska and for India.
ed the group speaking in terms of Sacred Heart School.
Great Grandma’s Day.” They were show, features the concert piano I Ftlrat ,Pla“ “'nner will be sent
stump it struck first, the post and
Surviving are the wife, Kittibelle;
The program begins at 10 a.m. ace Maatman and Mrs. Franklin parent and child.
accompanied by Miss Margaret music of Tom Keizer in classical t0 D30.8111^ June 5 to compete in a
sign which was knocked down and
Veldheer. They explainedhow
two
daughters,
Mrs.
Albert
Selmer
when • skit will be presented. OfA one-act play, coached by Mrs.
Van Vyven.
style, solo and choral singing and statewide contest where first prize
the measurements on tire marks
sewing
machine
should
be
cared
ficers will be elected. There will
Lloyd Van Lente, was presented of Muskegon and Mrs. Potter D.
A book review of "Snips and the Frater Combo, with its instru- Wl11 1)6 a Jf0? defense bond. Sewhich extended 525‘9”.
for, and the proper way to start
be a box lunch with coffee served
Characters were Mrs. Joseph Kol- Waller of Chicago; a sister, Mrs
He said he was unable to serve
and stop it. They demonstrated ean, Mrs. Wendell Miles, Mrs James Young of Detroit;a brother Snails” was presented by Mrs mental presentation of Dixielandcond and third place winners will
by the hostess church at noon. At
subpoenas on three witnesses who
the way various attachments Roy Moeller and Mrs. Walter Neil of California, and three grand- Mildred , Alexander, elementary jazz and Latin American rhythm, b®. given $50 and $25 defense
:30 p.m. there will be a missionschool Ibrarian, whose interpre- The show opens with the musical bonds. State winner will participate
were expected to be called on be
should be used, although attach Burke.
ary round-up.
children.
tation of the entertaining book /‘Overture to the Frolics” and the in the National Road-e-o in Washhalf'of the people. They were Barments
differ on each kind of sew
Today from 1:30 to 4 p.m. the
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Shasha
about boys gave a better apprecia final curtain closes as the entire ington, D.C., Aug.
j
bara Smith who he believes
ing
machine,
and
the
seamstress
regular monthly baby clinic will
guay conducteda track meet for
tion of children with the moral cast on stage sings "There’s
either in Reed City or Fremont
Jaycees ask that all spectatorsat
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Teacher Diet at Age 62
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to attend
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A girls’ League Mother-Daughticipate in the contests. Judges
Mrs. A. Van Voorhees of Mar Barendse.The PTA presented
be master of ceremonies. Writers side between 22nd and 24th Sts. to
police officer who is in Florida.
ter banquet was held at Second hall May 5 at 8 p.m. At this meet- were Mrs. Joseph Kolean, Alvin shall mother of Robert Van Voorbrief case to Ivan De Neff for and assistant directors includeI avoid walking on lawns.
Nine pictures taken at the acReformed Church Monday evening. ing a style show will be put
Brandt and Morris De Vries.
hees, teacher of physics and photo- his six years in Washington Cub Don Jacobusse, Bob Muilenberg,
ddont scene were introducedas
Miss Jean Nienhuis, former mis- by a Grand Haven shop. Mrs.
Mrs. Warren Van Kampen was graphy at Holland High School,
exhibiU.
Scouting. Thanks also were ex- Jim Van Putten, Bob Hoeksema, I nr
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Told to Co-Wed Club
Election of officers took placte John Schrier, Jack Miller, Bob
served immediatelyto allow Barwill be held by First Reformed were served by Mrs. John Rouw- nig, Mrs. Darwin Van Oosterfrequently
visited
Holland.
kel and Hen to make complete or
with the following results:Presi- Dethmers,Milt Lubbers andHerm
Mrs. H. J. Kamphoulie of HolChurch Friday at 6:30 at Zee- horst and Mrs. Henry Van Kam- hout, Mrs. John De Graff, Mrs.
Surviving besides Van Voorhees, dent, Jack Leenhouts;vice presi Nienhuis.
near-complete recoveries.Killed in
land City Mission was guest speakland City Hall. Mrs. Benjamin De pen.
Gordon
Bowie
and
Mrs.
Joseph who resides in Femjville,are two
the crash were Douglas Haze- Vries, missionary on furlough
dent, Mrs. Frank Working; secer at a meeting of First Reformed
Kolean. Dinner was served by the other sons, Paul of Marshall and
brook, John Fendt and Duane from India will speak. All daughretary, Mrs. John Shashaguay
Church Co-Wed Club Monday eveMarimba
Solo
Played
MSC
Alumni,
Friends
Philathea
Class.
Lyons.
Manley, superintendent of schools and treasurer, Mrs. William Net
ning at the church. Mrs. Kampters junior high age and older and
at Colon; two daughters, Mrs.
Retiring officers are Mrs. Hill See Bowl Game Films
By Local Girl on
house gave an informative talk on
mothers are invited
Robert Miller of Ypsilanti who is president;Mrs. CM. Wagner,
work and services being done, at
Miss Rochelle De Vries, daugh- Yard Cleanup Drive
Dave van Ouden was leader at
McClmr Group Has
a twin of Robert Van Voorhees, secretary, and Clarence Hopkins,
More than 75 alumni of Michigan the mission.
the meeting of the First Reformed ter of Mr. and Mrs. Lambert De
Ends This Weekend
and
Mrs.
J. Burlingame of Mar- treasurer.
State
College and guests from Ot- The meeting opened with sing- ,
Lesson on Wearing
Church Intermediate Christian En- Vries of North 120th Ave., appearshall and several grandchildren.
tawa County were on hand Monday iqg of hymns and devotions led by a
Mrs. G. Boerigterwas hostess deavor meeting. Miss Jean Vande ed in a television program Monday
City Manager Harold C. McClinSeveral brothers and sisters, renight for the screening of the Rose Mrs. Gerald Van Lente. Special
to the McClair Home Extension Wege was in charge of the senior noon at Kalamazoo. She played
tock today reminded residentsthat
‘Homemakers Tea’ to Bo
side in Michigan.
Bowl Game pictures at the Warm music was provided by Mr. and
Club Thursday at her home. Mrs. C. E. meeting which was a conse- selectionon her marimba.
city trucks are still picking up rubFriend
Mrs. Ray Ter Beek, who sang
Held at Allendale Hall
John Henry Scholten and Mrs. cration meeting.
Also on the program was Ralph bish left at the curbs.
Robert
Toll,
assistant
alumni
diselectionsaccompaniedby Howard
Herman Busscher of Laketown
Home
Demonstration
groups
Kirch, Kent county 4-H agent and
He asked property owners to fin- Legion Auxiliary Has
Home Extension Club presented
will observe National Home Dem- rector at MSC, spoke briefly and Van Egmond.
several
4-H
members
who
told ish the cleanup of their yards this
the evening’s lesson on ’’Basket Local Retiring Auditor
onstration Week at their annual outlined football prospects for 1954. During a brief business session
about projects completed for the week. McClintock said that general Business Meeting .
Wearing.’'
"homemaker's tea” Wednesday Three recent scholarshipwinners It was announced that the Rev.
season. Winning articles are being yard rubbish may be left at the
Honored by Associates
A regular meeting of American May 5, at 8 pm. at Allendalg to MSC were introduced as guests Elton Van Pemis will be speaker
Thirteen members were predisplayed at the Panorama at curbs but not grass cuttings.
John A. Donia of Holland, an
of the club. Misses Laurie Ann at next month’s meeting. The
Legion Auxiliary was held Mon- Town hall
sent; Refreshments were served
Civic Auditoriumin Grand Rapids
Grass cuttingsare very light and
auditor
for Michigan Unemployday evening at the Legion club
by Blrs. Boerigter.
Accordingto Mrs. Grace Vander Hohl and Florence Becker and meeting is scheduled for May 24
today and Thursday.
rain sweeps them into gutters and
Next month’s meeting will be ment Compensation Commission Miss De Vries is an eighth grade down sewers, cloggingthem, he rooms. Mrs. J. Cook presided.
Kolk, home demonstrationagent, David Vander Ploeg will enter instead of the last Monday of tha
The group decided to remem- special feature will be a style MSC in the fall following their month, which is Decoration Day.
a potluck supper at the home of for several years, was honored at pupil at Waverly School She was said.
Games were played and refreshMrs. Ray Wiersma. A guest a dinner party Tuesday evening at accompanied to Kalamazoo Monber all Gold Star Mothers who show staged by a concern from graduation this
A
short business meeting follow- ments were served by Mr. and
are
members
of
the
Auxiliary
on
speaker will be present to teach the Eten House.
Grand
Haven
who
will
show
sumDonia retires from public ser- day by her mother and Mrs* Don Consider Water Change
the art of flower making.
Mother's Day. Plans also were mer cottons,children’sclothes and ed the film. A board of directors JJrs. Gerald Van L^nte, Mr;,-,
Essenburg.
vice May L
ZEELAND (Special) - Zeeland made to hold a memorial service styles suitable for the mature meeting was scheduled within the JJrs. Clifford Kimball, Mr.
Fellow auditors from Muskegon,
next two weeks to draw up a slate Mrs. Marinus Geertman and
council will meet in a special ses- on May 24, honoring members figure.
and Mrs. J. George Piers.
I.
Jackson, Traverse City, Grand Divorce Granted
sion 7:30 p.m. Thursday to dis- who have died during the year.
Members of the Grand River of officers for 1954-1955.
question of opening down- Rapids, Detroit and Flint attended
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Mrs. Cook ' presented a fifth Study Club will be in charge of
cuss making the city water supply
on Wednesday after- the dinner. They presented a gift A divorce decree was granted in a utility. Action on the measure, districtreport and Mrs. E. P. decorating the "tea” tables. Mem- Dallas, Tex., was named for
the agenda of the to the guest of
•
Ottawa Circuit Court Monday used by many small and large Slooter gave a membership re- bers of the executive board, Mrs. George Dallas, vice president inj
the Retail
afternoon to Dorothy June Knoll communities,is* necessary before port The group is still seven Thomas Kraal Mrs. Jack Nyen- the administrationof President
AMBULANCE SERVICE
May 3, at Licorice and
id its byproductsare from Roger Allen Knoll, both- of the new budget can be approved. members short of its quota.
huis, Mrs. Bruno Guske, Mrs. Al- James K. Polk.'
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Room of widely used in breakfast cereal, Holland. Custody of the minor
During the social hour, refresh- bert Pyle, Mrs. Gus
Other
mellow smoking pipes, to child was awarded the mother. Giant squids can attain a ments were served with Mrs. Jay Bosscher,Mrs.
Five pairs of Hudson river tunsheet metal and as a foam- Mrs. Knoll is employed in Chicago length of 52 feet, including the M. Ver Hoef and Mrs. J. Nyhoff ler, and Mrs. D.C.
nels connect Manhattan is*
Gilbert Vonde Woter, Mgi, ^
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